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presentation entitled "Overview of the NASA Astrophysics Data Systemqp 
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11. Meeting Summaries 
NSH User Working Group Overview 
Ronald D. Zwickl/NOAA/SEL 
NSIUWG Chairperson 
The NSI Users Working Group meeting was held at the mnfey Hotel in San 
Mateo from Tuesday morning until noon on Thursday, February 12-14, 
1991. The meeting was originally scheduled for November 6-8, 11990. ]It 
was moved to a later date because of the delay in signing the. FU91 budget 
into law, and the associated uncertainty in travel for government 
employees.  
Prior to the original (and postponed) meeting, the largest mailings, 
including both electronic and regular US Mail, to date were made. More 
time and effort went into preparing the information packet than past 
meetings, with the initial agenda in place far in advance of tlhe meeting. 
All these efforts offered mixed results. The attendance, for a non-east- 
coast meeting, was larger than any previous meeting, but only by a small 
margin. We had hoped for a larger turn out. Thus, we know a large 
number of people had been reached, yet only a small number of them 
attended the meeting. Is this the sign of success (the network works, so 
why attend); the sign of confusion (just what is the meeting all about); or 
perhaps the lack of money (NSI does not pay expenses to travel to the 
meeting and while it connects users to the network it does not fund them). 
This meeting contained an expanded format compared to pre~vious NSI and 
SPAN Users Meetings. The Executive committee met the day before the 
opening session to review the agenda and discuss any last minute changes. 
At that time a decision was made to merge the User Services with the User 
Applications subgroup, with Neil Cline as the Chair. Dennis G;allagher, Chair 
of the User Applications subgroup was unable to obtain travel funds from 
the group he works with at MSFC. 
The first two days of the meeting contained the usual mix of a project 
overview, informative talks, subgroup discussion periods, and the final 
rap-up plenary session. A new addition at this meeting was the presence 
of Exhibitors. In the past we have had 'special demonstrations', but this 
year we had the first 'attempt at including vendors (see list elf exhibitors 
elsewhere). The Exhibit area included several live links to Internee and 
SPAN, which were always busy. 
The meeting <:ontanned the normal lively discussions anc the specific 
"findings' from the subgroups. These findings werc give3 during the final 
Plenary session discussion and can be found in the sub,:rozlp report 
section. 
This meeting marks the shift of focus of the Users Working Group from a 
heavy emphasizes on network engineering to increasing interest in User 
Services. Thc: general feeling was that future meetings should focus more 
on what NSI could do for the User in the say of on-line services. This is not 
to say that 'networking' is solved, because the network ~~vill  continue to 
evolve. Howe:ver, it is time to increase our attention to cnd Users. 
Policy Subgroup Summary 
Ron Zwickl/PJOAA/SEL 
Policy Subgroup Chairperson 
The NSI Users meeting followed the format of previous meetings with 
subgroups meeting in parallel in the afternoon Tuesday and 'Wednesday to 
discuss specific interest topics. During the first afternoon, the entire 
discussion period was devoted to understanding today's role for the NSld 
Users Working Group. This was a natural topic to discuss given the 
magnitude of the changes that have taken place within the networking 
project during the last year. The current size of the NSI, its more formal 
way of conducting business, and the assignment of Users Services to 
NASAIGSFC, have produced sufficient interest to re-examine the xoPe of 
users in Todays NSI. The discussion on the second day covere:d a host of 
other issues. A short summary of the specific "findings" presented to the 
entire Users Group on Thursday morning is given below: 
1. The prime function of the NSI Users Group is information exchange 
between users and the project. 
a. In standard NASA language, the group is not considered an 
advisory group; it is a group than can supply "fin{jings". 
b. It is important that a good working relationship lbe established 
between the users and the project. The policy subgroup feels 
that there is still room for improvement in this area. 
c. The NSI Office should share their list of concernt;/questioaas 
where user input is wantedlneeded. 
d. Users should share their list of concerns/questions where 
project input is wantedlneeded. 
2. The Users Group should focus on present and future directions. 
a.  Need to help identify future User Requirements. 
b. Are current concerns being addressed? 
3 .  The Users Working Group is considered the "Grass Roots'Ylevel of 
networking related activities. 
4. There is a need to involve the NASA projects (e.g., ISTP) in the user 
meetings. 
5. It may be useful to change the name from a working group to a User  
Forum . Thus, the group (meeting) could be called the NSI Users 
Forum in place of NSI Users Working Group. 
6. We note that there are certain areas where support provided by the 
NSlI Office has been outstanding. Specific examples include: 
a. Conference Support at meetings, such as AGU and AAS 
b. Support for Galileo flyby 
c. Emergency response, such as their ability to bring LMSO back 
u g ~ f t e r  the 1989 Earthquake in Palo Alto 
7 .  The users felt that existing networks should be used, if appropriate, 
to meet user requirements. 
8. It is iml?ortant to continue to find ways to reach out to NASA 
sponsored scientists. Good example include the very useful mail 
matrix and NSI support at major conferences, such as AGU. 
9. The users were unable to determine the process within the NSI 
Office f~or evaluating and responding to User Group "findings". 
10. The NSI; Office should continue to support multi-protocols, including 
TCPDP, DECNET IVW, and OSI. 
1 1.  To help users focus their discussion during annual meetings, a 
minimum level of information in several areas, including budgetary 
should be presented during the project overview. Detailed, line by 
line items are specifically not requested. 
12. We recommend that each subgroup have a Chairperson and a Vice- 
Cha i~erson .  The Chairperson would be a user, while the Vice- 
Chairperson would be from the NSI Office. This would promote 
better UserJNSI interaction during annual meetings. 
13.  All User Group Chairpersons would have limited terms of two or 
three years. 
Network Subgroup Summary 
Linda Porter/NASA/MSFC 
Network Subgroup Chairperson 
The Network Subgroup contained anywhere from 10 to 30 members ah this 
meeting. Topics of discussion included: re-engineering of the NSI-DECnet 
backbone, interoperability of PSCNI and NSI-TCP/IP, and tail site 
bandwidth upgrade for sites connected with 9.6 Kbps services. The most 
time was spent discussing DECnet OSI/Phase V transition topics. 
Phase 1 of the re-engineering of the NSI-DECnet backbone will increase 
available bandwidth from 56 Kbps up to 728 Kbps between thie ARC, JPL, 
and the GSFC field centers. ARC-JPL leg will be 448 Kbps, the ARC-GSFC leg 
will be 392 Kbps, and JPL-GSFC leg will be 728 Kbps. The actual upgrade 
will entail moving the NSI-DECnet (SPAN)) backbone, which has always 
used DEC routers, to the NSI-TCP/IP backbone, which uses r~outers capable 
of supporting both TCP/l[P and DECnet (creating an NSI multiiprotocol 
backbone). The routers currently in use are manufactured by Proteon, Inc. 
The issues of this re-engineering centered on how the ability of the users 
(usually the tail site technical contacts, rather than the scientist) to trace 
routes through the network transparently, will no longer be :possible, since 
the existing multi-protocol routers do not support a read-only access mode 
or other method to supply DECnet information. There were several notes 
in this discussion. Proteon is currently developing software to allow a 
form of network access that dumps details of DECnet routing information, 
which was estimated to be due for release in eight months or so. Before 
this software upgrade is available, however, it will not be possible to trace 
routes through the network for DECnet. The routers will be "'$Pack boxes" 
in the network to the user. The only temporary work-around will be for 
maps if the network is to be made available to the users so  hat they may 
manually trace route segments. In addition, the Routing Center (RC) 
managers will be able to trace paths through these routers if there is a 
problem. The user may call his RC or the NOC for assistance, if necessary. 
Finding 1: NSIO is asked to provide an on-line map of the 
network containing sufficient DECnet information for users 
to be able to trace routes on both sides on the multiprotocol 
routers. It's suggested the map contain DECnet and IP address 
information, be in postscript format and made available on 
the NSIPO system and the NSI NIC. 
Firlding 2: The subgroup asks that the NSIO either develop 
or acquire software to allow users to trace DECnet routes, 
and to notify the users when this software is available. If 
this includes a special program, the NSIO is asked to place the 
program(s) on the NIC and/or NSIPO systems. 
2. Next on the discussion list was a review of tail site upgrades 
provided by Mark Leon during the preliminary session. The 
question of who buys the routers (when such are needed) was asked. 
NSBO representatives present indicated the policy is that the NSIO 
supplies the routers at no cost to the tail site when such are needed. 
3. The "'HEP-SPAN" interconnect architecture was described by Milo 
Medin of the NSIO. This T1 interconnect is supplied by the Federal 
Interconrlect exchange point on the West coast (FIX-W). 
4. There was some confusion regarding NSIO directions with respect 
to OSI itransition as presented in the Network Management Retreat 
results talk. The discussion can be summarized as follows: 
The network subgroup would like to see a clarification of the 
relationship of the vision statement: "Achieve a single 
homogeneous network over 3-5 years based on OSI" and the 
sta.tement that the NSI Project will make "....use of Internet, 
interim NREN and NREN ..." resources to satisfy network 
recquirements. 
And, noting the emphasis on the growing use of non-NASA networks 
rather than dedicated circuits for network requirements: 
Fi~lding 3: The NSI Office should not lose the ability to 
install private, dedicated circuits when justified by NASA 
science requirements. 
5. The statius of the progress of NSI-IP to PSCNI-IP interoperability 
(for Spalce Station user communication to NSI-IP users) was noted 
as not having changed from last year. The primary impediment has 
been the "access controlled" (i.e., closed) PSCNI backbone 
irnplemeintation. The PSCN representative present then briefly 
outlined the PSCN proposal to open the PSCNI backbone (remove the 
access controls), thereby allowing the two networks to 
cornmuniicate. There are other issues that require further discussion, 
and an engineering meeting has been scheduled to take place 
in early March between NSI and PSCN engineers. 
Finding 4: As we said last year, NSI and PSCN enigineers must 
pursue and solve interoperability issues between the NSI and 
PSCN backbones so Space Station and NSI-IP users can 
communicate. 
6 .  Day 2 started with an overview of Phase V/OSI transition. A 
summary of the discussion following the talk follows: 
The transition to OSI/Phase V should be separated from the 
issues of pure OSI transition. 
The NSI Office must support active planning for Phase VIOSI 
and the transition. 
User sites are looking to the NSI Office for guidelines and 
coordination. 
Finding 5: Recommend the NSIO assign a team to actively 
coordinate Phase V transition planning with NSI-GlECwet 
backbone and user sites. 
Some mechanisms for achieving this were discussed. 
Inter-center Coordination: The Inter-center Committee for Computer 
Networking (ICCN) should form a working subgroup to address Phase V 
transition issues. Participation of the NSI-DECnet RC managers is proposed. 
User Site Coordination: A mail list of the participants at the ~neeting was 
generated. RC site managers lists should be appended to this list. Also, a 
Usenet bulletin board feed will be set up. Users will be notified by mail 
how to access the bulletin board. 
Security Subgroup Summary 
Ron Tencati/STX 
Security Subgroup Chairperson 
This year's turnout at the Security Working Group was very low. This 
would seem to indicate that when there are no security incidents present, 
concern about security on the network wanes. However, the securlity s f  
the network is heavily dependent on the participation of the node mangers 
and organization security contacts. 
Over the past year, NSI has become involved in many security-related 
projects with the NASA ABS Program Office. Since very few people 
attended the working group session, I'll outline the work that is being done 
in the Security arena, since much of it will affect end-users o:F NSB: 
1. Risk Analysis and Management 
In December of 1989, the GAO produced a report that was critical of 
the lack of a Risk Analysis of NSI's two major networks. All NSI sites 
are required to perform a Risk Assessment with the Computer 
Security Act of 1987. NSI will be working with NIST anid Code NTD 
this fiscal year to produce Network and Tail-Site Risk Analysis and 
Management guidelines. 
2. Security Toolkit Software 
As time and operating systems progress, the VMS ("SP,4NW) Security 
Toolkit becomes increasingly outdated. Through Code N'TD, NSII is 
currently engaged in a survey of Security Toolltit software, and will 
be making available to the user community both UNIX and VMS 
toolkit software in FY9 1. 
Doug Mansur from Lawrence Livermore National Labs brought two of 
his group members to our working group meeting. They presented 
an overview of LLNL's "SPI" (Security Profile I[nspector) software 
that they are developing under a DOE contract. LLNLqs toolkit 
software currently runs on VMS and UNIX platforms. There was 
discussion of merging the NASA and DOE efforts together. 
J J 
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3,  Security Policies and Procedures 
A new hISI Security Policy Document is being written. It is being 
targetred for release in FY91. This document will more clearly define 
the roles and responsibilities of a remote site security manager, and 
will also state the official security policy and incident reporting 
procedures for systems comprising the NSI. This document will 
supercede the existing SPAN Security document, and will address 
security jrequirements on both VMS and UNIW NSI nodes. 
4, NASA Computer Emergency Response Team (NASA-CERT) 
NSI is urorking with NASA AIS Program Manager to develop an 
incident reporting and handling capability for NASA. NSI has been 
assigned a lead role in this effort, and is cumently a participant in 
an international, muleiagency effort called "CERT System", sponsored 
by NIST. This group first came into being as a result of the WANK 
Worm akltacks on DECnet in 1988. 
User Services and Applications Subgroup Summary 
Neal Cline/UCLA/IGPP 
User Services Subgroup Chairperson 
Acting Applications Subgroup Chairperson 
1. Network Requirements Processing 
The task of gathering, documenting, and consolidating requirements 
for NSI connections is now being very effectively handled by the 
NSIPO. The staff and management deserve congratulations for this 
success. No problems were reported. 
There is a Customer Service Representative (CSR) for each discipline 
area, and network users are encouraged to make contac:t with their 
CSR to establish requirements or obtain information. This system 
was found to be working well. 
2. User Help Desk 
The plans for implementation of network users' support services, 
presented by Lenore Jackson of GSFC were found to be adequate for 
users' needs. No evident deficiencies were noted. 
Telephone and e-mail contacts for "one-stop" support from the 
NSI User Support Office were publicized. (see slide) 
The ability of the NSI to deliver 24 hr. 7 day support for network 
connectivity was questioned. In particular it was founcl that the 
DECnet routing center at JSC did not normally have support outside 
at prime shift. 
3. On-Line Services 
a. The NSI NIC 
The NSI User Services Office introduced a ,menu-driven Network 
Information Center (NIC) implemented by Brian Lev at GSFC, who 
deserves congratulations for this contribution. 
This NIC is expected to satisfy the needs of users of both TGPDF" 
and DECnet protocols. It will not be necessary to have more than 
one NICI, except to provide backup (redundancy). 
The User Services Office needs input from the users concerning the 
contents of the new NIC. 
b. USENet News Service 
It was found that providing a USENet feed for NASA users would be 
an appropriate service to be provided by the WSI User Services 
Office. 
An NSI newsgroup is recommended as an additional way to 
disseminate information about NSI services and activities. 
c. ""white pages" 
A prototype X.500 directory services implementation is already in 
operatio11 at many internet sites and in particular at some NASA 
centers. It was found that NSIPO involvement is desirable, and that 
the User Services Office should be actively involved in this key 
development. 
0. Conferelnee Support 
The NS:[ provides network access and associated services at selected 
science conferences. This service is very important to NASA 
scientists. 
NSIk plans and schedule for future conferences need to be made 
known to the science community. 
Scientists need to know how to make their requirements for future 
conferences known to NSI. It was found that at present this is done ' 
by communication with division chiefs at NASA Headquarters and 
with the. NSI Customer Service Representatives (CSRs). 
Excessiv.ely costly services at some events may preclude support at 
others ~rhich are needed also. NSIPO attention to costs at each event 
is needed to insure equitable coverage. 
5. Applications 
NETWOlRK applications software should be made available in the NSI 
NIC. An example is data compression, which improves network file 
transfer efficiency. 
Application standards should have visibility in the NSI NIC. On the 
other hand it was found that the establishment or promotion of 
specific application standards is not an appropriate furac:tion of the 
NSI. 
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Agency-Wide Responsibilities 
Protocol Address Space 
Address Space Agency Coordination 
NSI DECnet Phase IV 
Incl. SSF, etc. (Area 48 With Representation on NSI DECnet Eng. Group 
PSCN Responsible for End-to-End Service for Their Requirements 
NSI 
e.g., . . .NASA.GOV and . . .PSCNI.NASA.GOV 
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PSCN OSI (e.g., Phase V) 
TBD 
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User Services - Pat Gary 
Security - Ron Tencati 
Backbone Upgrades and DEC Equipment Replacement - Warren Van Camp 








New Connections 
Tail Site 
National Geodetic Survey, MD 
Scientific & Technical Information Facility, MD 
Ford Aerospace, MD 
University South Florida, FL 
Gilmore Creek Geophysical Observatory, AK 
University Alaska Geophysical Institute, AK 
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Chile 
Big Bear Solar Observatory, CA 
STX, MD 
Rice University, TX 
University Montana 
World Weather Building, MD 
Space Telescope Science Institute, MD 
Carnegie Institute of Washington, DC 
United States Geological Survey, Az 
Ellery Systems Incorporated, CO 
Hub Site 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
KSC 
ARC 
GCGO 
MSFC 
ARC 
GSFC 
JSC 
ARC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL 
NCAR 
Bandwidth Path 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Sat. 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Sat. 
56Kbls Terr. 
T I  Terr. 
T I  Terr. 
9.6Kbls Terr. 
56KbIs Terr. 
T I  Terr 
9.6Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Terr. 
56Kbls Terr. 
-- - 
NASA Science Internet MARK LEON 3 

Upgrades Scheduled for 1991 
GSFC-Brown Univ. (*) 
GSFC-Cornell Univ. (PA56) 
GSFC-NASA HQ (*DP56) 
GSFC-ST Systems (n) 
GSFC-Univ. MD (*ETI) 
GSFC-Carnegie Mellon (U) 
GSFC-NRL (PA) 
GSFC-Univ.Rhode Island (PA56) 
GSFC-Penn. St. (PA56) 
GSFC-NRAO (U) 
MSFC-Utah St. (U) 
MSFC-Univ. Minn. (PA56) 
MSFC-Univ. Chicago (PA56) 
MSFC-LSU (PR56) 
* = Complete 
P = In Progress 
DP = Dual Protocol 
T I  = 1.544M bls 
U = Under Review 
JPL-NPGS (P"56) 
JPL-Univ. Arizona (PRTI) 
JPL-USGS, Flagstaff (*56) 
JPL-Aerospace Corp. (U) 
JPL-NOAO, Az. (f 56) 
JPL-PSI, Az. (P) 
ARC-ISAS, Japan (PR56) 
JSC-Univ. Colorado (P) 
JSC-LANL (U) 
JSC-NCAR (P) 
JSC-SWRl (U) 
JSC-Rice Univ. (U) 
A = Circuit upgrade planned 
E = DECnet Encapsulation 
R = Request for service issued 
56 = 56KbIs 
( ) = Status 
NASA Science Internet MARK LEON 5 
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NSI User Support Services and Network Application Development 
Elements of NSI with GSFC Resoonsibilities 
User Support Services (GSFC Lead) 
- Network User Help Desk 
- On-Line Services Baseline 
- User Conference Support 
Network Applications Development (GSFC Lead) 
- Requirements Definition and Analysis 
- New Core Developments 
- Exploratory Developments 
Additional Tasks Supporting Areas with ARC Lead Responsibility 
- User Requirements, Security, Network Engineering, Network Operations 
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NSI User Support Services 
User Conference Suipport 
Provide NSI access booths and assistance at user conferenceslscientific 
meetings, e.g., AGU Conference December 3-7, 1990 
Present NSI capabilities through active participation in user symposia1 
working groups 
Demonstrate interoperability solutions 
Present tutorials on effective networking applications 
Make selected site visits for user training 
Provide coordination and logistic support far NSI User Working Group meetings 
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NSI Network Applications Development 
New Core/Exploratorv Development Plans for F Y9 1 
Mail Exploder System 
- Either patterned after SolarMail or based on PMDF 
- After development, system can be hosted on NSI or user facilities 
- Dr. Gunther RieglerlSZ targeted as initial user in mid-FY91 
Utility to Support Distributed Heterogeneous Processing 
- Simplify use of RPC mechanism to support distributed processing 
- Demonstrate use among VAX, CRAY, and MarPar hosts 
- Dr. Gene FeldmanIGSFC targeted as initial user in GSFC DAAC VO 
Extended FTP Support for Off-line Data 
- Use familar standard user interface of Anonymous FTP but extend FTP 
utility to either wait or retry until requested data on off-line CD-ROM is 
mounted 
- Joint project with HEASARC's Dr. Michael Van SteenbergIGSFC 
NSI Network Applications Development 
New Core/Ex~loratorv Develo~men t Plans 
FY91 
- Develop Mail ServerIExploder such as requested Dr. Gunther 
RieglerlSZ 
- Develop utilities to simplify distributed heterogeneous processing; 
demonstrate use in GSFC DAAC VO application of Dr. Gene 
FeldmanlGSFC 
- Extend FTP support to off-line data in joint effort with HEASARC1s 
Dr. Michael Van SteenbergIGSFC 
FY92 
- Provide X Window based version of NSlNlC 
- Expand X.500 based White Pages support for disciplines/projects 
- Initiate X.500 based Yellow Pages support for an on-line OSSA 
Resources Guide 
- Develop selected applications identified via WBS 5.1 process 
FY93 
- Assess and apply FTAM, Virtual Terminal, and other OSI based applications 
in NSl's OSI testbeds and operational network 
- Develop additional selected applications identified via WBS 5.1 
process 

NSI SECURITY TASK 
-0VE RVIEW- 
RON TE NCAT I 
NSI SECURITY MANAGER 
NS I USE RS' WORK I NG GROUP 
FEBRUARY 199 1 
SAN MATEO. . CA . 
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National Research & Education Network 
TONY VILLASENOR 
Manager, NASA Science Networks 
Office of Space Science and Applications 


High Performance Computing & Communications 
PROGRAM COMPONENTS 
High Performance Computing Systems (HPCS) 
1000-fold increase in computing power 
Advanced Software Technology and Algorithms (ASTA) 
Grand Challanges applications 
National Research and Education Network (NREN) 
R&D and wide-area gigabit communications 
Basic Research and Human Resources (BRHR) 
Infrastructure, training, education 
net 4 















C. Network Technology Sessions 
135 
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-1-DOD agrees to use F X  2000 
. . services when possible but retains . 
wwer to decide when network use is 
appropriate. 
June 24-Transition of iong-dishance 
voice services from old FTS to FTS 2000 -- 
complete; 1.3 million usem now wrved 
by the new system. 
< m e  S M C I  protests tea GAQ fie73wGu- 
of Riwns '  decision to use FiS 2 M  for 
- 
inmates' private phone d l , j .  
. 
.--..- . WPnrch-MC1 protests FTS 2 W 8  extension to 
non-government entities-specifically NHS' 
p'm to use the network to link its Child 
- April IILZ-GSA contracting officer 
Support Enforcement Network (CSEnet) to Carol Wall rules (he network can be 
state agencies. used for BBS' CSEOet 
approves AT&Ts tariff for FTS 2000. 
AAavch 2O-GSA kills major telecormnunicalions 
Feb. 2 M S B C A  and GSA dismiss MCI an buys at Justice and Labor and m e n d s  or cancels a 
Martin Marietta protests of award to AT&T. doeen other agency networks to eniorce mandatory Frs 2000 use. 
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Copyright O 1990, 1991 TGM, Inc. 
fifulfiNet TCPW for VAWMMS Update 
-protoco networking services 
HAOSnet, PUP for VAWVMS computer 
systems 
Current y shipping MulfiNef V2.2 
e kit for VMS V4.5 - V5.4 
DEC supported VAWVMS configurations 
Device Support 
Ethernet 
CMC EN ink mode 
EXOS fami 
nk mode 
Xerox 2.94 Mbps Ethernet 
Other Techno 
NSC Hyperchanne 
Shared Proteon proNET-10, 80 
X.25 - ACC 5250/6250 
TI/HDLC-ACC5100/6100 
DMR-11, DMV-11 P over DDCMP 
P - using any VMS termina 
DECnet over P; encapsu ales DECnet datagrams 
En BJDP datagrams appears to DECnet as a 
point-to-point ink betvveen DMR-11 interfaces 
P over DECnet 
- Kerne ementation - transmits 
datagrams over a DECnet ink in the 
networking kerne ing NETDR 
at the ALTSTART entry point 
Dbridge 
* Transmits P datagrams over a DECnet 
ink via a user process using $Q 
readslwrites 
nteroperab e with W NTTCP and Fusion 
Dbridge imp ementations 
Installation 
NSTAL - pain 
- 99% of config ions supported 
- 5 minutes or ss on most newer systems 
Configuration uti 
- Hand aspects of network configuration and 
operation 
- Perform sanity checks to ensure viab 
configuration 
- Automatics y generate a startup command f i  
NetworWdevices Remote printer queues 
Services DECnet over 
ient and Server NFS 
MultiNe t Services 
though servers may isten on their 
ovvn for sewice requests, the Master 
Sewer provides an easier way of 
invoking services 
nbound connection requests hand 
Master Server onfigured by the sewer 
configuration u 
Accepts or rejects connection; if it accepts, 
it either: 
- Peforms the sewice interns 
--- Creates a sewer process and passes 
the connection on SYS$ 
SYS$OUTPUT, ... 
Can restrict access on source host or net 
address on a per-service basis 
Keep an audit trai of attempted, accepted, and 
rejected requests on a per-service basis 
Sites can provide y written Auditing code 
inked in or 
m shareab e images 
Domain Name Server 
ND 4.8.1 + Partia Asynchronous Zone Transfers 
Runs intema to Master Server 
NSLOOKU P provided 
f Domain Name System query fai s, or DNS 
not enab ookups use host tab es cornpi 
using a perfect hashing scheme 
Routing Protocols 
GATED 1.9.1.7 
Runs interna to Master Server 
Supports R P, EGP, HELLO 
Direct connection bemeen VMS termina 
driver and network kerne 
--- Ovsrlhead about the same as a DZ-I 'I 
-- No process invo ved, so no context switching 
s supported 
Negotiations 
Termina 
Window 
Baud rate 
ow ct~ntro negotiated by defau 
-- TN3270 automatic recognition 
No inherent imit on number of incoming connections; 
customer running with 150 connections into a VAX 6230 
Optiona switches to bypass newer option negotiation 
features for com ity with other broken Te 
ementation que-mode 
Hybrid sewer 
- Initially runs internal to Master Server 
- When USER and PASS are received, 
LOGINOUT is invoked to validate, 
initialize, and run the FTP sewer 
process 
Supports all VMS security features: 
- ACLs not just UIC ACLs 
- Accounting 
- Auditing 
- Breakin detection and evasion 
- Security alarms 
Runs SYLOGIN.COM, LOGIN.COM 
Creates FTP SERVER.LOG file in login 
directory with log of transactions 
STRU O VMS 
- Transparent VMS-VMS transfer of all 
VMS file types 
- Automatically negotiated 
- Fast, no reformatting needed 
Record structure also supported 
Performance: 
- 
- MicroVAX I I  can saturate DEC Ethernet 
interfaces 
Uses VMS Mai foreign grotocs intedace: 
0 v v  SMTP h user@nodeM 
Enqueueing done with VMS sewer queue 
using VMS queue management 
MX support 
s found via "A" records 
ncoming and outgoing mai enqueued 
to be fo~larded 
Cnet node 
MM-32 user interface bund 
MultiNef 
VMS Mai SET FORWARD and SET 
PERSONAL-NAME - supported 
Supports outbound 
organizations 
PMDF supported as a tern ative 
functions gateway 
DECwindows over ~CP'/ IP 
DECwindows over TCPI P support provided 
ation of the VMSIULTR 
Connection 0 interface 
Looked into using DECwindows transport 
ayer interface, but decided to do UCX 
ation as a more genera 
to support other app ications wrinen to run 
over UCX 
BSD "r" Services 
RkOG - remote termina protoco 
RSHELVREXEC - remote command execution 
RCP remote copy protoco 
RMT remote access to VMS tape drives 
Each uses "r" services autherntication 
HOSTS.EQU V and .RHOSTS 
Remote Printing 
ient and sewer 
tegrated with VMS queueing system 
achines can print on VMS 
printers 
-- VMS systems can print on UN 
rinters via a VMS 
Stream-mode symbiont sends print jobs 
y to remote TCP port 
printers connected to termin 
Contro ed by printer configuration uti 
Supports VMS accounting 
User definab e /etc/printcap to VMS 
print queue attribute mapping 
RPC Services and NFS S e m r  
esystem semantics mapped to VMS 
esystem 
Respects VMS diskquotas 
V M S  text fi es are converted to UN X stream format for 
access from NFS c 
Cache to mask VMS bott 
Supports a ODS-2 VMS vo 
-- Shadow sets - Bound vo 
- DFS sewed disks 
Very high performance 
-- Multi-threaded so performance not degraded by 
, so no process context 
Transparent f i  e access to NFS sewers from 
VAWVMS systems 
s-1 1 OBS-2 XQP, presenting 
sf the VMS fi e system semantics 
Suppofls arbitrary RMS f i  e/record types with text 
es mapped to RMS Stream - LF record type 
Performance, even with m ority of code in 
process for debugging, is good within a factor 
of 3 of a 
NETCONTROL 
ows privi eged users to contro servers running 
to the Master Server 
~e used to contro and remote 
machines using MultiNet security features 
MULT NET NETCONTROL /HOST=TGV.COM 
NFS RESTART 
Diagnostics 
NG - uses CMP packets to determine 
reachabi ity, packet oss, round trip timing 
@ TRACEROUTE -trace route of a host through an 
P network 
TCPDUMP - Ethernet protoco 
Programming Support 
Shareab e 4i3BSD UN X compatib e socket 
Programmer's kit separate 
Hardcopy Programmer's Guide and extensive 
HELP information 
tiNet $Q compatib e with W 
compatib 0, and UCX compatib 
interfaces supported 
RPC programming 
Miscellaneous Features 
SYSTAT 
TFTP 
RARP 
NTP 
TALWNTALK 
BBOARD 
RUSERS 
RWALb 
CHARGEN 
ECHO 
RPCQUOTA 
tiNef Futures 
ticket sewer 
- kdest ro y 
-- Kerberized Te net and FTP 
ALL- N-1 /Message Router to SMTP gateway 
VMS h ient to VMS NFS Server support 
Performance enhancements in NFS C ient and 
Server 
MultiNet Futures 
Suppoa for booting disk ess Sun workstations 
and DECstations 
support for VAX-11 C runtime socket 
run UCX app ications unmodifiedover 
GATED V2.0 - EGP, R P, HELLO, BGP 
POP2 Mai Server 
MhlltiNet Futures 
supported in MulfiNef socket 
E-OS ications over TCP1 
E W  too kit and OPEN LOOK Window 
Manager under VAWMS and DECwindows 
SNMP network management station under 
VAX/VMS 
Command ine reca and editing ! ! ! 
D. Science Networking Keynotes 











DIRECTORY INTERCONNECTIONS STATUS (CONT.) 
FUTURE 
BRUNET REQUEST - UCLA Space Physics Data System 
CEOS PID - CEOS Prototype International Directory System (Europe, Japan) 
IRPS - Image Retrieval and Processing System (Washington Univ.) 
NASA ARlN - NASA Aerospace Research lnformation Network 
NASA GlSS - NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies 
NASA RECON - NASA REmote CONsole - (NASA Scientific and Technical 
lnformation Database) 
NOAA NESDD - NOAA Earth Systems Data Directory 
UA - GEODATA CENTER - University of Alaska FairbanksfGeoData Center 
USGS ESDD - USGS Earth Science Data Directory 
MASTER DIRECTORY / 
RECTORY STAFF NG AT GSFC 
Administrator 
Coordinator 
The number of staff reflects the role of GSFC as a coordination point for 
soAware and database content. (Not all personnel are full-time) 
MASTER DIRECTORY / 
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OVE9VIEE.V of the ADS 
AGENDA 
o The Problem 
o The ADS Project 
o Architectural Approaches 
o Elements of the Solution 
o Status of the Effort 
o The Future 



ADS OVERVIEW 
THE ADS PROJECT - continued 
CHARTER 
To Provide current and future generations of space scientists with direct, 
on-line access to existing and future multispectral data and analysis tools. 
OBJECTIVE 
The ADS is a production level distributed processing system. The Objective 
of the ADS is to make all science data holdings and all ADS Hardware and 
Software services available to all users transparently. 

OVERVIEW of the ADS 
Elements of the Solution 
o User Interfaces 
o User Services 
- Distributed Access to Existing Database Systems 
- Document Location and Retrieval 
- Local Table Manipulation 
- Local Visualization 
o System Services 
- User / Service Authentication 
- Help 
o Glue 
- NASA Science Internet 
- Message Passing Service 
- Standard Data Formats and I/O 

ADS OVERVIEW 
ELEMENTS OF THE SOLUTION - SQL SERVER 
o Heterogeneous DBMS's 
- Relational 
- Heirarchical 
- Network 
o Distributed Interaction 
o Homogenization and Translation 

ADS OVERVIEW 
DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS PHILOSOPHY 
The ADS was designed and built by practicing astrophysicists for practicing 
astrophysicists. 
Utilizing the most advanced commercially available and supported 
distributed processing system technology, it is specifically designed to meet 
the evolving needs of the professional scientist and to provide the community 
with a powerful and immediately useful research and educational facility. 
ADS OVERVIEW 
STATUS 
PHASE ONE: 
At present, data holdings from SAO and IPAC are accessible using advanced 
remote procedure call and other advanced distributed processing system 
techniques. Over the next three months, data holdings from IUEIGSFC, 
IUEICASA, STScl, Penn State, and the NSSDC will be added to the system. 
Data holdings from all great observatory and explorer class missions will be 
added as available. 
PHASE TWO: 
Provide on-line access to existing and future data analysis and manipulation 
tools to include imaginglvisualization, graphic analysis, statistical, and such 
other tools as deemed appropriate by the user community. These tools will be 
made available as distributed processed to maximize compute and software 
resource availability to the community. 
ADS OVERVIEW 
THE FUTURE 
o System Generated Services 
- Transaction Management 
- System Monitoring 
- System Interfaces 
- User Interfaces 
- Communications Services 
o User Generated Services 
- Data Analysis 
- Visualization 
- Modeling 


ASTROPHYSICS DATA SYSTEM 
FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 
MOhlTOR A.D COh'OL 
KEY: SERVICES 
FUTURE SERVICE v 
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OVERVIEW O F  THE A S T R O P H Y S I C S  DATA S Y S T E M  
John C. Good and Richard B. Pomphrey 
Infrared Processing and Analysis Center 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125 
hbstract 
The Astrophysics Division of NASA has built a geo- 
graphically- and logically-distributed heterogeneous in- 
formation system for the dissemination and coordinated 
multispectral analysis of data from astrophysics missions. 
The Astrophysics Data System (.ADS) is a truly dis- 
tributed system in which the data and the required pro- 
cessing axe physically distributed. To accommodate the 
anticipa.ted growth and changes in both requirements and 
technology, the ADS employs a serverlclient architecture 
which allows services and data to be added or revlaced 
without having to change the basic architecture or in- 
terfaces. Current datasets accessible through the system 
include all the tabular astronomical data available at  each 
of six existing astrophysics data centers. Additional data 
nodes, at both NASA data centers and academic insti- 
t-~tions, will be added shortly. The future evolution of 
the sysrrm will be driven in large part by user services 
mounted both by the ADS project itself and by members 
of the as~rophysics community. 
Astrophysics Data System Philosophy and Strategy 
Astrophysicists today have a bewildering array of 
powerful NASA resources to call upon. Among these are 
the data centers for the High Energy Astrophysics Ob- 
servatories (HEAO's), the International Ultraviolet Ex- 
plorer (IUE), the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center 
(IPAC), and the Hubble Space Telescope Science Insti- 
tute (STScI), as well as the National Space Science Data 
Center (NSSDC). Unfortunately, the services provided by 
these centers are essentially independent and some are 
only accessible through mission-unique hardware and soft- 
ware. :Furthermore, they can generally only be accessed 
directly through the centers themselves. 
The Find Report of the Astrophysics Data System 
Study, March 1988, characterized the data environment of 
the .4si:rophysics community at  that time and defined for 
the future an ". . . architecture for a data system which 
will serve the astrophysics community in multi-spectral 
research through the decade of the 1990's." One of its 
recommendations was that each data set. and the hu- 
man expertise which supports the data, 6 maintained 
at the same physical location. hloreover, these multiple 
locations should be linked together and to researchers by 
means of high speed communications networks. Finally, 
to allow true multi-spectral research the various data sets 
should be accessible through a common set of tools. 
The Astrophysics Data System (ADS) Project is 
YASA's response to the Data System Study. For the sci- 
ence investigator, the ADS makes NASA's current and fu- 
ture data  holdings more broadly and efficiently accessible, 
and makes the data  itself more interpretable. For NASA. 
it provides a common information system infrastructure 
for science analysis, thereby reducing duplication of effort 
while increasing the scientific return from missions. 
The ADS is a truly distributed system in which 
both the data  and the required processing are physi- 
cally distributed. To accommodate anticipated growth 
and changes in both requirements and technologv, the 
-4DS employs a server/client architecture which allows 
services and data  to be added or replaced without having 
to change the basic architecture or interfaces. The ADS 
design is modular and layered, enabling smooth evolution 
of the hardware and software without interruption of ser- 
vice to the user community. In addition, the ADS will 
provide all on-line information necessary to use the ADS 
services and data; and its design enables remote updatins 
of the softwars services. 
-4DS Software .4rchitecture 
Conceptually, the software can be divided into two 
categories. Core Services are those which provide the ba- 
sic system functionality upon which user applications or 
User Services can be built. These will be built primarily 
by the ADS Project itself. User Semces are other ap- 
plications which reside on the ADS and provide science 
support and ahalysis functions required by the investi- 
gator. These may be built by the Project in response to 
community demand or by individuals or groups funded by 
the NASA -4strophysics Science Research Aids (ASRA) 
Program. 
In its initial release, the ADS will provide basic Core 
and User Senices. These will be expanded and supple- 
mented in the future based on feedback from the Astro- 
physics community. 
Initial Core Services 
The MESSAGE PASSING SERVICE (MPS) enables 
remote inter-operability and data transfer/translation 
among the ADS services. It provides homogeneity across 
networks and operating systems for process requests and 
responses. Fk'hile this service is largely invisible to the 
end user, it provides the application programmer ( a d  the 
.ADS system progmmmers) what the User Interface pro- 
vides for the science end user: an environment in which to 
access the services of the ADS from within an application 
program without knowing which servers will execute the 
program or the services it accesses. At a minimum. the 
MPS implements the functionality OE 
- Remote Procedure Call (RPC): a mechanism by 
which the subroutines of a program can call each 
other a s  if they were executing on a single server 
when, in fact, they may be segmented across several 
servers; 
- Remote Process Invocation (RPI): a mechanism by 
which a program on one server can spaw-n prograrns 
on other servers; 
- Remote Inter-Process Communication (RIPC): a 
mechanism whereby two or more programs running 
concurrently on different servers can communicate 
among themselves. 
In the initial release, the ADS Message Passing Ser- 
vice conforms to the Advanced Network System Architec- 
ture Testbench (ASSAT) and the Open Softu-are Founda- 
tionjDistributed Computing Environment (OSFjDCE). 
USER INTERE4CES are the services which provide 
the local working environment (including its look and feel) 
to the end user. .4s such they provide a means to access 
all other services within the -4DS. The structure of the 
ADS is such that there can be any number of user in- 
terface programs incorporating the constraints, hardware 
limitations, and preference of specialized segments of the 
community. Our efforts to  date have concentrated on a 
single user interface which is structured to coniorm to a 
"least common denominator" hardware environment, and 
which provides an eifective interface to the initial set of 
ADS Services. The ground rules have been: 
- the -4DS system must be accessible using any charac- 
ter terminal supportable under the UNIX "termcap" 
facility (basically any display with 21x80 characters 
and an addressable cursor); 
- the -4DS system must be effective (if slow) at 1200 
baud. 
- it must be possible (but not required) to configure the 
system such that the user interface and appropriate 
interactive processing is done at the user's site, rather 
than a t  centralized facilities. 
- the user interface in particular should be available 
under UNIX, VhfS and MS/DOS. 
Even with these constraints, we are able to provide an 
ADS User Interface that provides the following combined 
functionality: 
- specialized table display and interactive manipula- 
tion facilities; 
- a first-order complete relational database facility 
including support for Structured Query Language 
(SQL) and Query by Example (QBE); 
- Menu barjpulldown menus and multiple windows 
(split-scmn); 
- context-sensitive help and a dynamic tutorial facility; 
- full-featured text management facility that supports 
browsing, plain-text inquiry and cut-paste editing of 
selected Eles. 
Through this interface, investigators can locate data 
sets (descriptions and catalogs) of interest, access these 
data sets either individually or in combination, and select 
from among them one or more subsets that they wish to 
import into a local working environment for further analy- 
sis of their own choosing. More importmtly, it allows the 
investigator to  accomplish this without requiring him to 
know which servers execute the services he invokes. In the 
initial releue, the Knowledge Dictionary System (KDS) 
(tm) is being used to implement the functionality of the 
User Interface. 
The DAT.4 INDEPENDENT ACCESS hfODEL 
(DIALI) is a service which proiides inter-operabii~ty 
and language conversion among the \arious distributed 
Database hlanagement Systems (DBhIS's) in the ADS. 
These DBMS's include the following: Ingres and Sybase 
(UTIX), RDB (VMS), and Ihi/Dhl: (CDC NOSjVE). The 
DIAXi is required in the .4DS in order to provide the user 
with a uniform relational view of $1 these distributed cat- 
alogs even though some of the catalogs are still maintained 
using DBMS's that do not yet support the relational SQL 
standard. The functionality of the DIAM is: 
- to accept SQL statements generated by the User In- 
terface (either directly or indirectly using the QBE 
translator); 
- to convert them to the language supported by the 
DBMS that hosts the referenced catalog(s); 
- to RPI  a process to submit them to the DBlIS for 
processing and to collocate the resulting table(s); 
- to return those results to the User Interface that is- 
sued the request. 
The Distributed Access Vie~v Integrated Database 
(D.4VID) system is being used to implement the func- 
tionality of the DIAM. 
Besides providing uniform access to the multiplicity 
of existing DBMS's, DAVID provides a complete inter- 
nal distributed DBMS which allows further processing 
with special features not amilable in most commercial 
DBhfS's. Of particular importanxe in a distributed en- 
vironment is its ability to allow  datas set browsing. This 
minimizes the overhead potentially incurred by having to 
transfer data  in large chunks around the country. 
Future Core Services 
There are several Core Services which are important 
and anticipated in the near future, but which were not in- 
cluded in the initial release of the Astrophysics Data Sys- 
tem. -4mong these are the UserjService Authentication 
Senice and the Transaction hlanagement Service. Other 
Core Services will be added on as they &e required and 
become a~ailable.  
The USERjSERVICE AUTHENTiGATION SER- 
VICE will provide the capability to automatically verify 
the authorization of a user to acccss the ADS System and 
to access specific services and dxta within the system. I t  
wil l  be provided through an impl'ementation of the KZR- 
BEROS software on the ADS Syatem. 
The TRANS.4CTION MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
(TMS) will provide the process and resource management 
protocol for client-defined transactions. It assures silc- 
cessful execution, synchronization, and release of all srr- 
vices and resources used in a transaction. The T \¶S  pro- 
vides two basic functions: 
- insure, without further client intervention. that ail 
the services requested during a transaction wlil iw 
successfully executed even if some of those servicrs 
or the servers on which they are executing iail wlli!e 
the transaction is in progress; 
- insure, without further client intervention. that all 
resources involved in a tran:jaction are properly . ~ I I -  
chronized and released regrlrdless of the destir~x of 
the transaction (success or failure). 
The ThfS is both m optional and a passive service; 
optiocal in that it mus: be explicitly invoked by the client; 
and passive In that, zs a peer-to-peer system, there is no 
mechanism by xvhich the TMS protocol c m  be enforced, 
and the only programs that are guaranteed to participate 
in the Th1 protocol are the core services of the ADS. To 
encourage the use of the Thf by end-users and applica- 
tion programmers, the protocol has been kept as simple 
as possible, requiring only four commands: Begin, Lock, 
Upgrade, and End. 
Begin is a signal that a program is starting and re- 
turns a unique Transaction ID that the program must 
use in all subsequent calls to the TM. Lock signals the in- 
tent of the program to access the resource (e.g., a record 
in a file) named in the call. Upgrade signals the intent 
of the program to modify a previously Locked resource. 
End signals that the program is terminating, and the 
mode of termination (success or failure). For the initial 
ADS release, the components of the Transaction Manage- 
ment Service are imolemented bv the Transaction Man- 
ager (tm), which is an integral part of the Knowledge 
Dictionary System (tm). The TMS components will be 
exported as discrete services through the Message Passing 
Service through which they will be accessible by Remote 
Procedure Calls. 
Initial User Services 
The initial User Services available through the -4DS 
have usually been collectively referred to as Directory 
Sertices, with components that provide access to cata- 
log data and to documentation about data holdings for 
specific Astrophysics archives, without requiring the user 
to know where the data  physically resides. These Direc- 
tory Services include Document Retr ied,  Documenta- 
tion Browse, and a Catalog Data Re t r ied  and Processing 
Service. Astrophysics data coma in several forms (e.g., 
catalog data, spectra  data, image data). The initial re- 
lease of the ADS will be limited to catalog data (though 
some of the catalogs are in fact lists of images or spectral 
obsenations). 
The DOCUMEST RETRIEVAL SERVICE provides 
uniform, subject-matter indexing (and English-language 
querying) across all the data in the ADS, regardless of 
whether data are highly structured in databases, or un- 
structured. For the initial release, the Document Re- 
t r i e d  Service is implemented by the Factor Space Ac- 
cess Method (tm) as an integral part of the Knowledge 
Dictionary System (tm). The Mlious components of the 
Document' Retrieval Service will be exported as discrete 
services through the Message Passing Service, through 
which they can be generally accessed by Remote Proce- 
dure Calls. 
The Factor Space (FS) is an n-dimensional Euclidian 
space, the axes of which are statistically constructed to ac- 
count for the variance and covariance in expert judgments 
made by astrophysicists about the relevance of ADS data 
items to different subject matter contexts. The functions 
of the Document R e t r i e d  service are: 
- to scan all data entered in the ADS and compute its 
subject matter profile as a sequence of one or more 
vectors in the Factor Space; 
- to similarly analyze natural language requests and to 
search the Factor Space for relevant data items; 
- to monitor the distribution of vectors in Factor Space 
for clusters (i.e., undifferentiated data items); 
- to periodically generate, disseminate, collect and syn- 
thesize questionnaires to obtain additional relevance 
judgments needed to increve the data resolution; 
- to factor-analyze these additional relexance judg- 
ments and modify the number and/or orientation of 
axes in the Factor Space accordingly. 
These functions also support the generation of new 
Factor Spaces, either to accommodate new subject matter 
or to accommodate personalized perspectives on existing 
subject matter. 
The D.4T.4 BROWSE SERVICE provides a simple 
means for users to  access and organize directories and files 
through the functionality of the User Interface described 
above. 
The DATA RETRIEVAL -4h'D PROCESSIXG SER- 
VICE provides the capability to retrieve cataloged data 
and perform data base management processing on that 
data through the query, text management, and relational 
data base functionality of the DIAM and User Interface 
services described above. 
Future User Services 
It is expected that other User Services will be made 
available as they are requested by the Astrophysics user 
community and integrated into the -4DS. Because of the 
flexible modular nature of the .4DS architecture, such in- 
tegrations should be relatively strhightforward and can be 
implemented in a variety of ways, dependent on how the 
prospective User Service is coded. These new services can 
be derived from any of the following sources: 
- Astrophysics Science Research Aids (XSRA) Pro- 
gr- 
- XASA Astrophysics Flight Projects 
- Other NASA Flight Projects 
- Other NASA Programs 
- Non-NASA Programs 
- Non-US Programs 
ADS Physical Architecture 
An overview of the ADS physical architecture is pre- 
sented in the figure below. In its initial instantiation. 
the ADS will consist of six physically distributed primary 
nodes which are interconnected via NASA Science Inter- 
net (NSI). These six nodes are the following: 
- Center for Astronomy and Space Astrophysics 
CASA), Boulder, Colorado 
- Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IP-iC). 
Pasadena, California 
- International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), Greenbelt. 
Xlaryland 
- Sat iond  Space Science Data Center (SSSDC). 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
- Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser~atory (SAO), 
Boston, klassachusetts 
- Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI), Balti- 
more, Xlaryland 
Platforms and Operating Systems 
Each of these nodes above has important astrophysics 
catalogs for which it has principal responsibility. In gen- 
eral, these catalogs are maintained in diEerent types of 
DBIIS's on different types of machines, each of which 
runs a unique operating system. Components of the 
ADS Core Services will be resident on a server at each 
node and connected by the ..IDS Slessage Passing Ser- 
vice software. (See the ..IDS Primary Nodes Compatibil- 
ity Requirements Document for a more detailed descrip- 
tion of the hardware interface.) The mapping of services 
to servers in the ADS is unconstrained: some servers si- 
multaneously provide several (simple) services while some 
(complex) services are segmented across several servers. 
In addition, the numbers and kinds of services that can 
be mounted on the ADS are also unconstrained. 
Physical/Logical Organization of Representative 
ADS Services. 
Nodes and Sites 
The ADS will be composed of Primary and Sec- 
ondary Nodes, an Administrative Node, and User Sites. 
An ADS primary node is defined as a facility which 
assumes primary responsibility for the provision of a 
unique service through the ADS infrastructure. This ser- 
vice can involve the provision of basic mission-specific 
data, as would be the case for a mission science support 
center LikeIUE, or for the provision of an operational ser- 
vice for remote access such as the IPAC-supported NASA 
Extragalactic Database (NED). 
A Primary Node assumes the responsibility for user 
support, maintenance of user services, data, and appro- 
priate documentation it provides via the ADS. Many dif- 
ferent kinds of services may be offered by primary nodes 
in the future, such a s  access to data archives or use of 
specialized processors or software. 
A Secondary Node is not responsible for user sup- 
port or for maintenance of data or service provided by 
the node. Its role is to provide local or regional copies of 
data or services. Provision ior such copies should allevi- 
ate the load on the primary nodes and. greatly improve 
the responsiveness and reliability of the system. 
The ADS will also maintain an administrative node 
whose primary functions are to monitor the system (the 
user/sewice database, netnork throughput and connec- 
tivity, usage patterns, service availability, and security), 
and to serve as the top of the hierarchy that deals with 
user questions, problems and training. 
A site is defined as any physical location, outside of 
an ADS Node, where ADS-specific s o i t w e  exists (e.g., 
the User In:erface, hlPS, or DIXII) through which an 
investigator accesses the ADS or its services. 
Networkinq 
The first release of the ..IDS required network connec- 
tivity among the primary nodes and remote users (those 
not physically located at one of the primary nodes). This 
network connectivity will be furnished by the NAS.4 Sci- 
ence Internet (NSI) which supports the TCP/IP protocol. 
While it is intended that the ADS will eventually support 
the DECNET protocol, this will not be the case for the 
first ADS release. 
User Scenario 
The prospective user of the Ast~:ophysics Data Sys- 
tem should first obtain a copy of the ADS User's Guide 
(contact the administrative node at the address at the 
end of this document), which will give specific details of 
how to obtain access to the ADS System. Generally a 
user will be assigned to one of the ADS P r i m ~ y  Nodes 
for user support. 
It is assumed that the user is a novice and is try- 
ing to do a very simple, well-defined task but one which 
requires access to multiple astrophysics data centers and 
their on-line databases. In this scenario, the user will 
locate and subset two independent datasets and then in- 
tercompare the results. Specifically, the problem is to 
correlate measurements of galaxies which have been ob- 
served to have both a significant i&ared flux (indicative 
of a large amount of cold dust), and an X-ray or ultravi- 
olet flux (indicative of hot gas). 
The user first asks about the existence of 100 pm 
(infrared) data, and ultimately finds his/her way to the 
IRAS Point Source Catalog. This user then wants to know 
if a subset of IFUS sources (e.g. galaxies that lie above 
30 degrees galactic latitude with 100 p m  flux greater 
than 10 Janskys and 60/100 pm flux ratios indicative of 
temperatures less than 40K) have been observed in ehe 
X-ray (Einstein Catalog). 
Further, for those sources which were observed both 
in the infrared and with Einstein list the ones detected in 
IR and X-ray and plot the IR flux versus the X-ray flux 
for these objects. 
The specific steps are outlined 1x10~:  
Locating Infrared Datasets 
If we consider all the datasets potentially available in 
astrophysics (not just the 'standard' products of N.iS.4 
missions), the potential size and diversity of these datasets 
become quite large. Without data location tools, locating 
the correct dataset for our investigation would be at l e s t  
as dificult, if not more so, than the processing we will do 
once the data is found. In most cases accessing this data 
would be much more discuit than processing it. 
One of the primary services of the initial ADS im- 
plementation is the factor space documentation location 
method described above. With this we can pose a factor 
space query of the type lLI am interested in long wave- 
length infrared measurements ofgalaxies, particularly 100 
pm measurements, in the form of catalogs. Color tem- 
peratures, specifically ones derived from long wavelength 
measurements, will be correlated with X-ray data to try 
and determine the relationship between cold dust emis- 
sion and that from hot gas". 
The factor space query will return a list of docu- 
ments, some of which might be journal articles about sim- 
ilar research, some descriptions of catalogs or other data 
(e.g., images), some mission descriptions, etc. Somewhere 
near the top of this list is likely to be the description of 
the 1R.G Point Source Catalog. Unless we have been 
distracted by some of the other documents, we will read 
this and decide that this catalog is indeed what we want 
for our IR data. By poking around the documentation re- 
lated to this catalog (a  simple browse mechanism through 
our documentation) we also determine what fields in the 
catalog are important for our investigation. 
The documents used in the search are maintained at  
the same institutions that bear responsibility for the data 
itself. 
Locating the X-ray Datasets 
The X-ra.y data (in particular the Einstein database) 
would be f0un.d the same way. One of the rules of the -4DS 
is that catalog datasets are not made accessible through 
the system until appropriate documentation is also on- 
line. 
Extracting the IR Data 
We have determined the correct cataloe and even 
" 
have some idea as to which fields are appropriate for our 
endeavor. The next step is to actually query the database 
where the dxta resides and get our subset. The basis for 
such queries is SQL, as described in the section on our 
DIAM (DAVILD). Our query will look something like: 
select ' kom iraspsc where flw100>10 and 
flux6O<flux100 and (glat>30 or glat<-30) 
In additi,on to a direct SQL query capability, ADS 
provides a more intuitive query by example (QBE) mech- 
anism where the user puts constraint information directly 
into a ternp1a.k of the catalog in question. 
The i h t r e d  data of interest is located at the Infrared 
Processing a d  Analysis Center a t  the California Institute 
of Technology in Pasadena, California on a CDC Cyber 
mainframe in. the IM/DM database. 
Extracting the relebant X-ray Data 
To compare sources which both have an X-ray flux 
in the Einstein catalog and correspond to the sources ob- 
tained from our infrared query, requires the use of SQL 
for a database join. This is complicated somewhat by the 
need to potentially transform coordinates from one sys- 
tem or represectation and then to perform the join based 
on spherical distance proximity. This process can also be 
performed using SQL directly or through the QBE mech- 
anism described above. 
Selection of the data must be done at the site where 
the data resides. However, the join process can be done 
at either data site or a t  the user's iocal site. Optimiza- 
tion can be done to try and minimize the amount of data 
transfer but in practice the user usuaily wants to see the 
results of the two 'selects' before joining them and there- 
fore will transfer the data to the local site anyway. 
The X-ray data will be at the Harvard-Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Obserlatory in Cambridge, LIassachusetcs 
in ISGRES on a SUN workstation. 
Comparison of IR and X-ray Data 
Once the join has been completed, the result is a 
single table in which are combined IR and X-ray mea- 
surements. Proximity on the sky was the deciding factor 
in matching sources and so we may well want to edit this 
table in a spreadsheet manner before proceeding. The fi- 
nal step in this example is simply to plot one column in 
this table versus another. 
Table processing and plotting will be performed lo- 
cally to the wer. 
System Management Summary 
The ADS Program is currently managed from the 
Science Operations Branch, Astrophysics Division, K.4S.4 
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. under Guenter Riegler. 
The ADS Project has been established at the Infrared 
Processing and -4nalysis Center which has also been des- 
ignated as the -4DS Administrative Node. Dr. John Good 
is the .4DS Project Manager and is responsible for the ac- 
tivities of the Administrative Node. 
blanagement of the overail ADS effort includes Sys- 
tem Development, System Oversight, and Systein Admin- 
istration. What follows is a summary of the more detailed 
material documented in the ADS Management Plan. 
System Development 
The design of the ADS is mothated by the fact that 
it exists in a dynamic science and information system en- 
vironment, and therefore it must be a dynamic system. 
Thus, even as the ADS is released, development contin- 
ues on Core Services, User Services, Network Connectiv- 
ity, and the addition of new nodes. System Management 
is responsible for technical oversight of prototyping re- 
search, selection criteria, development of standards and 
conventions, and all aspects of systems integration, test, 
and operation of new or revised ADS senices. 
Sys:em Oversight and Review Process 
To date, oversight of ADS development has been pro- 
vided by the ADS SVorking Group, under the leadership 
of James Weiss and John Nousek. When ADS becomes 
operational (and new nodes and sites are added to the 
system), the operation and continued development of the 
ADS will be overseen from both a users' and a svstems 
perspective by an anticipated hierarchy of committees. 
=e ;ummlttees will review all proposals for ADS de- 
velopment, and will integrate, prioritize, and make policy 
recommendations on all aspects of the ADS Program. 
The Science Operarion/hIanagement Operations 
Working Group (SOhlOWG) has the highest oversight 
and review responsibility. As a matter of policy, the 
Science Operations Branch will make final selection of 
new ADS services, based on the results of the proposal 
and peer review process. For this purpose, an annual 
N.4S.4 Research Announcement (NR.4) for the .i\stro- 
physics Software and Research Aids (hSR4)  Program will 
be issued. 
System Administration 
The administration of the Astrophysics Data System 
is shared by NXSX Headquarters, Astrophysics Division 
(Programmatic), the ADS Project Office/ADS Adminis- 
trative Node (Project), and the other primary nodes mak- 
ing up the ADS. The organizational structure, and defined 
roles and responsibilities axe documented in Appendix A 
and the text of the ADS Management Plan, and in the 
ADS Primary Node Compatibility Requirements. 
Development responsibilities include administration 
of both in-house and external senice development con- 
tracts, certification of software, and software licensing. 
Operations Responsibilities include administration of 
maintenance contracts, system monitoring, system change 
control, and maintenance of system documentation. 
In addition, the administration,and coordination of 
dl aspects of the review processes relevant to the ADS 
are the responsibility of the System Administration. 
Further information on the ADS can be obtained by 
contacting Dr. Good at 
Internet jcgOipac.caltech.edu 
BITnet jcg%ipacQHAMLET.BitNet 
Telemail [JGOOD/NASA]NASAMAIL/USA 
uucp (cit-vmuc,trwrb!csula-ps)!ipac!jcg 
SPAN ROMEO::"jcg%ipacn 
TEL: (818) 584-2939 
FAX. (818) 584-9945 
The work described in this paper was supported by 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 
Technology, under the sponsorship of the Astrophysics 
Division of NASA's Office of Space Science and Appli- 
cations. 
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This image of the western hemisphere of the Moon was taken through a green filter by the Galileo spaceerall at 9:35 
a.m. PST Dec. 9 at a range of about 350,000 miles. In the center is the Orientale Basin, 600 miles in diameter, formed 
about 3.8 billion years ago by the impact of an asteroid-size body. Orientale's dark center is a small mare. To the right 
is the lunar near side with the great, dark Oceanus Procellarum above and the small, circular, dark Mare Humorurn 
below. Maria are broad plains formed mostly over 3 billion years ago as vast basaltic lava flows. To fhe left is the lunar 
far side with fewer maria, but, at lower left, the South-Pole-Aitken basin, about 1200 miles in diameter, which resembles 
Orientale but is much older and more weathered and battered by cratering. The intervening cratered highlands of both 
sides, as well as the maria, are dotted with bright, young craters. This image was "reprojeded" so as to ~entsr the 
Orientale Basin, and was filtered to enhance the visibility of small features. The digital image processing was done by 
DLR, the German Aerospace Research Establishment near Munich, an international collaborator in the Galileo mission. 
GALILEB IMAGING EARTH AFTER EGA 1 
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This color picture of Antarctica is one part of a mosaic of pictures 
covering the entire polar continent taken during the hours following 
Galilee's historic first encounter with its home planet. The view shows 
the Ross Ice Shelf to the right and its border with the sea. An occasional 
mountain can be seen poking through the ice near the McMurdo Station. 
It is late spring in Antarctica, so the sun never sets on the frigid, 
icy continent. This picture was taken about 6:20 p.m. PST on December 
8, 1990. From top to bottom, the frame looks across about half of 
Antarctica. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the technical issues involved with the 
transition of very large DECnet networks from DECnet Phase IV 
protocols to DECnet OSI/Phase V protocols. The networks involved 
are the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Science 
Internet (NSI-DECnet) and the Department Of Energy's (DOE'S) Energy 
Sciences network (ESnet-DBCnet). These networks, along with the 
many universities and research institutions connected to them, 
combine to form a single DECnet network containing more than 20,000 
nodes and crossing numerous organizational Soundaries. The 
transition planning for this network must deal with both the scale 
of the network and its administrative complexity. This necessitates 
creation of a transition strategy that is flexible enough to allow 
different parts of the network to upgrade to Phase V at different 
times, yet is sufficiently coordinated so that network functions are 
not disrupted. 
Discussion of transition planning, including decisions about 
Phase V naming, addressing, and routing are presented. Also 
discussed are transition issues related to the use of non-DEC routers 
in the network. 
INTRODUCTION 
The DECnet Internet is a very large DECnet-based network 
rsaehing government, university and research sites throughout the 
world which are involved in scientific research. The network has 
grown from numerous small, disconnected DECnet networks of 10 years 
ago to a conglomerate network which crosses numerous international 
and organizational boundaries. The DECnet Internet, therefore, is 
not &n "engineered" network, rather, it is the result of the growth 
and interconnection between a number of smaller, previously 
independent DECnet networks. 
The four largest participants in the DECnet Internet are the 
NSI-DECnet (formerly SPAN), the ESnet-DECnet, the European Space 
Agency's Space Physics Analysis Network (E-SPAN) and the consortium 
of European High-Energy Physics Research Institutions (E-HEPnet). 
Other participants include scientific DECnet networks in Japan, 
Can.ada, South America, and Australia. Administratively separate, 
these DECnet networks share a common address space and lie within s 
single routing domain. The result is a single huge DECnet network of 
thousands of nodes, complicated architecture and many network 
managers. 
In the U.S., the NSI-DECnet and the ESnet-DECnet comprise the 
bulk of the DECnet Internet systems: 
o The NSI-DECnet is a NASA-funded network supporting space plasma 
physics and astrophysics as well as related space science research 
programs. NSI-DECnet reaches more than 80 sites, including most 
of the NASA field centers and universities that are involved in 
NASA research programs. The network also has connections 
to other DECnet networks throughout the world that engage in 
space science research and programs (Figure 1). 
o The ESnet-DECnet is a DOE-funded network supporting energy 
research programs such as high energy physics, nuclear physics, 
and fusion research. It connects together over 60 sites in the 
United States, including the major national laboratories, as well 
as universities involved in energy research programs. The 
ESnet-DECnet, like the NSI-DECnet, supports numerous connections 
to other DECnet networks around the world involved in energy 
research (Figure 2). 
The network management teams for the four major participant 
networks coordinate operations through the "HEP-SPAN DECnet 
Coordinating Group", or HSDCG, to ensure the network functions 
properly. The HSXG is involved in coordinating technical issues 
such as address usage and circuit cost assignments (routing), as well 
as administrative issues such as security incident handling and 
network information distribution. The primary task now facing the 
group is planning for the transition of DECnet Phase IV protocols in 
use on the network today to DECnet OSI/Phase V. 
Complicating the planning for implementing Phase V on the DECnet 
Internet are the numerous interconnections (dashed lines) between the 
networks (Figure 3). These interconections were originally installed 
to serve specific program or research requirements rather than 
improve overall network performance. There are no less than 17 
interconnections between NSI-DECnet and ESnet-DECnet in the U.S. 
Although these links provide redundancy, they also add many routers 
to the network, making the routing topology very complicated and the 
transition planning more difficult. As we'll see later on, routers 
are key elements in the transition. 
This paper deals with the major issues involved in planning for 
the transition to DECnet OSI/Phase V, primarily from the perspective 
of the NSI-DECnet and ESnet-DECnet networks. First we examine the 
motivations behind the requirement to use Phase V protocols. Next we 
present constraints on the transition planning, including a 
discussion on maintaining Phase IV connectivity and implementing O S I  
protocols for the anticipated future network environment. We then 
outline the general transition strategy for the DECnet Internet. 
Finally, we present a technical discussion of OSI/Phase V 
addressing, naming and routing issues. 
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J P L  Jet Propulsion Labora tory  N e t w o r k  Backbone NSI-DECnet JSFC Johnson Space F l l gh t  Center  ( formerly SPAN) I n t e r n e t w o r k  L lnk  LBL Lawrence Berkeley Labora tory  ..- 
SLAC S tan fo rd  l i n e a r  Acce le ra to r  Center Pendlng/Prcposed L lnk  
LLNL Lawrence  L i ve rmore  Nat iona l  Labora tory  - - - 
ARC Ames Research Center  
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FJCURE 3 .  
DO WE NEED TO UPGRADE TO PHASE V? 
The d r i v i n g  f o r c e  f o r  an  e a r l y  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  DECnet Phase V is 
t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  h a s  reached t h e  p r a c t i c a l  
address ing  and rou t i ng  l i m i t s  of DEGnet Phase I V .  Also ,  DECnet 
Phase V promises i n t e g r a t e d  suppor t  f o r  O S I ,  which i s  expec ted  t o  be 
t h e  p ro toco l  of choice  f o r  t h e  f u t u r e .  F i n a l l y ,  t h e  U . S .  Government, 
through i t s  Gove rmen tOSI  P r o f i l e  (GOSIP) procurement p o l i c i e s  w i l l  
r e p i r e  i t s  betworked systems t o  suppor t  t h e  O S H  p r o t o c o l s .  
PEASE PV ADDRESSING LIHITATIONS 
DEGnet Phase I V  a l l ows  on ly  2 b y t e s  f o r  a nods address, which 
i s  f u r t h e r  d iv ided  i n t o  68 areas. T h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t ,  which 
c o n s i s t s  of n m e r o u s  networks and hundreds of sites i n  many 
c o u n t r i e s ,  cannot meet i t s  address)ng requirements  w i t h  on ly  63 
DEGnst areas. For e x m p l e ,  It is  very  d i f f i c u l t  t o  inform sites i n  
d i f f e r e n t  c o u n t r i e s ,  used to t h e i r  own autonomy, t h a t  they need %o 
sha re  t h e  sme DEGnet area and coo rd ina t e  t h e i s  address assfgment 
p o l i c i e s .  P a  addi tLon,  t h e  c o s t  of r o u t i n g  packe t s  over $he p a l i e  
switched f a c i l i t i e s  f o r  European sites i s  s t agge r ing  whc3n sLtes 
sha re  a s i n g l e  DECnet a r e a  and f a c e  charges  f o r  r o u t i n s  exchange of 
volw~linous i n t r a - a r e a  r o u t i n g  in format ion .  
Various area f i l t e r i n g  t e chn iques  have been u t i l i z e d  t o  d e a l  
wi th  t h e  l imi t ed  address  space .  These area f i l t e r i n g  t e chn iques  have 
c r e a t e d  "hidden" a r e a s .  Hidden a r e a s  a r e  de f ined  as t h o s e  areas 
which a r e  i n t e n t i o n a l l y  i n v i s i b l e  t o  most of t h e  network. A s  s 
consequence, c e r t a i n  area n ers can be d u p l i c a t e d  wi thout  impact on 
normal network ope ra t i ons .  These hidden a r e a s ,  however, m a @  network 
management d i f f i c u l t ,  and can  break t h e  network i f  t h e  f i l t e r i n g  
mechanism i s  a c c i d e n t l y  removed. 
DECnet OSI/Bhase V prov ides  20 b y t e s  of address  space ,  obviously  
so lv ing  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  of Phase I V  address ing .  J u s t  how b i g  i s  20 
bytes?  Well,  i t ' s  p r o b d l y  enough t o  a s s i g n  every  t o a s t e r  (5 b i l l i o n  
per  p l a n e t )  on every  p l a n e t  i n  the un ive r se  (about  103+22] w i t h  about  
20 q u a d r i l l i o n  addresses  (a 2 fo l lowed by 16 z e r o s ) .  Although no t  
quite i n f i n i t y ,  20 b y t e s  w i l l  p r o b a l y  cover address ing  requ i rements  
u n t i l  w e  ret ire.  
P U S E  % V  ROUTING PROBLEMS 
While Phase I V  address space  i s  bounded, Phase IV r o u t i n g  is 
boundless.  Th is  means t h e  e n t i r e  network i s  con ta ined  w i t h i n  a 
s i n g l e  r o u t i n g  domain, c r e a t i n g  a number of problems: 
o The network i s  very  n l n e r a b l e  t o  i n a d v e r t e n t  connec t ions  t h a t  
b r i n g  d u p l i c a t e  area numbers i n t o  t h e  network which, u n l i k e  hidden 
areas, are very  v i s i b l e .  Visible  d u p l i c a t e  a r e a  numbers cause  
network p a r t i t i o n i n g .  I n  a p a r t i t i o n e d  network, p a r t s  of t h e  
network cannot exchange messages wi th  o t h e r  p a r t s  of the network. 
o With a heavily interconnected topology using a single routing 
pro%oeol, derivation of appropriate DECnet circuit costs for 
achisviag proper traffic flow becomes very complex and very 
dif f ieu3.t .  
o The susraus routing loops in the network often cause unexpected 
and inappropriate routing during periods of circuit instoility. 
Thi~ causes poor performance, or in some cases, paevents packets 
from reaching their destination. Routing loops are a consequence 
of t h e  failure of the Phase IV distance vector routing algozit- 
when used in a large network with a complex topology, like the 
DECset Internet. 
DECnet OSI/Phase V provides definable routing domain boundaries 
and the abl.lity to control what routing information is propagated 
i n t o  or out of any particular network. With such control, 
inadvertent connections are harder to make, and ease problems of 
duplicated areas. 
Also, the Phase V link state routing algorithm is much more 
robust and scalable than the Phase IV distance vector algorithm, and 
it eliminates the Phase IV routing loop problems. 
THE TREm TOWARD OPEN NETWORKING PROTQCOLS AND U.S. GOSIP 
It is generally accepted that most institutions will use OSI 
groGocsPs eventually. The International Standards Organization (ISO) 
Is driving the development of OSI protocols for the purpose of 
providing worldwide computer interoperability. 
DECnet OSI/Phase V implements OSI protocols while preserving 
interoper&bility with DECnet Phase IV systems. No other protocol 
@an provide for a relatively transparent transition from DECnet 
Phase IV to OSI (or other) protocols. 
Also, the U . S .  government mandates specification of OSI for 
networked systems in purchases. These practices are defined in the 
Coverment  Open Systems Interconnect Profile (GOSIB) procurement 
%ps@ificati.on (Federal Information Processing Standard 146). GOSIP 
also descri.bes the OSI protocols to be used, and their formats. The 
intent Ps to eventually m&s all networked Government systems use 
OSI, resulting in greater interoper&ility and hence less reliance on 
any particular computer or network vendor. A significant portion of 
the network, therefore, will be required to support OSI. 
CONSTRAINTS ON PEASE V TRANSITION PUNNING 
There are several constraints affecting the development of the 
transition plan: 
o Backwards compatibility with the existing Phase IV prscbuction 
network must be maintained throughout the transition. 
The transition to Phase V will take an extended period of time, 
probaly repiring several years. mring the transition period, 
Phase IV systems throughout the network must maintain full 
connectivity with other Phase IV systems and also Phase V systems. 
In addition, the area filter mechanisms presently used in the 
Phase %V nstwork must remain until they are either no l onge r  
necessary or they can bs removed without disrupting %he network, 
o Technical coastrsSnts sn the use 
transition must be understood. 
00 OSI addressing throughout 
Because backwards compatibility with Phase IV systems must be 
maintained, ns%works are constrained to use Phase IV eompatibls 
addresses for Phase V systems during the transition period, Well, 
it's not surprising the n er of Phase IV compatible sddrssses i s  
identically ewal to the nmber of Phase IV addresses - we still 
only get to use 2 bytes! The address management and assignment 
practices presently enforced in the Phase IV network will 
necessarily remain for assignment of Phase IV compatible addresses 
during the transition process. Eowever, some systems will be 
identified as not requiring communication to Phase IV systems 
during the transition. These may Inplement their facility- 
assigned 8SI addresses, but not a, Phase IV compatible 8bddreSS. 
After the transition, sole use of the facility-assigned 
OSI address for all systems will be encouraged. 
o Technical constraints on the use of OSI routing throughout the 
transition must be understood. 
Phase V allows only one routing algorithm (Phase V or Phase IV) 
within a specific DECnet area. This means that *all* routers 
within an area must be able to support Phase V before that 
particular area can be upgraded. Host-based (VMS) routers 
present another problem. They will never be able to support the 
Phase V Level-2 (area) routing, and will probably be somewhat 
delayed in supporting Phase V Level-P (intra-area) routing* Note  
that W S  routers used only for cluster aliasing are not affected. 
However, facilities using W S  routers for other than cluster 
aliasing are likely to be severely constrained in efforts to 
upgrade to Phase V. These sites will be encouraged to wove from 
host-based routers to dedicated routers. 
o The variety of hardware and software in use affects the timisag of 
implement ation. 
Allowances for the variety of routers and systems in use in the 
DECnet Internet must be made in the transition ~lans. While some 
parts of the network contain only DEC hardware knd soft'ware, other 
parts depend on third-party implementations of DECnet. The 
planning and timescale for the transition of the latter will 
almost certainly be different than the former. 
o The t r a n s i t i o n  must be implemented i n  a  manner c o n s i s t e n t  wi th  
the l.ang term ob jec t ive  of being p a r t  of a g loba l  OSI network. 
The new pro toco ls  implemented must conform t o  e x i s t i n g  OSI 
aeco~mendat ions  and s p e c i Q i @ a t i o n s .  For government s i t e s ,  GOSIP 
address  fo rmsts  a s  w e l l  as agency GOSIP t r a n s i t i o n  p l ans  meed t o  
be followed. The nmespace  w i l l  be s t r u c t u r e d  t o  fo l low t h e  OSL 
X.5861 reeomendat ions ,  and planned with  t h e  i d e a  of becoming p a r t  
09 a g loba l  X . 5 0 0  d i r e c t o r y  s e r v i c e  when t h a t  becomes a v a i l a b l s .  
RoutS.ng under O S I  must be planned and eventua l  implementation of 
" rou t ing  domains" c o n s i s t e n t  wi th  l o c a l  f a c i l i t y  p l ans  must be 
permi t ted .  
o The o rgan iza t iona l  complexity of t h e  e x i s t i n g  g loba l  i n t e r n e t  
must be considered.  
The DECnet I n t e r n e t  c r o s s e s  n a t i o n a l  bouadaries as w e l l  as agency 
and f a c i l i t y  j u r i s d i c t i o n s .  Therefore ,  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  p l an  must 
be f l e x i b l e  enough t o  meet t h e  d i f f e r i n g  needs and p e r s p e c t i v e s  
of i n d i v i d u a l  f a c i l i t i e s  and agenc ies .  A top-down approach us ing  
a "one s t r a t e g y  f i t s  a l l "  philosophy i s  very l i k e l y  t o  f a i l  
missr&ly.  
PFMSE V TRANSITION GENERAL STRATEGY 
Considering t h e  g o a l s  and c o n s t r a i n t s  of t h e  t r a n s i t i o n ,  t h e  
genera l  s t r a t e g y  f o r  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  of t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  t o  
OSIIPbase V w i l l  be based on t h e  fol lowing:  
o Nistwork bacmones are expected t o  be upgraded t o  Phase V a t  t h e  
earlA.est pos s ib l e  t i m e .  The under lying philosophy w i l l  be 
"backbone sites f i r s t ,  t a i l  sites l a s t " .  This  provides  two 
th ings :  1) a c e n t r a l  f rmework  around which t o  base t h e  
t rbansi t ion,  and '2 )  upgrade of t h e  major resources  on t h e  network 
st an e a r l y  time i n  the % r a n s i t i o n  ( s i n c e  they  tend  t o  be l o c a t e d  
a t  baemone sites). 
0 De$al,led t r a n s i t i o n  p l ans  f o r  i n d i v i d u a l  networks w i l l  g e n e r a l l y  
be based on an area-by-area upgrade - an incremental  s t r a t e g y .  
Phase IV areas wi th in  t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  t h a t  a r e  ready t o  
upgrade w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d .  These a r e a s  w i l l  t hen  coo rd ina t e  a 
changeover t o  t h e  use  of Phase V p ro toco l s  a l l  a t  once. T h i s  i s  
not  p i t e  as impossible as it sounds, because t h e  primary i s s u e  i n  
t h i s  ehangeover i s  upgrading t h e  *rou t ings  nodes i n  an area. End 
syslsms may run e i t h e r  Phase I V  o r  Phase V sof tware  i n  either a 
Phase I V  o r  Phase V area. End systems can be upgraded g radua l ly  
throughout t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  process .  
Two approaches are p o s s i b l e  wi th  an area-by-area t r a n s i t i o n .  The 
f i r s t  approach i d e n t i f e s  t h e  sites wi th in  an a r e a  ready t o  upgrade 
t o  Phase V .  S i t e s  sha r ing  t h a t  area which are unprepared o r  
unable t o  go t o  Phase V w i l l  be assigned new Phase IV addresses  
and moved, al lowing t h e  remaining t h e  sites t o  proeeed wi th  Phase 
V implementation. 
The second approach aga in  starts with i d e n t i f y i n g  si tes wi th in  an 
a r e a  ready t o  upgrade t o  Phase V .  This t ime, though, t hose  s i t e s  
ready t o  upgrade w i l l  f irst adopt new Phase I V  add re s se s ,  t hus  
decoupling them from sites not  ready t o  upgrade. Then %he sites 
with t h e  new addresses  w i l l  coordinate  a changeover t o  Phase V 
rou t ing  pro toco ls  a l l  a t  once. I n  some ca se s ,  t h e  adopt ion of new 
Phase I V  compatible &dress and t h e  changeover t o  Phase V rou t ing  
pro toco ls  w i l l  happen simultaneously. 
It i s  l i k e l y  t h a t  c e r t a i n  a r e a s  w i l l  remain permarsent Phase IV 
a rea s  t o  support  t hose  systems which w i l l  never run  025% 
pro toco ls .  
This incremental  s t r a t e g y  provides a means of a c c e l e r a t i n g  the 
t r a s i t i o n  process  f o r  t hose  por t ions  of t h e  network r s a y  t o  
upgrade. It a l s o  provides  j u s t i f i c a t i o n  (and mot ivat ion)  f o r  
o ther  s i t e s  t o  ha s t en  t h e i r  own OSI/Phase V Implementations.  
o Phase I V  backwards compa t ib i l i t y  w i l l  be preserved by adopt ion 
of a common high-order address ,  o r  "Phase I V  p r e f i x "  f o r  a l l  the  
networks wi th in  t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t .  The common Phase IV p r e f i x  
w i l l  be used t o  c r e a t e  a v i r t u a l  rou t ing  domain f o r  t h e  Phase IV 
nodes wi thin  t h e  network, preserving t h e  Phase I V  address  
s t r u c t u r e .  Phase V systems w i l l  be multihomed (have mu l t i p l e  
addresses)  when necessary.  On a multihomed system, one address  
w i l l  be t h e  Phase I V  compatible address (common Phase IV p r e f i x  + 
e x i s t i n g  Phase I V  DECnet address ) .  The o ther  address will be the 
f a c i l i t y  ass igned OSI address .  Addressing i s  f u r t h e r  d i scussed  i n  
t h e  next s ec t i on .  
o There w i l l  be a s i n g l e  namespa~e c rea ted  t o  support  t h e  Phase V 
network. Namespace name and s t r u c t u r e  w i l l  be comon ,  and 
implementation w i l l  adhere t o  gu ide l ines .  Di rec tory  r e p l i e a t i o n  
and access ,  as wel l  as clear inghouse l o c a t i o n ,  w i l l  be t i g h t l y  
con t ro l l ed  down t o  t h e  f a c i l i t y  l e v e l .  The n a e s p a e e  
implementation w i l l  precede Phase V implementation, and sites w i l l  
be allowed (encouraged) t o  u t i l i z e  t h e  namespace f o r  e x i s t i n g  
Phase I V  app l i ca t i ons .  Nmespace i s s u e s  a r e  d i s cus sed  i n  greater 
d e t a i l  i n  t h e  next s e c t i o n .  
o I n i t i a l l y ,  t h e  n r of rou t ing  domains i n  t h e  changing network 
w i l l  be minimized. A s  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  progresses ,  implementation 
of rou t ing  domains w i l l  i n c r ea se .  However, t h e r e  are t e c h n i c a l  
reasons which prevent  i n i t i a l  widespread use  0% rou t ing  domains. 
These reasons  are presen ted  i n  t h e  next s e c t i o n .  
o There w i l l  be a f i n i t e  a o u n t  of t i m e  f o r  completian of t h e  
t r a n s i t i o n  ac ross  the e n t i r e  network. After  t h a t  t i m e  ends ,  t h e  
network w i l l  be declared a Phase V network, and u se  of extended 
address  space w i l l  be encouraged. Phase I V  a r e a s  (and Phase I V  
end systems wi th in  Phase V a r ea s )  may remain a f t e r  t h i s  t ime ,  but 
d i r e c t  access  t o  wide-area network resources  no longer  w i l l  be 
guaranteed.  ;Poor man's rou t ing"  may be requ i red  t o  provide 
access  f o r  those  systems. 
o ESnet--DECnet, NSX-DECnet, E-HEPnet, E-SPAN, and other network 
management terns controlling specific parts of the DECnet 
Internet will each refine its o m  transition plan, using 
the transition strategy it deems appropriate %or its own network 
enviroment. The time scale for each of these individual 
transj.%ion plans will be independent of the others. Bowever, 
transition strategies and implementat9on plans will be closely 
coordinated with other meIEber networks. 
TECHNICAL ISSUES FOR DECNET INTERNET TRANSITION P ING 
The groundwork for understanding the existing network 
enviroment, the need for a transition, and the general strategy for 
the traxtsition has been discussed. The following sections tackle 
addressing, naming, and routing issues in greater technical detail. 
ADDRESSING 
The OSI address format to be used by all U.S. Government 
Institutions is defined by GOSIP. The proper name for this address 
format is the "Network Service Access Point", or NSAP. The NSAP is 
20 bytes long and is shown in Figure 4.  
I AFI I ID1 I DFI I AA I RESV I SNID I AREA I END SYSTEM I NSEL I 
----__---_____--___------------------------------------------------ 
1 2 1 3 2 2 2 6 1 bytes 
47 0005 80 qqqqqq 0000 nnnn abcdefghijkl yy 
003400 (NASA) 
000400 (DOE) 
IBP : Initial Domain Part AFI : Authority and Format 
DSP : Domain Specific Part Identifier 
HO-DSP : High Order Domain Specific Part ID1 : Initial Domain Identifier 
LA : Local  Area DFI : Data Format Identifier 
ID : end system IDentffication AA : Aministration Authority 
SEL : trmsport SEEector byte SNID : Sub-Network ID 
FIGURE 4 .  - THE GOSIP NSAP 
WSXP defines values for the IDP and the DFI. NASA and DOE 
have applied Lo the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
for the value of the "AA" field, and it has been assigned: NASA 
will use "003400" and DOE will use "000400", as shown in Figure 4. 
The remainder of the address will be assigned according to internal 
NASA mcL DOE recommendations. 
.GJ ADDRESSING PROBLEM 
An a d d r e s s  f i e l d  of g r e a t  L z t e r e s t  i s  d e f i n e d  by t h e  c o m b l c a t ~ c z  
s f  The 1 3 P  end 90-DSP f ~ e l d s .  sr ;he ' U g h - o r d e r  a d d r e s s " .  To 
e x p l a ~ n  s h i s ,  a small c l g r e s s l c ~  IS needed. 
?SASE V TRANSITION RULE:  Pkase I V  systems can  communicate 
3nly w i t h  sps tems i a v i z g  t3.e same h igh-order  a d d r e s s  a s  
f k e  Phase V r o u t e r s  co wbic5 they  a r e  connec ted .  
"at I s ,  :he n o r t i o n  af 3 e  addres s  t o  t h e  l e f t  c f  t h e  Lcnal  
Area !.LA) i i e l d  must 23 i d e o t i c a i  Jn a i l  Phase V s y s t e = s  I f  ?base I-' 
2-d systems a r e  t o  communleata c a r i n g  t h e  t z a n s i t i o n .  The r e a s c n  f c r  
t h i s  is sln;ple: Phase I T 7  systems have no knsvledge  o r  ~ b i l i t y  ;3 
gene ra t e  any a d d r e s s  bu t  a ?base IV s t y l e  a d d r e s s  c o n t 3 i n i n g  an s r e z  
ketween : and 63 and a node acidzsss between 1 and 1325. Eowever. 12 
s Thase V ne twork ,  Phase ZV end-systems a c t u a l l y  z r e  a s s i g n e d  3 
':igh-order z d d r e s s :  i t  i s  t k e  k i g L - s r ~ e r  a d d r e s s  of t h e  'hase V 
--,Jn,er s o  v h i c h  t h e  Phase 17 zystem i s  connected .  But because s 
-. 
znase IT? system i t s e l f  has  =o kzcwieage cf i ~ s  h igh -o rde r  x i d r e s s .  %; 
,38r. ' - z e n e r a t e  a d i f f e r e n t  . n e .  l k e r e f o r e ,  3. Phase 1'7 system can 
kaik only  ~3 t h o s e  sys tems t h a t  I r e  connec ted  t o  a r o u t e r  - ~ i t h  $he 
s m e  h igh-order  a d d r e s s  z s  ~ i e  ?Lase V r o u t e r  t h a t  i s  connected  t o  
:he Phase I V  sys tem.  
T k e r e f o r e ,  t h e  s t a t emen t  of t h e  problem i s :  
I f  a l l  i n s t i t u t i o n s  adopt  t k e  OSI a d d r e s s  f o r ~ a t  w i t h  
a r b i t r a r y  h igh-order  a d d r e s s e s ,  how can  Phase IV system 
c o n n e c t i v i t y  be main ta ined?  
TEE ANSWER 
OSI s p e c i f i e s  suppor t  f o r  m u l t i p l e  a d d r e s s e s  f o r  a s l n g l e  
system. A system w l t h  a u l t i n l e  a d d r e s s e s  i s  s a l d  t o  be ~ u l t i k o n e d  
- .c 
-, zce of t h e  a d d r e s s e s  ~a s Phase V mult ihoned system c c n t a r s s  a 
y e f i x  common t o  a l l  o t h e r  Phase 7 nodes,  t h e n  Phase IV corlectlv;;:? 
can be p r e s e r v e d .  The form of :his a d d r e s s  i s  descr lbed .  LZI F igu re  5 
< -IDP-, * - - - - - - -  HO-DSP--------------, < - - - - - - - - -  THE REST--------' 
I z z  1 PPPP I AREA I END SYSTEM I ?JSEL 
( - - - - - - - - -  Phase I V  prefix---'-------, 2 6 1 
FIGURE 5. - PHASE VIPHASE I V  COMPATIBLE ADDRESS FORMAT 
Th i s  common a d d r e s s  can  be up t o  20 b y t e s  l o n g ,  and. conforms To 
O S I  S t anda rds .  (Note t h a t  t h e  oAREA:END SYSTEM" n u s t  t r a n s l a t e  t o  a 
Phase I V  compa t ib l e  a d d r e s s ,  i . e .  a r e a  between 1 and 6 3 ,  xode 
addres s  between 1 and 1023. )  
Therefore, one adress on Phase V systems can be GOSIP (or APBSI 
or other stmdard). The other address will Be the address kinking 
the Phase IV DECnet Internet. For exmple, a node using Phase IV 
compatible address 7.39 c m  have two completely Independent addresses 
as follows: 
I IDP i HO-DSP I L l h  I ID I SXL I 
........................................................... 
47 0005 80 003400 0000 1100 2366 08002b123456 yy 
2. PHASE IV/V COMPATIBILITY ADDRESS: 
( - - - - - - - - Phase IV Prefix------, 
I IDP I HO-DSP I L A  I ID I SEL I 
........................................................... 
99 4242 OGO7 aa00040027lC xx 
(The "99 4242" is a hypothetical example of a unique Phase IV 
prefix used in the DECnet Internet for the purpose of 
transition.) 
Therefore, multihomed Phase V systems satisfy requirements 
for use of OSI while preserving Phase IV compatibility during the 
transition period. 
ADDRESSING AUTHORITY 
For the purpose of implementing a Phase IV to OSI/Phase V 
transition, the existing methods for obtaining *Phase IV* addresses 
will be unchanged throughout the Phase V transition period. Phase IV 
addresses will be used with the unique Phase IV prefix to ensure 
Phase IV/V transparency during the transition. As described above, 
however, the Phase,IV address is unrelated to the value of the 
facility-assigned OSI sbddress. Sites can receive OSI addresses from 
their OSI Address Authority at any time (of course). 
NAEIING ISSUES 
m e  directory abnd nming service that will be used during the 
transition is BEC's "Digital Napling Service", or DECdns. DECdns 
psovkdes, arnong other things, address-to-nme and nme-to-address 
translation services as well as user application and other general 
nming services. D E m s  provides a robust method to Beep nmes and 
addresses up to date, and a method for replicating portions of the 
smespace for redundancy. DECdns is expected to interoperate with 
the O S I  X.500 directory service when that becomes available. Network 
support for DECdns during the transition to DECnet OSI/Phase V is a 
requirement. 
The following definitions are important to understisnding nming 
issues. 
Logical namespace - the global structure defining how systems 
are named. 
Physical namespace - the implementation in a working network 
of the Logical Namespace. 
Logical namespace issues are separate from physical namcaspace Issues, 
and are treated separately. 
LOGICAL NAMESPACE ISSUES 
The Logical nmespace to be used for the DECnet Internet will 
adhere to OSI X.500 recommendations as closely as possible. It will 
also be kept as shallow as possible. The general structure 0% an 
X.500 name is: 
where ORG is the organization "owning" this specific portion of 
the namespace, and OS is an "organizational specific" identifier 
assigned by the owning organization. 
NASA's current recommendation for the naming of NASA field 
centers is the following: 
DOE'S recommendation, and the one now being used in the OSi 
transition guidelines for that agency is the following: 
.US.facillty.name or .US.DOE.facl%lty.name 
e.g. (for small DOE sites) e.g. 
.US.FNAL.FNMFE .US.DOE.CHE.nms 
We can draw three observations from these recommendations: 
1) This is backwards to the TCP/IP Internet standard - we don't love 
it, but if the nmes are to adhere to X.500 recornendations it 
is unavoidable that DECnet Phase V system names will be reversed 
with respect to TCP/IP Internet names. 
2) There is no upper-level domain as In the Internet standard, i.e. 
no "EDU" or "COH" field. The feeling is these fiellds do not 
convey useful meaning, and are contrary to the X.500 
recommendations. 
3) DEC recornends aga in s t  p u t t i n g  t h e  country symbol i n  t h e  
DECdns nmespace f o r  a network. This  i s  because most s i t es  w i 1 1  
be Jo in ing  a l a r g e r  network - and hence nmespace - i n  t h e  
f u t u r e ,  where t h e  upper l e v e l  d i r e c t o r i e s  a r e  a l ready  provided.  
This i s  not s u i t a b l e  f o r  t h e  a l ready  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  DECnet 
I n t e r n e t ,  whare t h e  country  code must be present  t o  d i s t i n g u i s h  
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  o rgan iza t ions .  
DOE and NASA a r e  not  naming a u t h o r i t i e s  f o r  X . 5 0 0  (nobody i s ,  
y e t ! ) .  However, they  w i l l  recognize  and r e g i s t e r  I n t e r n e t  F a c i l i t y  
level domain names, such a s  "FNAL", "UCSD",  and "MSFC" i n  t h e  
amespace  f o r  s i t e s  c u r r e n t l y  served by t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t .  
The i n t e n t  i s  t o  j o i n  t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  namespace wi th  t h e  
g loba l  X.580 d i r e c t o r y  s e r v i c e s  when a v a i l & l e .  T h i s  w i l l  be done by 
removing t h e  appropr ia te  t o p  l e v e l  d i r e c t o r i e s  i n  t h e  D E W S  
nmesgace and po in t ing  t h e  remainder a t  t h e  X.500 r o o t .  A t  t h a t  
d i m s ,  one presumes, a g loba l  naming a u t h o r i t y  and r e g i s t r a t i o n  board 
w i l l  e x i s t ,  and f a c i l i t i e s  w i l l  r e g i s t e r  with t h a t  o rgan iza t ion .  
PHYSICAL NWSPACE ISSUES 
I n s t i t u t i o n s  such a s  major DOE sites and NASA f i e l d  c e n t e r s  
w i l l  emplace name se rve r s .  An i n v i t a t i o n  t o  j o in  t h e  l o g i c a l  
naroespace s t r u c t u r e  provided by t h e s e  name se rve r s  w i l l  be extended 
t o  a s soc i a t e s .  DEC (and w e )  recommend t h a t  t h e r e  be a t  l e a s t  two 
n m e  s ~ e r v e r s  per  l o c a l  area network. 
Each f a c i l i t y  jo in ing  t h e  namespace w i l l  be respons ib le  f o r  
maintaining t h e  master copy of i t s  own t o p  l e v e l  ( f a c i l i t y )  d i r e c t o r y  
a t  i t s  l o c a l  s i te ,  j u s t  as i s  p r e s e n t l y  t h e  case  f o r  I n t e r n e t  
(TCP/IP)  domain name s e r v e r s .  However, read-only cop ies  of f a c i l i t y  
l e v e l  d i r e c t o r i e s  w i l l  l i k e l y  be l oca t ed  elsewhere i n  t h e  network a s  
wel l .  
More work needs t o  bs done i n  dec id ing  gu ide l ines  f o r  
r e p l i e a t i o n  and access of t h e  phys i ca l  namespace ac ross  t h e  DECnet 
I n t e r n e t .  (Repl ica t ion  a s s u r e s  r e a c h a b i l i t y  i n  case  of a network 
1Pn;B: o r  s e rve r  f a i l u r e . )  
ROUT KNG ISSUES 
I N T E R - m U I M  VS. IETTRA-DOUIN ROUTING 
m e r e  is  a l o t  of confusion about inter-do111ain and intra-domain 
rou t ing .  Many confuse dynamic and s t a t i c  rou t ing  i s s u e s ,  and o t h e r s  
be l i eve  rou t ing  h ie ra rchy  is many l e v e l s  deep ( i t ' s  only  two),  and 
rou t ing  domains depend on s p e c i f i c  f i e l d s  of t h e  NSAP ( they  d o n ' t ) .  
So, sit back,  clear your mind, and l e t ' s  start from scratch. 
INTRA-DOUIN ROUTING 
DECnet OSI/Phase V uses  a pro toco l  named "IS-IS Routing Exchange 
Protocol" f o r  intra-domain rou t ing .  ( IS  = Intermediate  System, i . e .  a 
rou t e r ) .  This  p ro toco l  i s  c u r r e n t l y  at d r a f t  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  s tandard 
s tage  and w i l l  be a f u l l  OSI p ro toco l  probably wi th in  a few months. 
The IS-IS pro toco l  uses  a more robust  and s c a l a b l e  rou t i ng  a l g o r i t h  
than Phase I Y  c a l l e d  "Link-State Routing". However, t h e  following 
analogy with DECnet Phase I V  w i l l  be used t o  i l l u s t r a t e  an important 
concept. 
Like DECnet Phase IV, IS-IS rou t ing  has  two *and only  two' 
rout ing l e v e l s :  Level 1 and Level 2. There i s  no deeper h i e r a r c h i e n l  
rout ing s p e c i f i e d  by t h i s  s tandard.  An IS-IS Level 1 r o u t e r  keeps 
information on every end system i n  i ts  a r e a ,  l i k e  Phase I V  DECnet. An 
IS-IS Level 2 r o u t e r  Beeps information on every o the r  area i n  t h e  
network, aga in ,  l i k e  Phase I V .  
Okay, s o  what is  an OSI area?  This i s  where t h e  NSAP p lays  a 
r o l e .  The IS-IS s tandard  rou t e s  a r e a  (Level-2) t r a f f i c  based on 
t h e  value  of t h e  IDP + HO-DSP + LA f i e l d s .  Therefore ,  t h e s e  f i e l d s  
def ine  t h e  OSI a r e a ,  as shown i n  Figure 6.  
I IDP I DSP I 
I I I 
I HO-DSP I LA I ID I SEL I 
(---------- LEVEL 2 ROUTING------------, 
<--LEVEL 1 ROUTING,--) 
F igure  6.  - IS-IS ROUTING AND THE NSAP 
Now, t h e  amount of space allowed f o r  a r ea s  i s  huge - up t o  13 
bytes!  I n s t ead  of being cons t ra ined  by only  63 a r e a s ,  an OSB network 
could wallow i n  2.OE31 a r e a s .  One can immediately s e e  both  t h e  
advantages and problems a s soc i a t ed  with t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  of tremendous 
numbers of OSI a r e a s .  
INTER-WUIN ROUTING 
To prevent problems a s soc i a t ed  with z i l l i o n s  of areas (and 
f o r  o ther  reasons) ,  network management can de f ine  "Routing Domains." 
ROUTING D O U I M :  A rou t ing  domain is a c o l l e c t i o n  
of systems t h a t  are t o l d  they  a r e  running t h e  same 
rou t ing  pro toco l .  
A rou t ing  domain Can be def ined  which al lows a l l  systems within  
it t o  keep t h e i r  r ou t i ng  informat ion confined,  o r  better - everybody 
e l s e ' s  rou t ing  informat ion ou t .  Defining a rou t ing  domain can 
i s o l a t e  a group of areas from exchanging rou t ing  informati.on with the 
r e s t  of t h e  world while al lowing well-defined in te rconnec t lon  po in t s  
s o  t h a t  communications between rou t ing  domains i s  s t i l l  p o s s i b l e .  
Defining a rou t ing  domain, then ,  can so lve  two problems. One, it can 
rsduee t h e  nugLber of a r e a s  i n  a network, and two, i t  can p r o t e c t  a 
network from rou t ing  problems i n  a neighboring network. 
X t ' s  important t o  r e a l i z e  t h a t  t h e  mechanism used t o  d e f i n e  a 
rou t ing  domain is not p a r t i c u l a r l y  r e l a t e d  t o  m y  s p e c i f i c  f i e l d  $a 
t he  NSAP p r e f i x  ( t h e  po r t i on  of t h e  address  above t h e  LA f ie ld .  
Figure 4).  There is no s p e c i a l  f i e l d  i n  t h e  NSAP such t h a t  when 
b i t 8  i n  i d  are changed, t h e  rou t ing  domain is  changed a s  w e l l .  A 
r o u t i n g  domain boundary can be set between any Lwo s i t e s  whose NSAP 
p re f ixe s  are d i f f e r e n t .  Conversely, a rou t ing  domain can con t a in  
mul t ip le  NSAP p re f ixe s .  
DRAWBACKS TO ROUTING D0UINS 
There are some drawbacks t o  s e t t i n g  up rou t ing  domains, 
e spec i a l l y  when Phase I V  t o  Phase V t r a n s i t i o n  s t r a t e g i e s  are 
consi'dered . 
F i r s t ,  t h e r e  i s  no OSI s tandard  f o r  dynamic inter-domain 
rou t ing .  This  protoool  is under development and it w i l l  take many 
months, If  not  longer ,  be fore  i t  w i l l  be ava i l ab l e .  For t h e  p r e sen t ,  
then,  a l l  inter-domain rou t ing  is s t a t i c ,  and must be manually 
configured and manually f i x e d  i f  a l i n e  goes down. This  means 
network managers (o r  t h e i r  opera tors )  a r e  respons ib le  f o r  adding and 
dele tang addresses from the address t a b l e s  and f i x i n g  c i r c u i t  
problems - manually. The more connections a rou t ing  domain ha s ,  t h e  
more mmual ly  i n t ens ive  maintenance and opera t ions  become. Compare 
t h i s  with DECnet Phase I V  rou t ing  where t h e  network au tomat ica l ly  
a t tempts  t o  r e p a i r  a e i r c u i t  outage by us ing a f a l l b a c k  pa th  i f  
a v a i l a l e ,  r ega rd l e s s  of t h e  complicated phys ica l  topology - even i n  
%he middle of t h e  n igh t !  
19 e l a s s i c  exarnple of t h e  headaches in t roduced by manual 
ma%ntenmce is shown i n  Figure  7, "The two-hop problem". I n  t h i s  
s imp l i f i ed  drawing, Routing Domains A ,  B, and C are connected i n  a  
l i n e .  Routing Domain A sbnd C normally comrnunicats through B using 
cireubts q and y .  C i r c u i t  m e x i s t s  between A anc @ as a backup. Now. 
assme c i r c u i t  q f a i l s .  Routing domain A recognizes q has f a i l e d ,  
and . b g i n s  t o  re - rou ts  i ts t r a f f i c  de s t i ned  f o r  B and C over c i r c u i t  
m. So f a r ,  so  good. To s imp l i fy  t h i s  a l i t t l e ,  l e t ' s  look i n  
p a r t i c u l a r  a t  messages from A t o  C.  A packet from A a r r i v e s  i n  C 
over o i r e u i t  m.  C r e ce ive s  t h e  packet and sends it t o  i ts 
d e s t i n a t i o n  i n  C. I n  response,  the d e s t i n a t i o n  system t r ies  t o  r ep ly  
Lo t h e  source  system i n  A by sending a packet back i n t o  t h e  network. 
However, bscause c i r c u i t  q i s  not  i n  C ' s  rou t ing  domain, C has no 
knowledge of i ts  f a i l u r e .  Therefore ,  C d u t i f u l l y  sends the r e p l y  
packet t o  A *through o i r c u i t  y*. B g e t s  t h e  packet and s ays  "nope, I 
can't forward t h i s ,  because e i r c u i t  q is down" and sends it back t o  
C. C g e t s  t h e  packet back, and aga in  tr ies t o  send it t o  A *over 
c i r c u i t  y*.  C is r e a l l y  s t u p i d  about a l l  t h i s ,  but  t h a t ' s  what 
s tat ic  l i n g s  can do t o  a network. C w i l l  never au tomat ica l ly  
re-route t h e  packet over m, because C i s  never t o l d  t h a t  c i r c u i t  q i s  

d o n  and t h u s  should r e a d j u s t  i ts  own rou t ing  t o  compensate. The 
packet w i l l  bounce around between C and B u n t i l  i t  reaches  i ts  
rnairnrm c o s t  o r  v i s i t s ,  and then  i t  disappears :  t h i s  i s  t h e  
"black-hole" e f f e c t  of s t a t i c  rou t ing .  To use  c i r c u i t  m, a network 
manager i n  C w i l l  have t o  manually ad ju s t  t h e  c i r c u i t  parameters .  
Second, network management cannot s e t  a  rou t ing  domain between 
two s i t e s  which use  the same Phase I V  a r e a  and must main ta in  Phase 
IV connec t iv i ty .  This  c o n s t r a i n t  i s  c e r t a i n l y  t h e  most r e s t r i c t i v e  
f o r  planning rou t ing  domain boundaries dur ing t h e  t r a n s i t i o n .  
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DECNET INTERNET 
P 'o l i t i c s  imp l i e s  l o t s  of rou t ing  domains. It is na ive  t o  assume 
t h a t  i nd iv idua l  f a c i l i t i e s ,  when having t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  s h i e l d  t h e i r  
networks, w i l l  no t  take t h e  opportuni ty  t o  do so .  I n  the long run,  
s e t t i n g  rou t i ng  domain boundaries w i l l  provide a mechanism f o r  
p ro tec t ing  a network's  r ou t i ng  func t ions  from problems i n  a 
neigulor ing rou t i ng  domain. T h i s  means rou t ing  domains undoubtedly 
w i l l  be implemented down t o  s i t e  l e v e l ,  even tua l ly .  
Bowever, prudence, responsive  network rou t i ng ,  and prese rva t ion  
0% Phaee I V  connec t i v i t y  and network manager s a n i t y  i n d i c a t e  t h e  
network should support  ve ry  few rou t ing  domains, a t  least a t  t h e  
start of t h e  t r a n s i t i o n .  It has  been proposed t h a t  a l o g i c a l  p lace  
t o  set s rou t ing  domain boundary a t  t h e  start of t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  
would be a c r o s s  the A t l a n t i c ,  between U.S. and European sites. 
So, it is c l e a r  t h a t  w e  must dventual ly  al low f o r  t h e  ex i s t ence  
of m m y  rou t i ng  domains, bu t  it is a l s o  clear t h a t  w e  w i l l  d i v i d e  
t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  i n t o  only  a few, and poss ib ly  j u s t  two, rou t ing  
domains a t  t h e  start of the t r a n s i t i o n .  Therefore ,  t h e  g l o b a l  
t r a a s i t i o n  s t r a t e g y  must incorpora te  mechanisms f o r  i d e n t i f y i n g  
l o g i c a l  placement of new rou t ing  domain boundaries and coord ina t ing  
the s e t t i n g  of t h e s e  boundaries throughout t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  process .  
The need f o r  a Phase V/OSI t r a n s i t i o n  i s  c l e a r .  The l i m i t s  of 
DEenet Phase IV pro tooo l s  have been reached, and t h e  Goverment is 
r e p i s i n g  implementation o f p S 3  pro toco ls  f o r  i ts  ageac l e s  and 
dspartmente. 
The major i s s u e s  f o r  moving t h e  Phase I V  network t o  OSI/Phase V 
are bsing Lacued f o r  the DECnet I n t e r n e t  by t h e  BSDCQ. The 
implementation of sddress ing  and nanning are l a r g e l y  understood and 
accepted. A choice  f o r  the g loba l  "Phase I V  p r e f i x "  s t i l l  has  t o  be 
m a d s .  The emplacement of phys i ca l  name s e r v e r s  and t h e  opera t ion  of 
t h e  nmespace i n  t h e  Phase I V  network i s  progress ing.  
More work remains t o  be done i n  planning f o r  t h e  u se  of rou t ing  
domains i n  t h e  DECnet I n t e r n e t  dur ing t h e  t r a n s i t i o n .  
The general strategy to move the DECnet Internet Phase IV 
network to a Phase V network is to use an area-by-area traasitian 
plan, starting with network backbones, while preserving Phase I V  
connectivity throughout transition. 
Detailed transition plans are being developed by the individual 
network participants teing into account the issues being coordinated 
by the HSDGG'. 
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Requirements Management: A CSR's Perspective 
The goal of my presentation is to give the NSI User Services Subgroup an understanding of the 
Requirements Management process by describing the tools which the Customer Service Staff uses 
to manage the networking requirements. 
First off, take a quick look at the chart on the next page. Go ahead, then come back to this page. 
I'll wait... 
The process is about as simple as it looks. :-) But have no fear, your Customer Service Represen- 
tative (CSR) understands the chart and knows how to navigate your networking requirements in- 
to and out-of all those boxes, diamonds and rectangles. 
To give you a better understanding of the process (sans chart), I have designed this presentation to 
be more of an "namtion with pictures". There is a cover page which describes the tool and how 
it is employed by the CSR -- that is the "narration". The "picture" is the sample chart/letter/form 
which follows the narration page. 
Ready? Here we go .... 

Discipline Customer Service Representative Responsibility Matrix 
Get to know your CSR! If you or your project need a new network connection, an upgrade to your 
existing services or other network services the best place to start is with the CSR. 
Customer Service Representative Responsibility Matrix 
Extract from a Sample Memorandum of Understanding 
If the customer represents the interests of a science program or project, they are encouraged to work 
with the Customer Service Manager, Christine Falsem, to establish a Memorandum of Understand- 
ing (MOU). The MOU is a contract between NSI and an OSSA Science Project requesting network 
services. For many projects, this has proven the best way to uniformly state networking require- 
ments. The NlOU is a valuable reference tool for the CSR as it states the roles and responsiblities 
of each ]party. 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
between 
PROJECT X 
and the 
NASA SCIENCE INTERNET 
for  
PROJECT X SCIENCE NETWORK C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  
September 31, 1990 
Approvals: 
name, Project Scientist, 
PROJECT X 
name. Proiect Manaeer. 
name, Program Scientist, 
PROJECT X 
name, Program Manager, 
PROJECT X 
name, Director, 
Astrophysics Division 
Christine M. Falsetti, Customer Service Manager 
NASA Science Internet 
Frederic N. Rounds, Project Manager 
Anthony Villasenor, Program tdanager 
NASA science Internet - 
- 
Joseph Bredekamp, Chief 
Information Systems Branch 
Ray J. Arnold, Director 
Communications and Information 
Systems Division 
NASA Flight Projects as well as Discnplime D a b  Centers have reqlaarements to  
t i ca te  with their invesdigabrs and system users. M a y  of these 
cations reqkllre e lec t ro~c  omections for digital data access and transpofi, 
for access to shared computationd resources and software, and for e l e c t r s ~ c  mail, 
'9"ihe &st~buted  nature of the investigators and users who have a wide variety of 
comp"dterr'sohare systems requires n a ~ o n d  as well as intema&ond alomec&vity 
operating in a heterogeneous environsraent. 
I h e  NASA Science Internet Project (NSI) has been charged with inheat ing 
and implemen~ng the ]Flight Project and Discipline Data Center network 
cations requirements within the NASA Ofice of Space Science and 
Applications (Code S) into a cost effective, efficient and reliable national 
commu~cations network with international connectivity. A variety of computer 
syshms and networking protocols are supported. The NSI-DECnet and the NSI- 
TCPm are both managed by the NSI in achieving its mission. The NSI works 
closely with the Code T Program Support Communications Program in providing 
these services. 
PROJECT X : this will be a brief description of what the project is about, its 
functions, goals or objectives. 
NASA OSSA Communications and Infomation Systems Division (Code SC) 
atic responsibility and NASA Ames Research Center has project 
maagement responsibility for the Science Internet. The NASA OSSA 
Astrophysics (Code SZ) has progra responsibility and appropriate NASA 
center has project mmagement res ity for PROJECT X. PROaCT X has both 
domestic and international scienc cations requirements that require the 
sekeea of NSI. 
This Memorandm of Understgnding (MOU) defines the PROJECT X 
Propam science co unications requirements on the NASA Science Internet and 
d~esenabes the roles and responsibilities of these two org%hlazations in suppost of these 
requirements. 
'k&s MOU docunnents the science computer networking require~llents of 
PROmCT X and the corresponding services and equipment to be provided by the 
NASA S ~ e n c e  hternet in support of these requirements. The MOU describes the 
roles and responsibilities of PRQmCT X and NSI in the defini~on of requirements, 
desim, procurement, implementation, use, operations, monitoring, maintaining, 
testing and evaluation of the NSI-provided networEng services. This do 
the genrerd agreements, constraints and interfaces between the two organizations. 
Network Service Request Form 
The Customer Service Reps use the NSR to gather and document networking requirements. The 
information captured on the NSR must be complete and accurate as it is submitted to our Work 
Control Desk for entry into NSI's master Requirements Database. 
N&ASA SCIENCE mPEFIERNET 
NETWlORB SERVICE REQUEST 
NASA scEyeE 
Mad SLOP 233-8 
NASA kmes Reseach Center 
Moffea Field., CA 94035- 1088 
Comercad: (415) -5859 FTS: 4W5859 
FAX: (415) 684-6999 FTS: 46$-6999 
NSI NSW W 
CSR Assigaaed: 
f incipd hvesel;Pigamr: 
Request& S m  Date: 
Laa Naroc Fint Name Initial Fint Name Initial 
From End-Point Site: To End-Point Site: 
Facility [Facility 1 
Building [Building] 
Floor I [Flml 
Point of Conraa/NSI Site Cooniinalor [Point of Conlscr/NSI Site Coordinanorj 
Em;ul Emad 
CommeraaI P h e  FTS Phae 
Specific NASA ProgradW'oject Reference: 
Headquarters Code I NASA Conmct/Grant Number: 
UPN No.: [Expiration Date:] 
P r o g r ~ o j e c t  Narne: [Contracting Officer's Technical Represenrahve] 
[Commercial Phone:] - 
mS Phone:] 
Description of Service (Cont'd): 
Instructions For Completing the Newor& Service Request 
Wlen a customer chooses to complete the NSR, we provide an NSR Packer which includes the 
Form Instructions, a blank form and samples of completed forms. 
hiotice that the page layout of the NSR Form Instructions closely resembles the actual NSR form. 
This was not an accident. Keeping the customer in mind, it was seen as one of the best ways to 
guide the person through the form. Of course, your CSR is always available to answer questions 
or help complete the form. 
NSR Form Instructions 
The NSR form is two sided. Side one has information your Customer Service Representative 
will need in order to submit your request for connectivity to NSI engineering. Side two has 
space for more detailed infonnation regarding the nature of service you are requesting. 
Each field that appears on the NSR form is described in the subsequent table. 
Accompanying these instructions are samples of completed NSR foxms. These examples are 
meant to serve as guidelines and are based on how a request might look when generated. Use 
the example that best fits your particular situation. 
Finally, if you still have difficulty, feel free to contact an NSI Customer Service 
Representative. 
Thanks so much for your cooperation. We look forward to walking with you. 
NSI Customer Service Staff 
NSR Instructions page I 
]Field Reference: Side One of the NSR Form 
'To Computing Resource (or another end user): Here is where you tell us what you need on the other 
end of the connection. A resource can be a network, a computer, or a person. 
Your description should include the following: 
the nature of your scientific research and your pmjectcpm~n's cment/future needs for 
r you? What will you expect to use 
NSR Instructions page 2 
Field Reference: Side 2 of the NSR form 
This side describes the technical information that the NSI staff needs from you in order to work with remote 
locations and personnel in establishing your connectivity. 
End point to end p i n t  are the actual physical locations where the circuit will originate and termina1.e. NSI[ 
works closely with remote site technical personnel during all phases of establishing, and later, m~nQining 
your network service. 
Specific NASA ProgradProject Reference: NASAjOSSA (Office of Space Science ,5t Applications) 
has standard prerequisites for validating your request for connectivity. This part of the form ensures Lhal you are 
eligible for connectivity under NASA/OSSA regulations. 
. . 
affiliated 
The numerical contract or grant number that proves you ae 
funded by NASA. Please make sure that you include the: 
expiration date. 
The NASA official at your site who oversees md directs 
funding for your NAS-A contract or grant This is the person 
to contact regarding questions you may have about 
MSR Ins&uctbns page 3 

I TO ~ n d - ~ o i n t  Sie: 
Heads Code 

From End-Point Site: I To hd-Foht  Site: 
' & I \  R c w c  7 5  
Pomot  NSI Sits 
;Yd ,+ 7 3- 3 = ,' 
Head¶ Code onaracdGrant N m k  
ORIGIN298 PAGE IS 
OF raoR Q U A L I ~  
Sample Notification of Receipt 
Completed NSR in hand, the customer's request for networking services is often acknowledged in 
a letter such as this. But sometimes, the CSR breaks down and employs the "other" technology (ie 
telephone). On to the validation step! 
NASA Science Internet Project Ofice 
FdASMAIArnes Research Center 
W S  233-8 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000 
December 2 1,1990 
Dr. James G. Mantovani 
Florida Institute of Technology 
Dept. of Physics & Space Sciences 
150 W. University Blvd. 
Melbourne, FL 32901-6988 
Dear Dr. Mantovani, 
I have received your request for a "SPAN" network connection to support your JOVE-sponsor4 
research. It has been documented as NSR 21338 and you can get status by contactirkg me. 
As your request is explicitly for a "SPAN" connection, I thought that the following explanation 
would be helpful: 
The NASA Science Internet Project is currently consolidating the "SPAN" and "NASA Science 
Network" circuits into a network called the NASA Science Internet (NSI). Architecturally speak- 
ing "SPAN" is being redesigned, but the DECNET functionality will still exist. This is because the 
NASA Science Internet supports both DECNET and T C P P  networking services over the same 
circuits. 
I am delighted to tell you that there already exists an NSI Interoperability Gateway which supports 
file transfer, remote logins from your Internet-resident VAXes to VAXes on the NSI "DECET" 
and electronic mail. As it is possible that the Interoperability Gateway might satisfy your "DEC- 
N E T  networking needs I am enclosing the documentation and ask that you try it out. 
However, I will still want to discuss networking issues with you over the phone. You can expect 
to hear from me in early January 1991 when I return from vacation. 
Sincerely, 
Joanie Thompson 
4 15/604-4550 
joanie@nsipo.nasa.gov 
cc: CFalsetti 
NSR21338 
Sample Validation Packages 
Since every request for network connectivity must be validated, the CSRs have developed a stan- 
dard "Validation Package" for submission to the appropriate Validation Contact at NASA Head- 
qumers. The "Package" consists of a cover letter and Validation Sheet which is signed and re- 
turned to our office. The Customer Service support staff maintains a log to track the progress of 
the "Package" while at Hq. 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
Ames Research Center 
MoffeR Field, California 94035-1 000 
Mr. Greg Hunolt 
National Aeronautics and Space A 
Code SE 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 
Dear Mr. Hunolt: 
Please review the attached Code SE Validation Sheets for NASA Science Internet sefice. If we are: to 
implement this service, we require your validation before proc g. If you are rm&le to v~&e &is 
request, please provide a brief elrplanation on the Validation Sheet. In either case, your s ignam i s  
required. 
IThe Customer Service Representative for Code SE network service rqueses is M;ihy BosoGch- She 
will be happy to provih you with any additional information or status on any Ccrxle SE news* ques r .  
Kathy can be reached at FTS 464-5859, (41 5) 604-5859 or by NASAMIL: kjb3so~cb. 
Return signed validation sheets to your Customer Service Represenabve, Kathy IBosovkh at: 
NASA Ames Research Center 
NASA Science Internet Office 
ms: 233-8 
Moffett Field, CA 94035- 1000 
FAX (415)604-6999, mS 464-6999. 
Th* you for your assisqgce. 
hristine M. Falsetti 
c u t o m e ,  Senice Manager 
NASA Science Internet Office 
NASA HQ VALIDATION S 
h 
NASA Science Office 
October 29.1940 
e da;chib  a for nerw g srrvices. Wre ask tlm you mGew it and h & m  wh&m 
h e  Woameana is mhd or not valid If na valid, please p v i d e  
~om&hsn h u t  this contact the Customer Service Re 
for WTwt connectivity: 
ititutc, NSR 21 133 
Ctr. W.D.C., NSR 21134 
$leas;e h ~ w  if this t is: (chack one) 
4 vatid requirement for Code SE. 
-- not a valid requinment for Code SE. (Please provide brief explanation 
hiow.) 
S i m  Date: f iW 6; 195a 
M y  Boso~ch 
MSIO 
rnx 233-8 
MofTern Aeld, CA. 94035-1W 
Arnes Rssaench Center 
Moffen Field, California 94035-1 000 
Code SS 
National Aeronautics and Space A 
Washingon, D.C 20546-3191 
Dr. Wdert: 
ence Enmet ser~m. 
g. If you are unable to v s 
S h e  In either case, yo~w s i  
n shes to your Cust~lnd~ Service Re otive, 
xlllaii stop 233-8 
NASA Amds 
NASA Sciellce Intantt 
MoRa Eel& CA 94035- 1000 
FAX (415) 3, FTs 3. 
mounds 
NASA HQ VALIDATION SHEET 
ftcmtke 
February 14, 1991 
hive describes a request fm netwofing services. We ask that you review it and indicate 
wheher the quireiment is valid or not valid. If not valid, please provide a brief explanation. If you require 
moE infornabon a l h t  this request, contact the Customer Service Repremtative (CSR) for Code SS, 
m a  Gallaghear. 
Gardsn Lena of the biversity of Chicago has requested an upgrade in the existing 9.6 DECner 
circPlie h r n  the University of Chicago to MSFC, in anticipation of a substantial increase in use of 
the mework to support various experiments on both the and Ulysses spacecraft (NSR 
#21299) 
The R at the University of Chicago is Dr. J. Simpson who is working with various Co- 
Tnveshigatc~n in both the U.S. (primarily at JPL and AFGL) and Europe. (NSR #21300) 
nnshivity will be used for quick-look data access &om the ion experiments on both 
as weU as increased data exchange and transfer among the expenmentors. 
Please indice if this request is: (check one) 
a vatid requirement for Code SS. 
not a valid requirement for Code SS. (Please provide 
brief explanation below.) 
Date: 2%'- 71 
mre: ~ g l r a c h g  p q s e s .  NSI has assigned these requests as #I21299 and #21300. Your Customer 
Sewice Representative can provide more information and/or stam on these NSRs. 
ms: 233-8 
N M A  Sciermce Internet Office 
N G A  h e s  Research Center 
M ~ f f a  Ed& CA 94035-1000 
(415) 604-:!a1 
Meadquaflers Validation Contacts 
The following chart shows who the CSR applies to for Validation of requirements. Validation is 
a necessary and crucial step in the NSR Process since NSI Engineering is unable to perfom cost 
analyses, design network solutions or order circuits without it. 
CHRlSTlNE FALSETTI 
CUSTOMER SERViCE MANAGER 
CODE DISCIPLINE CUSTOMER HQ OFFICIAL 
SERVICE VALIDATOR 
REPRESENTATIVE 
DESIGNATED 
VALIDATOR 
S Office of Space Science and Joanie Thompson-JOVE Dr. Joseph Alexander (Code 
Applications s) 
Robert C. Rhome (Code R) 
SZ Astrophysics Joanie Thompson Dr. Frank Giovane Dr. Guenter Riegler 
SC Communications Maria Gallagher Dr. Anthony Villasenor 
SE Earth Science and 
Applications 
SM Flight Systems Division 
SB Life Sciences 
SN Microgravity Science and 
Applications 
1 I SL Solar System Exploration I sS Space Physics 
Kathy Bosovich and Lenore (Dr.) Greg Hunoll 
Jackson 
TBDIChrisline Falsetti Dr. Phillip J. Cressy Jr. 
Kathy Bosovich Dr. Richard (Dick) Keefe 8. Duncan Atchison 
(Lockheed) 
TBD/Chris!ins Falseni (Dr.) Mary Kicza 
Joanie Tkompson 
Ma& Gallamr 
Dr. Guenter Strobel 
Dr. James Willett (Dr.) Eldon Whipple 
Sample Rejection Letter 
Not very often, the Headquarters Validation Contact flags a requirement as invalid and the CSR 
drafts a letter like the following. 
July 3 1, 1990 
Mr. Alan Strong 
Project Coordinator, CEORS 
Department of the Navy 
United States Military Academy 
Annapolis, MD 21402 
Dear Mr. Strong, 
We regret to inform you that your request for connectivity to 
the NASA Science Internet has been denied. 
All of our requirements must go through the NASA 
headquarters validation process in order to be approved for funding. 
When your request was submitted to NASA headquarters for , 
validation, neither Dr. George Ludwig (Earth Sciences Discipline 
validator) nor Dr. Marion Lewis were able to associate your request 
with a valid NASA OSSA program or project. 
Currently, we consider this request closed. Further supporting 
documentation providing evidence of a NASAIOSSA grant or contract 
for your site is needed if you wish to pursue this matter further. If 
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at the number 
below. Thank you for your patience in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
Lenore Jackson 
NSI Customer Service Representative 
Code SE 
(301) 286-7251 
NSSDCA:JACKSON 
jackson@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov 
Interface with Engineering 
Once validated, the CSR introduces the requirement to the NSI Engineering staff. The Engineering 
Manager assigns one of his staff to seek costing estimates and perform design analyses and makes 
recommendations on implementation. The Engineering Manager makes the final decision on im- 
plementation. 
The CSR staff maintains records and tracks the progress of requirements through his  phase of the 
process too. 
WHAT: Agenda for the Requirements Engineering Meeting 
WHEN: Thurs, March 7, 1991 2:30-3:30 
WHERE: Room 247 
WHO : Engineering staff and Customer Service Reps 
............................................................................. 
NEW REQUIREMENTS 
............................................................................. 
NSR 21299 Request for upgrade to existing NSI-DECnet services between 
Univ of Chicago and MSFC, GSFC 
PROJECT : CRRES 
CSR : Maria 
NSR 21300 Request for upgrade to existing NSI-DECnet services between 
Univ of Chicago and JPL 
PROJECT : Ulysses 
CSR : Maria 
NSR 21366 Reqmt for Email, remote logon, file transfer between University of 
Puerto Rico and MSFC 
PROJECT: JOVE 
CSR : Joanie 
............................................................................. 
ACTIVE REQUIREMENTS open for discussion 
............................................................................. 
NSR 21027 Request to upgrade existing 9.6 NSI-DECnet to 56Kbps dual-protocol 
between GSFC and Yale University. 
PROJECT: Code SZ Astrophysical Theory Program 
CSR : Joanie 
History 
02/28/91: Eng requested copies of the users proposal to NSI. 
03/07/91: 
NSR 21345 
PROJECT : 
CSR : 
History 
--------- 
01/31/91: 
Onizuka AFB, Sunnyvale, CA to ARC 
NSI/DECnet services requested to support researcher. 
CRRES 
Maria 
Milo M. recommends NSI use PacBell for this reqmt. Concurrence 
by Bill J. SR to B.Yeager required. NSI to provide DSU & mint. 
Mark to prepare and submit SR. 
Thorn delegated job of preparing SR. ARC POC is Jeff Burgan. 
NSR 21352 Internet connectivity from Crystal City, DC to NASA HQ 
PROJECT: Scientific and Technical Info Division Code NT 
CSR : Kathy 
History 
-------- 
01/31/91: Eng will talk to Jeff concerning this issue. Ckt provider 
Customer Notification of Completion/Confirmation 
In reality, the CSR is alerted by the NSI Network Manager when the service is in :place and oper- 
ational. A phone call to the customer is usually made before the Notification of CompleriodCon- 
firmation is produced. 
From this point forward, the CSRs7 role is largely complete. But there are two other NSI groups 
who are providing services to the network user; NSI Operations Center (NOC) and MSI User Sup- 
port Office. 
With the help of sophisticated Network Monitoring techniques, The NOC Staff are ;able to act upon 
network problems well before the users notice and report the problem. Network monitoring is on- 
going 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
The NSI User Support Office staffs a user help desk which is the first stop for all user questions/ 
problems. The help desk is available 12 hours a day, 5 days a week with off-shift suppon from the 
NOC. The office also maintains an on-line Network Information Center (NIC) which is available 
through the network. 
NASA Science Internet Project Office 
NASAIAmes Research Center 
MIS 233-8 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000 
May 16,1990 
Dr. Joseph Veverka 
Cornell University 
Center for Radiophysics & Space Research 
422 Space Sciences Bldg. 
Ithaca, W 14853 
Dear Dr. t'everka, 
Uow request for an upgrade to the existing network service between Cornell University and JPL 
to facilitate your work as a member of Galileo's Solid-State Imaging team has been implemented 
and is now fully operational. 
NSI Engineeing has worked with Mr. Joel Plutchak for your site to verify that the circuit is per- 
forsning reliably. NSI Operations will monitor the circuit 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Should 
you exgefi'ence problems with this new service, your first course of action should be to contact your 
locd netvviorhg expert who would then contact NSI Operations staff should it be necessary. 
Sincerely, 
Joanie Thompson 
NSI Customer Services 
4 15/604-4550 
cc: Ted CP=ke/JPL 
Mark Leon/ARC 
Christine FalsettiJARC 
An Aflicle Reprint: Requirements Management 
What the CSRs would like their customers to understand is that the CSR is the ftxal point for ger- 
ting the requirements into and through the NSR Process. There are a number c~f internal and ex- 
ternal groups which the CSR interfaces with to complete a service request. The following article 
indicates the groups while describing the process. 
Requirements Management in the NASA Science Internet 
by Deborah D. Puku 
h October 1990, the NASA Science Internet (NSI) Project established the Customer Service 
goup to manage colection of OSSA pr and project science data comunications 
requkemenls. ltly, the Customer e responsibilities include comunications 
~equkements ment, program and project interface, publication distribution, and other vdue- 
added services for 1'4SI. 
The Customer Service group is managed by Christine Falsetti at NASA Ames Research 
Center, who reports directly to Fred Rounds, the NSI Project Manager. Currently, group 
m m k r s  are located at Ames Research Center and Goddard Space Flight Center. Customer 
Service representatives (CSRs) are assigned the requirements management responsibilities by 
OSSA c;iiscipline, as follows: 
CODE DISCIPLINE CUSTOMER 
SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Aseophy!;ics Joanie Thompson 
SC Comunj.cations Maria Gallagher 
Earhh Science and Kathy Bosovich and 
Applica~cns Lenore Jackson 
Right Sy< ;tems TBDIChristine Falsetti 
D i~s ion  
SB Life Sciences Kathy Bosovich and 
Lenore Jackson 
SN M c r o p b r i ~  Science TBDIChristine Falsetti 
and Applications 
Sola  Syst:em Joanie Thompson 
Explom~on 
S ~ a c e  Phvsics Maria Gallagher 
PHONE NUMBER AND 
EMAIL ACCESS 
K. Bosovich, (415) 604-5859 
bosco@nsipo.nasa.gov 
M. Gallagher, (415) 604-6362 
maria@nsipo.nasa.gov 
C. Falsetti, (415) 604-6935 
falseMi@nsipo.nasagov 
L. Jackson, (301) 286-7251 
jackson@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov 
J. Thompson, (415) 604-4550 
joanie@nsigo.nasa.gov 
For NSI service, program and project managers are encouraged to work with the NSI 
Customer Service Manager to establish a Memorandum of Undersmding. (Individual requestors 
seeEng NSI s h c e s ;  should contact their discipline CSR: see chart.) A Memorandum of 
Undersmding (M81U) is a contract between NSI and the program or project requesting network 
semicets. It descsibes the roles and responsibilities of each party, and details the requirements for 
wide area netvvork connections. An MOU also offers several advantages: pro requirements are 
uniformly documented, MOU customers are given project priority, requiremen& m dwumemM in 
the NSI budget cycles, and the requests for m i c e  are potentially e x w t e d  through the va l ih~on  
process. 
As an lMOU is being negotiated, a CSR is assigned and a Science NetvirorEng 
Representative (SNR) from the OSSA program or project is identified. Requests for nemok 
connections are documented on a Network Service Request (NSR) form by the Science 
Networking Representative with the help of the Customer Sewice Representa~me. The 
requirements are tracked through the NSR process as outlined in brief here: 
I. Requirements Gathering-- 
Infomation needed includes site addresses, hostJterrninal type, any existing memo& 
connection infomtion, and a comprehensive description of service requestd Also nmessq  are 
names of the associated OSSA program or project, NASA Headquarters code, grant nuanbe=, md 
names needed for Headquarter validation and approval. 
N. Heaciquarters Validmion-- 
Note: This step can be waived with m approved MOU. When the NSR is c o q l e k ,  a 
description of service is forwarded to the designated validator of the appropriate ~disciplhe at 
NASA Headquarters (i.e., Life Sciences, Astrophysics, etc.). The discipline in\rolved lhen 
reviews the request and decides whether the service is necessary and relevant in s u p f l  of the 
identified OSSA pro roject. This process can take anywhere from a week to months, 
depending on the schedules of OSSA discipline representatives. 
III. Engineering Review-- 
Once the NSR is validated, NSI Engineering performs design analyses. kcisions are 
based on a number of factors including existing network connections or proximity, md use of 
shared bandwidth. The goal is to maximize bandwidth efficiency while delivering the d e s ~  level 
of performance to the user. 
N. Administration Review-- 
The Engineering plans, when complete, are then given to stration for a budget 
review. If the request is submitted early enough, cost can be forecasted into NSI's budget for the 
appropriate fiscal year. Many NSRs are entered years in advance to ensure they will be fundedi by 
NSI. 
V.  Implementation-- 
The NSI Site Installation and Engineering Teams work with the Pro 
Communications Network and other circuit providers to implement design plans and ensure that 
the connection is functional and running. 
VI. Operations-- 
All network connections are monitored 24 hours a day, seven days a week. NSI 
Operations has a hotline number for immediate service, (415) 604-3655. They monitor the wide 
area network, diagnose and verify problems, coordinate resolutions, and track mid document 
findings. 
Throuph all phases of the NSR process. the user has one desipnated CS 
kern the usersuudated and notified on anv status chanpecr, 
An important complimentary function to the requirements management process is NSI 
support of major OSSA conferences by providing network connections to attendees. This allows 
members of the science community access their home institutions for electronic mail, Pernote login, 
m d  file rransfers. I:t also allows attendees to meet their CSRs, pick up documentation, and discuss 
the q u i r e m n t s  process. 
If you would like to benefit from any of the services provided by the NSI Customer 
Service group, please contact your appropriate Customer Service Representative listed in the chart 
above. 
Reprinted +om the Office o f  Space Science and Ap~lications Infomation Systems Ouarterly 
e No. I .  Uudared for the NSI Users Working Group Proceedings, February 
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1. NSI NeWork Iniioma~sn CenLer On-Ijne System (NSINIC) -- new service. 
2. Network Infomation O n - h e  Aid System (NICOLAS) -- approx. 102 user logindday, current total over 77000. 
Listed in  the Internet Resources Guide by invitation. 
3. Anonymous FTP File Semer -- Approximately 1.5 MB disk space allocated to 236 VMS and Macintosh files; 
currently averages over 9 accesses per day. 
News Server -- Over 140 MB disk space allocated to more than 800 newsgroups, supporting 76 client 
systems; sample monitoring has shown up to 25 simultaneous users 
2. Anonymous FTP File e w e r  -- 48 MI3 allocated to over 200 UNIX, VMS and Macintosh files; averages over 20 
accesses per day. 
C. Services Hosted on D UN4.&e,m&gov (Sm 
1. te Pages Server -- Entire GSFC telephone book available, as well as listings for all other White Pages 
project participants (over 100 sites); accessible with login "fred". 
1. SPAN Network Infomation Cenbr On-Line System (SPAN-NIC) -- First of NASA's major on-line network 
servers; includes NSI-DECnet (formerly SPAN) node database queries, "how to" files, and network 
documentation. Will be folded into next release of NSINIC system. 
BL 2/8/91 
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The NSINIC On-Line Svstem 
NSINIC TOP MENU 
[ 1) HOW TO USE THIS SYSTEM 
[ 21 Info About the NSI and Other Nets 
...................... [ 3) NSI v ................ Personnel ..............., ' ........................... for Additional - ... .... Help 
$:.&&&j ... ~..:$&g.,p ....................... $:E gqg$:~gg.gQg$;g,$:;;~<iji;~:;;::,;:::  ,:;. ;m ,. ....... ...... c.:. ..............A ...,.,, A...- ........... *..z,, .A., xX ., .x,.x.xxx....x.~c.~.~~~..... . [ 51 Connect to SPAN-NIC 
[ 61 Connect to NICOLAS 
[ 71 Report A Problem 
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__________________--------------- 
The NASA Science Internet Project Office 
(NSIPO) has funded an Interoperability 
Gateway to facilitate the exchange of 
E-Mail, file transfer and remote logon 
capability between TCP/IP-based networks 
and DECNet-based networks. 
The Interoperability Gateway at Goddard 
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The NSINIC On-Line Svstem 
Current plans for the first series of system enhancements concentrate 
on more information content: more ''how to" and "what is" type files, 
increased coverage of companion wide-area nets, etc. 
Other planned enhancements call for inclusion of the SPAN data base 
and other functions and files from SPAN-NIC, as well as access to 
TCPlIP information (and possibly other automated utilities). 
In the more distant future... an X-based system? Expert system user 
queries? 
The bottom line: NSINIC enhancement and evolution will be driven 
by user requirements. 
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THE NASA- 
NSlNlC is a rnenudfitren help l&!iv designed to aid b t h  novice and e x p ~ e n c e d  users of the NASA Science Internet. 
NSINSC imludes usor wides R r  general and inter+p~rali& n e t u v s ~ w  dumions (e.g., remote logins and file transfers); 
Iistr&s of who to @a10 for help at i a ~ d u a 8  NASA centers; and general iMomtion a b u t  the NSI. htornated utilities within 
NSlNIC pmvide tmnswreM m e s  to on-line help and other systems. Users are emuraged to access the NSlNEC on-line 
syslem and leave wmmenls. 
ELNET to DFTNIC.gsfc.nasa.gov (128.183.10.3); username is NSONIC. 
SET HOST to DFbNlC (DECnet address is 6148); usemame is NSINIC. 
Dial the wmpr ia te  access numbsr as shown in the folbwing table (all are area code 301), 
then follow the instmctions listed below: 
300-2400 ODDINONE 8 &I s or 7 &2 s 286-9000 All these modems automatically set 
380-2400 EVEN 7 data1 stop 286-9500 themselves for the correct speed. 
9600 NONE 8&1s or 7&2s 286-4000 Only 8 are available. 
rn E VEN 7 data1 stop 286-4500 Only 4 are available. 
trl 
C&L, DISPLAY,, OR MODIW? CALL SlSC <CR> [NOTE: If dialing from off-GSFC, you will 
DIKING nnnnn see "ENTER NUMBER" instead! 
CALL COMPLETE cCR> eCRs 
Enter usemam> (type your name here) cCR> 
( ~ s c .  sygern mssages) 
Local> C DFTNIC <CR> 
( ~ s c .  sysaem messages) 
Usemame: NSlNlC cCR> 
Dial your local SprintNeQ (fomerly Telenet) access number, then hit [RETURN] or 
[ENTER] several Bmes usrlil you see the "@" prognpt. (IP-rloma~on on Wl SpriMMel access is available from the NSIUSO.) 
NOTE: Qf you a m  diali~g in to SpbntNel, you will need a NASA Packet Switched System (MPSS) DACS userid; contact the 
NSlUSO for m r e  in9omwtion. 
@ 
"CONNECTION ESTABLISHED' 
( ~ s c .  sysliem messages) 
ENTER UISERlDr 
ENTER PASSVIIORD> 
ENTER SIERVICE> 
(rnisc. sysitem messaps) 
Usernam: 
C NASA 
<CR> cCR> 
LOGON cCR> 
(your DACS ID) cCRr 
(your DACS pk) <CR> 
DFTNlC eCR> 
NSlNlC <CR> 
Questions aracdlor Gornmnts about the NSlNlC may be e-mailed to ?he account name "NSIHELP" at any of the following: 
DECnet: DFTNlC (6148) TCPIIP: dftnic.gsfc.nasa.gov (128.183.10.3) BITNET: dnbit 
NASA Science Internet User Suppoa Office 
Advanced Data Flow Technology Offlce 
Code 930.4 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
301 -286-7254 or  FTS 888-7251 

NSF Nerwork Service Center W S e )  
Technolo@es don 
10 Moulton Smer 
bridge, PvlA 02 138 
nnsc@nnx.nsf.net 
Copyright Piofam 

o p  via & Hntemb. such dB- 
logs can '& "very w m  for 
kook 1s iccarecl. i r  s m  oRtn be b m w &  by y~ I d  Ebr;i8y W u @  W&%v 
.9--,L-cT ---, r,ri13: .:x ;: 252-{ --dogs ~r o cherk cltanons or references. M m y  czaloe 
s i l p ~ c  r : o ~  ccxrcnded rcierzncc faciliries. 
Please MIE ehat on-line ~ra loep  o k a  knvc a I i n n i d  n m k r  sf pons. Uskn arc asked mt m 
abuse ~ l c i r  access. 
We wodd like 8o a c h o w l d g e  ?he considerable ce of Ron 
Joe SL Sauver in compiling this 
Contents 
Bonow U ~ v e ~ t y  C O W S )  ..,.-..-.--..-.-.... .-.---..... .................................. - -- 
.. . . ) .-- . . . - .....-. .-. -.. .....- -. -- -.. .I. .-. - 
Libu;Kliai M o m a u o n  N e ~ o r k  ................................................. -.-. 
............................................................................. Rofida Cenecr for Library Automanon 
................................................ MLREMU'. "Wae Urrivcniry of Michigan's Online Catalog 
................................................................................ U ~ v e r s i t y  of New Mexico Gateway 
Emory University L-ibraries Online 
Public Au:ess Catalog .......................................................................................... 
M o T m  .......................................................................-.................................................... 2 1 1  
0, ?he Library Caralog for ?he University of 
Colorado ;u Colorado Springs ......................... ... .................................................. 212 
:i ?L,",Z 
OF POOR wfiJL?nij"V 
Address: 
\!!rnlrxr. Sr l r r .  L-r.:.. 2 5 : : . .  L:cTZ.SS 
East Lansing. hi1 38314- 1056 
E-mail: Thomas .Xbr;ghr, Head Library Systems: 20676tea@rnsu.bimet 
Phone: 5 17-383-8700 f i ISU Libraries InfonnaIionlReference) 
Description 
MAGIC is a computer-based library catalog of more than 1.3 million miclue b k ,  serial, 
microform, and other non-book atles in the Mchigan State Universiry LibPaaie:;. 
Network Access 
To access using IBM 3270 emht ion:  
TN3270 to magic.msu.edu (35.8.2.99). 
At the VM 370 screen press the emer key. 
At the logon screen enter "Did .MAGICw. 
Press enrer to get the .MAGIC introductory screen. 
To exit from MAGIC, use your local escape sequence to return to the 7% 3270 p m g m  m d  
close the network connecrion. 
To access using Telnet W100, V n O O  emulation): 
Telnet to merit.msu.edu (35.8.2.56). 
Enter "MAGIC" at the "Which Host?" pmmpr 
Enter "VT100" as your remind type. The MAGIC introductory screen will be display&. 
To exit from MAGIC. press C 7 R L E  and then enter "%quitv 
VVhn Can Use the Resource 
MAGIC is available to anyone, without any resvictions 
For q u m o n s  concemg nemork access co 
Computing lnfomation Center 
MSU Compting Habrasoy 
consult@msu.edu 
(5 17) 353- 1 8 0  
For wrinen inst~uctions on how to use M G I C ,  write oo : 
MSU Libraries 
Infomatiomeference 
(517) 353-8700 
February 21, 1990 NNSC Secfion 2.9. Page li 
How t o  Get and U s e  
the 
,INTERNET RESOURCE GUIDE 
This README document contains, first, a discussion of the Internet 
Resource Guide, and then (for those who need them), nitty-gritty details 
about Postscript files, FTP, and the Unix commands "compress," 
'8uncompress,w and "tar." 
The Internet Resource Guide hierarchy is organized as follows. 
Material is dividid up into chapter and section. Each chapter has 
its own directory, and each section has its own files, one for 
Postscript and one for plain text. 
So, to retrieve section 1.1 of chapter 1, you should FTP the files 
resource-guide/chapter.l/sectionl-l.ps (Postscript) 
resource-guide/chapter.l/sectionl-l.txt (Text) 
To simplify retrieval of entire chapters and chapter updates, or of 
the entire resource guide, you can FTP compressed tar files. The tar 
files for individual chapters include the recently updated sections, and 
both the Postscript and text files. 
The most recent changes to a chapter are in a file named 
chapter#-changes.tar.2. These include only the most recently updated 
sections ! 
INTERNET RESOURCES GUIDE AVAILABII-ITY 
The Internet Resources Guide (IRG) is avail&le 
via anonymous ftp from 
msc. nsf . net 
in the /resources-guide directoxy 
me "How to &t and Use the Im file 
is available 
s ftp from 
a) msc.nsf.net in the /resources-guide 
&re&oq 'as file rn 
b) dftsrv.gsfc.nasa.gov. in the /pub 
arectosy as file m-resource 





The Path of A L E X  
me f i le  -alex containing "'Access d U s e  
of the AuLornatjlc i n  Executor ( ) is 
avail&le via ano us f t p  from d%.tsrv.gsfe. 
nasa.gov i n  t h e  /pub directory 
o me DCL version of fo r  syst  is 
available 
1) via axlo us f t p  f r m :  
a) etsrv.gsfc.nasa.gov i n  the /alex/dcl-dex 
2) via  DEGnet cow f ra :  
me C she11 arersim of for  syst  is 
s f t p  frortl 
etsrv.. gsf c. nasa. gov i n  the  /dex /csh-a la  
&~:ec&oq 

One of the many services NSI provides as an extension of customerluser support is to attend major scientific conferences. 
The conference effort provides NASAIOSSA scientists with many benefits. 
Scientists get to see NSI in action. They utilize the nelvvork to read email, and have recently begun to demonstrate their 
scientific research Po their colleagues. 
Scientists get an opportunity to meet and interact with NSI Staff; most notably Customer Service Representatives. This gives 
scientists a chance to get status on their requirements, ask about network status, get acquainted with our procedures, and 
learn about our services. 
. Scientists are exposed to networking in a larger sense; particularly by learning about other NASA groups who provide 
valuable scientific resources over the Internet. 
Susan Aaron 
NSIISterling Software 
A Perspective 
At first, there were minimal support mechanisms in place to conduct this endeavor. My job was to define, coordinate, and supervise 
the effort. 
First, we needed to decide what type of services we wanted to provide, along with how we wanted NSI to promote those services. 
Of course, we needed practical mechanisms to make it happen successfully. 
Goals in this area were: 
To develop a program under which NSI could provide the necessary support at major scientific conferences, including: 
Defining support criterion 
Defining strategies for promoting NSI services 
Establishing practical mechanisms for success 
Support Crlterlon 
Basic criterion for attending conferences was established early in 1990 with supervision and direction from NSI Customer Service 
Manager Christine Falsetti. 
- There must be a large NASAIOSSA contingent. 
This ensures that we will be reaching our designated user communities. It also makes the effort more cost effective. 
- NASA dlsclpilnes request an NSI presence. 
When NSI is supporting a specific scientific project,we might be asked to attend a conference to highlight and support a 
particular scientific effort. (i.e.. Galileo, TOS) 
Because NSI has MOU's and requirements with all of the OSSA disciplines, we are getting more requests from Discipline and Division 
heads. . We are often directed to support a conference at the NASA Headquarters Program level. 
Susan Aaron 
NSI/Sterling Software 
NSI Coaference w o n  User Servlces S u m  
2. Servlces 
- Educational Sewlce 
NSI conveys its services at conferences by means of effective presentation materials, documentation, and informed booth 
participants. 
A large, freestanding backdrop is set up on which are mounted photos representing the scientific disciplines we are there to support. 
We now have two portable backdrops, and have a growing collection of display materials. NSI "stickers" depicting our logo are given 
away as 'freebies'. 
NSI has produced new documentation which describes the mission of the project and also provides information on how to use our 
services (and the Internet in general). 
A complete NSI bibliography has recently been developed which we make available to users at conferences. Follow-up after 
conferences involves mailing users the documents which were requested. (We have mailed over 4000 email matrices as of this 
month.) 
Docurnentatlon Includes: 
NSI brochure 
Electronic Mail Matrix 
Using the Interoperability 
Gateway 
Internet Resource Guide 
OSI in the NASA Science 
Internet- An Analysis 
NSllNASA 
Joan Thompson 
Susan Aaron 
Sterling Software 
Sterling Software 
Sterling Software 
BBN Technologies 
Rebecca Nitzan 
Cambridge, Mass 
Sterling Software 
We are a regular contributor to the OSSA newsletter and have recently contributed major articles to EOS (magazine for the AGU) and 
the AAS newsletter. We are represented in all conference program announcements. 
Susan Aaron 
NSllSterling Software 
- NSI Staff Partlcipatlon 
Customer Service Representatives play a major part in making the conference a success. Because they are the individuals most 
involved with specific scientific disciplines, they are the primary resource to impart information (like the status of requirements) to 
scientists who are in attendance at the conference. Their presence affords our users the chance to meet their advocates in person; a 
big help in establishing lines of communication. 
We also do a limited amount of informal training at the exhibit booth. An example of this is our instruction on how to use the 
Interoperability Gateway. 
NASAlNSl management also participate in conferences. 
At recent AGU and AAS meetings, special informational forums were conducted by Fred Rounds (Project Manager), Christine Falsetti 
(Customer Service Manager ),and Tony Villasenor (Program Manager). 
Susan Aaron 
NSIlSterling Software 
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This year, NSI has successfully supported 13 conferences. The complete list follows: 
NSI Conferences Fiscal 1990-91 
ne Locatlon 
Susan Aaron 
NSIISterling Soi-tware 
MSI Conferences Fiscal 1990-91 
Earth Science 
Date Attendance 
I NASA Master Directory 
I I 
Yes X.500 White Pages' 
56Kbps TGV, Incorporated' 
CRUSH 
COSMIC 
PLDS 
NSI Operations 
NASA Master Directory 
AVHRR 
Susan Aaron 
NSllSterling Sottware 

Page intentionally left blank 

CRUSH : The NSI Data Compression Utility 
CRUSH is a data compression utility that provides the user with several lossless 
eompressiion techniques available in a single application. CRUSH was originally 
developed for the NSSDC as a result of requests for such a package from a users 
working grollp meeting. It is intended that the future development of CRUSH will 
depend upon feedback from the user community to identify new features and 
capabilities desired by the users. 
CRUSH pro~Ades an extension to the UNIX Compress program and the various 
VMS implen~entations of Compress that many users are familiar with. An 
important capability added by CRUSH is the addition of additional compression 
techniques and the option of automatically dete ning the best technique for a 
sven data file. 
The CRUSH software is written in C and is designed to run on both VMS and 
UNIX systerns. VMS files that are compressed will regain their full file 
characte~stics upon decompression. To the extent possible, compressed files can 
be transfem-ed between VMS and UNIX systems, and thus be decompressed 09 a 
dilfferent sysbm than they were compressed on. 
Version 1 of C:RUSH is currently available from the NSSDC. This version is a 
V M  W S  implementation. Version 2, wKch has the full range of capabilities for 
both W S  ansl UNIX implementations, will be avglable shortly. A TarNIS Backup 
file containing the source of version 1 is available at 
NSSDCB::ANBN-DIR:[PUBEICICRUSH.BCK, and eqevalently via anonylnous 
FTP at NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV. It is ant i~pated that versi6 2 will be made 
available through the NSINIC. Watch for an annnouneement soon. 
CRUSH has been developed as part of the research of data compression 
techiques for the ConPigurable High-Rab Processor project at NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center. Edward Seller, of ST Systems Corp. is the developer of the 
soRware, and can be contacted via E-mail at 
SE ILER@ATdARNA.GSFC.NASA.GOV 
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PREGEDiNC PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
A. NASA Master Directory 
NATIONAL 
SPACE 
SCIENCE 
OAT A 
CENTER 
WORLD DATA CENTER A for ROCKETS AN0 SAfELLlTES 89-19 
The NASA Master Directory 
Quick Reference Guide 
November 1989 
Nation J Aeronautics and 
S m e  Mmintstrabon 
NASA MASTER DIRECTORY QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE 
The NASA Waster Dthctoy (MDI Ls a free. onllnc. m u l t t ~ p l l n u y  dircctoy of space 
and Eanh science data =u (NASA and non-NASA data that uc of potenaPl mtemt to 
the NirrSA-sponsorrd re- communtty. The MD contains high-level descnpuom of 
data sea. other data systems and arch-. rM campagm and projects. It pmvldm 
mechurisau for searching for data sets by Impmat cntcm such u gtophyucll 
parameters. ttme. aad 3p.W c m e .  The MD rb prowldu Informatton on ordenng 
the data. 
T h e M D t s m a r t h a a j u s t a d i r e c t a y , ~ .  Incrrdatostmplt@theprocwof 
finding more deus)itd Illfomuoa or acceWag online data. the MD p&es automatic 
connecuons to a number of data ystcmr such Y the NASA -te Data Syrtcm. the 
Planetary Data System. the rsrrSA, Ocern D 8 u  S- the Pilot I d  Dam Sy8tem. and 
othcir. The a h  prwldem genmi  lafmmat~on about data ryrtaa8. data 
centm.udcoordinuedd8ta8Miy8i8prqJCCU, I t ~ t b f k S ~ ~ c ~ k l t h e  
(ntempemb* pm~ect. whae objcctftr u to aubk hwr)cbcrr to qukW 
id-. obtvn rnformpuon about. and get accm to space and Earth 
T o l c u n h a r t o g e t t o t h e h 4 D . - ~ 2 .  tljrouhrmtmublrrccewtrythe~~.orrLf 
you htvs qucrtran, regard4 the NASA Dtmctmy ar Camla f a e e m m w *  
~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ( 3 0 1 ) 2 8 6 9 7 9 O a r  5 7  $av p, ( S e r ) W + - s J $ y .  
Features d the MD lacludc= 
OWIIOBNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
2. ACCESSING THE BAD 
LOG ONTO PWB MSSOC VAX 8630 
From SPAY nodes. enter SET HOST NSSDCA from the t prompt and enter N3SDC at 
the UsdPmlml@: prompt (there is no pwword).  
e@t biU. no'poVILy. onc stop blt. and 300. 1200. or 
. Wen the -tern nsgon- wth CONNECT 1200 for 
300 or 2400). prt? . m the ENTER NUM r MD for the MD 
system, WPlern yo meutqe CALL COMOLm. the U9rm~mr:  
pmmpt. M the U prompt entm N3306 (the 
From a Teb~& nade. enter TELNET N350CA.G31rC.NA3AGW or TELNET 
r 28.rm.10.1 at tne systnn pmmpt. Enter N33De at ohc Ummuncs: p m q t  (Lhere 
SELECT T ) I I  NASA MAS OIAIGgORV 8CnObdl PROM TH$ MS386 MENU (Ow10@ %I) 
m to *arch 
ac Ehe end of 
N A S A  Master DIrec:ory Cuick Referenca  G,,se 
3 .  DATA SET SEARCHING 
CPldgSE YOUR DESIRED SEARCH CWllERlA 
FOH a m p l e .  
tc.. d be 
d u a  rn blc far tRc fo 
~ol.vevcr. 'he u u  of valid Ysts dces not guarantee that data set derz;t:oru ;1'.a::.'.~.3 
the search cZ:e?a WU !x found XI Lqe !AD. 
ENTER "SEARCH" TO SELECT OATA SETS 
Onc: you are satisfied WL! the cztefia ezteted. r.ove to the cornma~d !p.e !e!:.".er zslr.3 
cLr.age returns or a peficd) ar.2 enter SEARCH to re:Zeve data set rLomat:cn. 
Lfv+.ou ckocse :o search us- the rnuitlple kysvord option. you can enter up to :'cur 
ke~words of any type kg..  sensor nama. geophysrai paraneten. dlxlpiine keyorcis. 
s p a c e c d  names). ARE NO VALID LISTS AVrULlBLE FROM THE MULZ?LZ 
K c V 0 R . D  Eh7RY FORM. The multiple word search ddhults to for data sets 
with any of tr5e ktywords entered (a Boolean OR, e.g.. WInd OR Nimbus OR O o a n  1. 
You can change the OR value to an AN0 if you want to =arc!! k t  5ata seu con:- a 
spectflc combmauon of keywords kg.. Temponturm AN0 Cloud AN0 Aorosolsl. 
Once you m ~ W e d  wtth the a t e m  entered. mwe to the c m m z  t d  line (either 3str.g 
camage returns or a penodl and enter SEARCH to re- data 5 ;nformauon. 
ENTER "SEARCH" TO SCLICT OATA SETS 
m e  system WIU =arch the data base for data set descnpuons aa soon as the search 
c3m.and ls entered. A bt of data set titlm that match the keywords and/or cxresa 
spec5ied wall be &played. The total number of utla found wzll be duplayed at t i e  top 
oi the scma You can page through the utla by crnamg N m  (or camage return): the 
ctrrrcllt ;rage and total number o i  pages wtlJ be displayccd in the upper zght-hand comer. 
SELECT A TITLE O f  INTEREST 
ARer !ooWng at the titles, enter the number that comrpondr to a data set of mtertst. 
To modify your search. enter UUf to mum to the w o u s  Id 
PRESS RETURN TO BAG8 THROUGH THa INfORMATfON 
OR ENTER OISPLAY FOR A MENU OF AVAILABLC DISPLAY SCREENS 
.Uter you select a uUe of merest. a bnef descxlptlon of the data set wtll be displayed. 
You can conunue to cats c-e returns ro page thrwgR the data set mformat:on. 
Available mfonrufton is &played m the followmg xctlonr: 
Brfef B m p t l o n  
Data Set .Qttf.butes (keywords. caverage. spacecrbt) 
Archive Informauon 
Data Set P m o n n d  
BIbUognphlc References 
You can use the DISPLAY coaxumd to display any of t h u e  xcrions or to see a rzenu oi 
avallabk scmn opuoru In some cases you can use the SUPPLEMENT 
command to &play ~ckted data center or project urforrmtloa 
If the LlNK command ls &played at the end of the command Unt. you cyr enter LlNK :o 
conrsct to the disc~pbe  dmxtory. catdog. or inventory zyrtarr to llnd out more 
dormawn about the data sct Whcn you log out d a m t e  system. you wll be 
t e r m e d  to the lrmc s e e n  lioln which you entertd the LINK connnuld. 
To $e!ect a new title. enter EXIT or 0 Q (for OISPLAY QUERY,RISULTSl. 
OR'IGBNAL PAGE !B 
OF POOR QUAL1W 
N A S A  Master  DI:::':'*; S Y I C U  R e f e r e n c e  G u ~ d e  73;9 5 
4. SEARCHING FOR DATA CENTERIDATA SYSTEM DESCRlPTlONS 
m e r  you select t h e  data center search optlon from the MD main menu. an e n i v  form 
wlU be dispwed. Enter &e co on I-lme (ac*nWl for data center or data 
infomadan wsrem of interese (e.8.. NSSDC. NODS. PDS. PLDSI. FOP a list of w-dabif 
descriptiom. enter ? and ~ h c n  eRKer the number Lhat corresponds to your choice. 
After en temg the data center ar data system name. eztcr SEARCH to search for t h e  
mormarion. Then select the desired option from the query results wad ?age i.haough 
the avaldable idormatlon. Enter USPLAY to a e w  the available screen dlspiay 
options. 
5 .  SEARCHING FOR CAMPAIGNIPROJECT OESCRlPTlONS 
After you select the projlett lwZomatlasn s 
envy l o r n  will be displayed. Enter the 
p r o j e t  of mterest (e.g.. ISCCIP 
then enter the number that co nds to the project of choice. 
Mer  entenng the project name. enter SEARCH to search for the project iformatton. 
men wiect the desired optlon from the quely results and page through the arwtlable 
Momatlon. Enter DlSPbAV to view the ava~lable display opuom. 
6. EXlT THE MD 
ENTER " Q U I T M D "  WHEN YOU WANT TO LEAVE THE MD SYSTEM 
Xlter besrmg prompted for any co 
can then select the logout opUo menu. 
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B. Pilot Land Data System 
Page intentionally left blank 
Tclenet's asynchronous dial-in services areavailable to 
PLDS useraacross theUSAwith either a local call oran 
IN-WATTS call (1-800-255-NASA). To use this service 
you oluat havu a valid NASA Packet Switch Nutwork 
(NPSS) usc?rID & Password. Call your local PLDS usor 
supportoffice(see bockland they will file the paperwork 
to get your valid ueerID and Password. It  will take 
about 3 weeks for Marahall Space Flinht Centerto vroc- 
- 
ess the rcqueat and issue your umr1D. When you get 
your ID thePLDSUSOwil1 explain how toacceee PLDS 
via Telenet. 
lfyour terminal has access to the TCP/IP protocol, you 
can connect to the PLDS computere. Many national 
networksare intemnnected. NSI is connected toa wide 
variety of TCPflP networke such a s  NSFnet and is re- 
ferred to collectively a s  the Internet. 
At the prompt ($ or 46) on each node, enter telnet and 
the name of the node given below. If the HOST UN- 
KNOWN meenage appeare, a t  the prompt, try again 
U R ~ I ~ K  the number instead of tho nodo namo. At the 
USEKNAME: orlogin: prompt, logon with pldmoryour 
assigned user account name. 
Users with access to NSI DECnet, formerly the NASA 
Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN), can connect 
a s  followe: At the$ prompt, onVMSsystems,enter SET 
HOST and the name of the PLDS node from the table 
below. If that fails try again using the DECnet number 
given in the table. 
TCP I IP 
No& 
)(m )(oO WBR 
ARC pldsal .SIC.MSt3.QOV 128.102.24.24 
CSFC pldsg3.gslc.nasa.~ov tze.183 !cu s 
.- -- 
.llal plds12 jpl nasa.gov 128.149.1 148 
Orderinflrice Policy 
Use of PLDS and data ordered fram PLDS is free of charge 
toauthorized scientists. Contact a PLDSuserauvport office 
. . 
fi~r outhoriz~ltion (we buck). Sciclltists rrluy rclcluent thet 
data be sent to thorn on magnetic tricctia, over the r~etworka 
to their local computer, or t;theirdiak space on a PLDS com- 
puter. Written format documents are sent upon request 
with all orders for digital data. 
User Support OHice 
PLDS User S u p M  Onice 
NASA coddad space ~ b h l  c*. (301) 286-9761 PLDSG3::PLDSUSO 
Codes31 FTS 8889761 SUPPORTIGSFCMAIL 
GrmnbeC. MD 20771 pldsu@ptdq3.gdc.nasa.gov 
I I D S  User S u ~ n  O ice (818) 3W6363 PLDSJ1:GEORGE 
NASA Je( Pfo~ulsan FTS 792-6363 georg@pldsj2.pl.nara.gov 
Mail Stop 183501 
Pasadena, CA 91 109 
PLDS User Suppolt Onice 
NASA A m  Research Center 1;) gi~; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V W s A M A I L  Ecosystem Scl. 6 Tech. Branch 
Mail Stop 242-4 gary@p!dsal.afc.nara.gov 
Mollen Field. CA 94035 
Hours 
pldsgf. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
USO: 9fIO AM - Sm PM, Monday through Friday 
Conpuler: 24 Houa. Monday through Sunday 
Computer Operator: 24 Hours, Sunday through Fi iay 
pldsj2, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
USO: 9.90 AM. 4m PM, Monday through Friday 
Corrputer: 24 Hours. Monday through Sunday 
Corrpuler Operam: 7:r) AM .3.00 PM (Pack Time), Monday lhrough Fi iay 
pldsat, NASA A m  Research Center 
USO: 8.90 AM - 430 PM. Monday through Friday 
Corrputer: 24 Hours (Padlii T h ) ,  Monday through Sunday 
exmpl Q.90 - I 1  fIO AM Monday 
GUIDE TO 
NASA's 
PILOT LAND 
DATA SYSTEM 
(PLDS) 
January 1991 
N/\sn 
National Aen~nautics and 
Soace Adtninistration 
-- 
Description 
NASAb Pilot Land Data System (PLDS) is a dietrib 
utcd information management system designed to 
support NASA's land science community. The PLDS 
provides a wid0 range of serviccn including manago 
ment ofinformation about scientific d a b ,  access to a 
library of scientific data, a data ordering capability, 
mmmunications, connection to data analysis facili- 
ties, and electronic mail. The PLDS provides theae 
services by offering den t i s t s  the capability to march 
for and order data. and tocommunicato electronically 
with othcr acientiats andcomputere. T h m  functions 
enable scientists to lind what data am available and 
whcrcthey reside. Thefirsttwo,Finddatasummaries 
and Read detailed descriptions give summary and de- 
taileddeacriptionsabout data setsorgmups ofrelated 
data sets, science projects, and institutions which 
archiveland data. The third, gives information about 
specific pieces of data. This last function has two 
components, Seamh systemwide inventory andsearch 
lwal inventory. The first component enables the user 
to find data elements (imagos, geological aamplea, 
tranawts,maps,etc.)thatexistanywherein thePLDS 
while the second has only information about data a t  
the local site. The first enables the uaer to find pieces 
ofdata from several different data acts with the same 
temporal and spatial coverage and other elements 
common to most data aete, while the secondallows the 
usertoaelect adatasetbasedon thesedescriptora and 
on those that are unique to a data set. 
The PLDS pmvidescapabilities that enable electronic 
file transfers, intercomputer connection, and elm- 
tronic mail. Both TCPAP and DECnet protocols are 
nupl~ortcdvia theNASA&ienceInternot(NSI). Access 
is also available through Telenet. 
To acquire data, uwra can place orders through the 
PLDS while logged on or they can cnll one of the Uacr 
Support Ollices listed on the back. 
The scientific data and related descriptive informa- 
tion managed by PLIX corne from rvera l  nourcen. 
These include filur NASA land science pndtwtn (First 
ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE). tho Inter-Discipli- 
nary Sciences-Land Surface Climatology (IDS-LSC) 
project, the Sedimentary Basins Project (SDP). and the 
Orcpln Trnnscct Eronyntcm bncnrch Project (OTl'EIt)), 
and several other data processing facilities, individual 
scientista and data systoma. 
All information ahout specific picccsofscicntificdatn has 
passed a check forinternal cmnsistency and typnb~aphical 
errura. In addition, information about the validity of the 
scientific data is also provided if i t  was supplied with the 
data. 
Contents 
Aerial I'hotos (VIS. IR) 
Airborne Sun Photonieter 
Aircraft SAR 
AIS (Airlr~rnc Imaging Slxctrurncter) 
Auto Meteorological Station 
AVllRR (LAC) 
AVlRlS 
Dadalus (Then~atic Mapper Sin~ulator) 
Digital Elevation Models 
1:ield Spectra [IDIDAS. 111:13) 
<;enlogical Samples 
MSS 
NS-0l)I (Thematic Mappcr Simulator) 
Polarization Differences Vegetation 
Index (I'DVI) 
Sllow Cover 
Spectra (I*TIR. Beckman) 
TIMS 
TM 
ARC 
ARC 
JI'I. 
JII. (I'uture) 
GSIZC 
GSFC 
JI'L (Fu~ure) 
ARC 
JI'I. 
JI'I. (Fu~urc) 
JA. (I2urure) 
(;SIC (1:uture) 
ARC. <;SI:C 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JIala (1:uture) 
ARC. GSIT. JPL 
GSIF 
Access Procedures 
There are three PLDS sites, one a t  the Atnea Research 
Center in California, one a t  the Goddard Space Flight 
Center in Maryland, and another a t  the Jet  Propulsion 
Laboratory in California. Scientists wishing to ueo the 
PLDS must have an account on a PLDS computer. To 
obtain an account you must be an authorized uacr. For 
details contact a PLDS uaer support oflico (ace back). A 
PLDS demonstration account (an account with limited 
privilegen)is availableat all I'LDS niten, usernameplds. 
'rr 
This account is for the infrcc~ucmt uncr or the curious. 
Unern witthing to plnco orders for data nlunt have a 
pcraunnl account or bc an authorized uscr. There are 
several ways to access the PLDS: Dial-in rnwlems; 
Telener; and NSI (TCPIIP or DECnet). 
Dial-in modems: 
Usera can conncct to PLDS thmugh dial-in modems. 
300,1200, and 2400 baud rates are supported by the 
data system. 
Mcwle ANSI 
I'ari~y Even [Disabledl 
llils per character 7 18 when parity disabled] 
Dad Ikpipment depndent either 300 or 
1200 12400 is connection specilicl 
I 'ror~ol X On/X Off 
Duplex Full duplex preferred; Fquipn~ent 
dependent 
Dial-in phone numbers: 
Site 
ARC Site 
C S W  Site 
JPL Site 
Abrdial inga site follow the nteps given tmlow for that 
site. 
ARC: At the login: prompt, type plds  or your 
user account name. I f  the login prompt 
does not appear press the BREAK key 
until you get the prompt. 
CSFC: Press the return key until the ENTER 
NUMBER: prurr~pt appenra. Enter PLDS 
and prcna the RETURN key. At the 
CALL COMPLETE: prompt, prcss the 
RETURN key. At tho USERNAME: 
prompt, logon with PLDS or your uscr 
account name. 
JPI,: At the login: prompt. type plds or your 
user account nnnie. 
I 
@, COSMIC 
Software Catalog 
1991 Edition 
Diskette Fo 
This Catalog may be copied and shared 
COSMIC 
The Untversiw of Georga 
382 East Broad Sbeet 
A~ens, GA 30602 
Phone: (404) 542-3265 
Fax: (404) 542-4807 
E-Mall: COSMIC@UGA. bihet) 
SERVICE@CO K.COSMC.UGA.EDU (internet) 
of the wm B .2W COHDI- 
m u a g e s .  and title a m n p s  eaw 'be used for the basis of such searches. 
on a o e  pchzages. In addBkkon to ithe pro- 
such grrsgann @kt ,  ds(B8buBoa: 
n the s, are dso  w d a b l e  to the 
tion if desired. 
The enclosed dlsk contains all of the files andl appllcatlon s neeessargr to insb11 the COSWIB1IC 
SoRware Catalog on a hard disk drfve and/or a networked based environment . 
Before installing the catalog e and data. It 
is sm ested that the user t the disblbu- Mon sk with the DOS "dfskco~" cormand. In 
tory as  well as the s o h a r e  to access the data. 
However, this space can efther be located on a 
local hard disk, or a nehork (shared access) 
&he. 
example: C> A: 
We now wlll use 
(included on the 
install the data and program f3Jez1 In Ume desk& 
ahts is done by whg 
of the ZIP @e eon 
pogram and data mes) warne of the des- 
WUon drive ('C:' In our 
The user first must areate a directory that will 
hold all the necessary files for the COSMIC PKUNnP then display the names of the f 3 . k ~  
Catalog. ~t is suggested that the dimctorjy be as they are &acted 
d e d  "CQSWEIC" althou& It is not hequired. placed in the defau 
destination dnlve ('C: 
Mter 
as C 
g t h  
ahe 
tory vla the DOS 
le: c> cd \COSNDIC 
Note that ory may be located dther on 
Ule uber's disk or on a shard 
netwprkcd &we. 
The usa Ulm places the eqy of &e We will now fnvolre the P W m ,  
COSMIC Catalog dlskette a~pmprlate COSMICAT. with a spedal co b e  opaon 
ex, the user to generate the index Bes: 
ent or 
C> cosmicat reindex 
The po@a.lin no&$? you lhat it is ert&Lng the 
Bwdm files and d re you to the WS, prompt 
when it is m s h e d .  You m y  now Pernave the  
mr- copy of the catalog dskeae and re 
to a e d e  place or @%T it to a Wead. .If you 
eneomta p o b l e m  W& anmgr of the steps ahwe. 
please fei l  !free to d COSMC at (464) 542-3265 
m d  we will help you mmiolve the situation. 
by an  lndfvldual 
pmdmes are neeweary, s u p l y  jump to section 
IIQ on usagie. 
If, howwer, the catalog is to be used in a network 
enwoment ,  Borne addittonal steps are neces- 
sary. First, the shared access location of the cat- 
ed. It is in this shared 
sers can simultaneously 
access the database files (.DBT & .DBF) + index 
ales mentioned above, wlth optional 
shared access to COSMICAT.EXE. This location 
(shared &ive name + pathname) must be typed 
dpadBMduslu who will be accessing the catalog. 
'TMs v r s o n d  execuaon dfhectory is vcry impor- 
tant us im the catalog In a shared environment 
since the COSMXC Ca ates temporary and 
sea-temporary Lhles the course of its 
aecuBon. 
The pwd exemtion mectory Bhould be 
1omted on the local h d  disk (could also be a 
floplpy, but Ithat's very rslowr) of tke individual and 
should con- the fouogving: 
1) m e  Ble 
8hgp.d rwoume loeatPOn of the ca 
(dl .Dm,  .DBF 
can $c mated Wth any ASCII text edftor. 
2) E i ~ =  the exeeuhble portion of the catalog, 
COSmCAT. 
n of COSNIICAT. 
Lra d t  ler cast :, the 
d =cu&on of the ca 
the ipemond executton directory. 
le, Pet us assume that the 
ow the e 3 h d  
For convenience sake, one 
Ble in a aectory  that is refermnd by the DOS 
PATH environmental variable (usually a directory 
d e d  something like DOS, UIILS. or BATS) 
named COSMICAT.BAT. This Zile might be 
created as  follows: 
C>copy con: c:\bats\cosmicat.bat 
ECHO OFF 
CIS 
ECHO One moment. involdng COSMIC catalog. .. 
e: 
CD\COSMIC 
N:\COSMIC\COSMICAT 
Po  terminate W s  input and return to the DOS 
prompt, type Ctrl-Z, and press the Enter key.) 
For any questions on the hshllation process, 
feel &ee to call COSMIC at (404) 542 - 3265. 
HI. Catdog Usage Instmctisms 
To begin a catalog session the user first must 
move to the directory con 
COSMICAT.Em (and the file PAT 
the database is to be located on a network4 
dhiveP. To s k r t  the apUcation, type "cosnalcat" 
at t ke  DO§ prompt (C 
gnerate two successi 
on COSMJC a s  wen 
n u h r  of COSMJC la 
Baury. W-essw m y  
k u @  these 
AAer the two introductory ns. the 
Menu screen is displayed. At Ws point, four dif- 
ferent act3vities are possible: 
The user can either: 1) Generate a ear- or 
Catalog and return to DOS. Presshg the appro- 
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PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION Product Name Multihlet, Vers~on ~2 2 
Overview 
MultiNet"' is a high-performance VAWVMS multi-protocol networking environment currently suppofling 
the TCPllP family of protocols, the Xerox PUP protocol, and the CHAOSnet protocol. MultiMQsup- 
ports the entire family of TCPIIP services and devices. An NFS Client and an NFS Seim@r are available 
as options. MulilNet includes all of the tools you need for any configuration, from an end-node system 
with a single Ethernet interface to a fully functional gateway with multiple interfaces 2nd routing 
protocols. 
MultiNet uses state-of-the-art networking technology, utilizing the 4.3BSD TCP neworking code, run- 
ning in the VAWVMS kernel environment. MultiNet communicates directly with user processes via a 
$QIO interface, and directly with VMS device drivers at the kernel level. MulfiNst's kernel-implement* 
tion of lightweight process threads delivers maximum application-to-application performance. 
MultiNef installs quickly, using the VAXIVMS VMSINSTAL utility. MultlNet's configuration utilities gel 
you on the air quickly and painlessly. For example, the MulliNel Network Configuratilon Utility interact- 
ively customizes IWulbiNet to your network environment and then generates all con!igusaYion files and 
the startup command procedure. The MultlNet SET and SHOW utilities allow a system manager So 
examine the state of the network, and examine and modify the RQultiNeB configuratron without 
rebooting. 
VMS users and system managers adapt quickly to the MuitlMet environment and its :;erdices. All 
MulBiNel applicat~ons and configuration management utilities include VMS-style inter-faces with DCL 
commands, VMS HELP library entries, and clear, logical prompts. Additionally, MulldNet includes 
DECwindows support, providing users the ability to run DECwindows applications over TCPlIP ~n 
addition to DECnet. 
MultiNet supports DIGITAL'S VAX and MicroVAX computers in any valid VMS config~~ration. MuI86Net 
runs under VMS versions from V4.5 and upward, and uses spinlock synchronizatiori lo suppafl Syrn- 
metrical Multi-Processing (SMP) under VMS V5. 
Suppor$edi Devices 
Typically ItAultNlsf is used with the DEC-supplied Ethernet controller provided with your VAX hard- 
ware. MuIfiM~tsupports all DEC Ethernet controllers using a standard kernel-level inteflace into any 
VAW VMS Ethernet driver. Using the driver's multiplexing features, MubtiNsb can share the contrallsr 
with other protocols; for example, DECnet, LAT, and Local Area VAXclustering. Up ts ten such 
Ethernet controllers per machine are supported. 
MultiNet also supports the following network devices: 
ACC's LH-DH ARPAnet controller 
* ACC's ACP-5100 and ACP-6100 HDLC T1 controllers 
ACC's ACP-5250 and ACP-6250 X.25 controllers 
The ACP-5250 and ACP-6250 may be used to connect to the Defense Data 
Network PSNs 
* CMC's ENP family of Ethernet controllers 
* Symbolics' CHAOSnet 4-Megabit controller 
IMP1 1-A ARPAnet controller 
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DEC's DMR.11, DMC-1 1, and DMV-11 DDCMP controllers 
3-Corn's Ethernet controller 
Xerox's 3-Megab~t Ethernet controller 
Excelan's EXOS UNIBUS and Q-bus controllers 
NSC's PI1 311 4 Hyperchannel controller 
* Interlan's Nll 01 0 Ethernet controller 
SLIP (Ser~al L~ne IP) using any VMS supported terminal multiplexer 
Proteon's proNET-10 and proNET-80 Token-Ring controllers 
In addition, when MultlNet is configured to use more than one network device. 11 can serve as an IP 
gateway between those devices. 
SERVICES 
All inbound network connections are handled by the MultlNet Master Server process. This process is 
responsible for accepting or rejecting a connection, and for either performing or invoking the 
requested service. Using the Server Configuration Utility, the system manager can enable, disable, 
and add new services to the Master Servefs configuration. The system manager can also have the 
Master Server restrict IP host and network access on a per-service basis. The Master Server can keep 
an audit trail of attempted, accepted, and rejected connections, which can be enabled on a per-service 
basis. The Master Server can log the times, source addresses and names, and the servlces 
requested. 
MultlNet supports each of the following standard protocols. Unless otherwise stated, both client and 
server forms are supplied. 
DOMAIN NAME SERVICE (RFC1034, RFC1035, RFCll01) 
MultlNetprovides Domain Name Service using Berkeley's BlND 4.8.1 namesewer running 
internal to the Master Server. No separate process slot is required, eliminating some 
scheduling overhead. BIND can function either as a caching-only nameserver to assist the 
resolver, or as a fully functional primary and secondary nameserver that advertises information 
about the hosts on your network. Domain Name Service under MultlNet also supports 
encoding of network names and numbers according to RFC1101. The NSLOOKUP utility is 
provided to assist in tracking and degugging Domain Name System configuration problems. 
All user utilities translate names to internet addresses using Domain Name Service. 
MultlNet also supports the standard RFC952-format host tables, offering exceptionally rapid 
access. Instead of directly accessing the ASCII host table file, Mult/Netcompiles it, using a 
perfect-hashing scheme, and installs it in a global section. The host table scheme can be 
used in conjunction with Domain Name Service, allowing failed Domain Name System queries 
to be converted to host table lookups before being returned to the user. 
TELNET (RFC854, RFC855, RFC856, RFC857, RFC1041, RFC1073, RFCl079, RFC1080, 
RFClO91) 
MultlNet's TELNET virtual terminal utility provides login access between your machine and 
any other node on the IP network. Access through the network is quite transparent because 
the TERMINAL TYPE, WINDOW SIZE, DYNAMIC FLOW CONTROL, and BAUD RATE options 
are supported and negotiated automatically. Mult/Netls TELNET client also supports the 
TN3270 protocol allowing VMS users to access IBM mainframes as a 3270 block mode 
terminal. The TELNET server directly connects the TCP network kernel to the VMS terminal 
class driver, providing efficiency on par with LAT or directly-connected devices. As there is no 
limit on the number of incoming TELNET sessions, and only about 500 bytes of memory are 
required per connection, MultlNet is ideally suited for terminal-server applications with 
hundreds of incoming sessions per machine. 
DECwindows 
Iklultil\letfs DECwindows support provides users the ability to run DECwindows anti X windows 
applications over TCPllP in addition to DECnet. This support allows users to run aipplicat~ons 
between VMS systems and non-DEC computer systems that support X windows over TCPIIP. 
MultiNet supports DECwindows by providing a $QlO interface that emulates DEC's VMSI 
ULTRIX Connection (UCX) product, effectively making DECwindows think it's running over UCX 
The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) utility provides high-speed reliable transportation of files. 
MulliNet's FTP includes two noteworthy extensions to the standard FTP protocol. A special 
mode pro-vides transparent and efficient transportation of any FILES-1 1 file (e.g., ISAM- 
indexed files) between any two VMS machines. Another extension provides on the fly 
Lernpel-Ziv (L-Z) compression between the client and server to minimize network traffic, at the 
expense of additional host overhead. L-Z compression effectively increases the bandwidth 
of slow lines by 30-1 00% (typically 60-70%). 
The FTP Server uses the standard VMS LOGINOUT utility for account validation and setup, 
thus fully supporting all related VMS security features such as ACLs, accounting, auditing, 
and break-in detection and evasion. 
RlultiNet includes a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) mail system which interfaces lo the 
VMS MAlL utility or the MM mail user interface, allowing VMS users to send and receive SMTP 
mail transparently. Outgoing mail is submitted to a VMS queue, where the Mail Symbiont 
immediately attempts deiivery, and in the event of a network failure, requeues the mail for later 
delivery. When using VMS MAIL, all standard features are supported, including SET 
FORWARD and address aliasing. The MultiNet SMTP mail system itself supports an easy-lo- 
configure address alias and mailing list database. 
The MM utility provides an alternative to VMS MAIL for electronic mail users. MM offers several 
useful features not available under VMS MAIL, including: the ability to save and restore mes- 
sages before sending them; the ability to create user-defined headers; and a sophisticated 
message filing and manipulation scheme. MM can be used to send both SMTP aind DECnet 
mail. Additionally, the MM utility can be used to send mail via the PMDF electronic mail gateway 
system available from Innosoft International, Inc. 
RPC and NFS (RFC1057, RFC1094) 
iWultllllsl includes the Sun Microsystems developed public-domain remote procedure call 
(RPC) library to allow users to develop their own RPC-based applications. MfflfiN@t also 
includes the RPC Port Mapper and the RUSERS (display users logged-in to remote systems) 
and RWALL (broadcast a message to all users on remote systems) services. 
The optional PAultlNet NFS Client allows VMS applications to transparently access files stored 
on NFS servers. The MFS Cllent can remote mount file systems on ANY system liaving an 
NFS server. The NFS CNenl device driver provides a standard file system interface and is 
called automatically by the normal VMS Record Management Services (RMS). Remote NFS 
servers supporting full UNlX (NFS) file system semantics appear to VAXNMS systems as fully- 
functional Files-1 1 ODs-2 file systems. This includes support for multiple file versions and 
arbitrary VMS (RMS) file attributes. Files created on the server system appear as Stream-LF 
files to the local VAXNMS system; text files created by the local VAXNMS system appear as 
normal "Stream" files on the server; and other VAXNMS file types are stored on the MFS 
server as "raw" VMS data blocks. This permits other VAXNMS clients to share .th~ese files on 
the NFS server and non-VMS systems to access the data, provided the non-VMS systems are 
capable of interpreting the "raw" VMS data blocks. 
The optional MultiNet NFS Server is a high-performance server ~mplementation of the Net- 
work File System (NFS) standard developed by Sun Microsystenis. The NFS Server maps the 
complete UNlX file system semantics onto the VMS file system. including symbolic and hard 
links and device files, making a VMS file system look exactly like a UNlX file system. All VMS 
text files are type-converted to look like UNlX stream files for maximum interoperability. The 
NFS Server uses a file and directory cache between the file system and the network, to mask 
VMS bottlenecks from the requesting UNlX machine. The NFS Server runs in the kernel and 
uses a proprietary XDR serializer to move data directly between the file system cache and the 
net-work buffers. By default, the cache functions as a write-through cache, but it can be 
configured as a write-back cache to increase performance. The NFS Server can export all 
Files-11 ODS-2 VMS volumes, including shadow sets, bound volumes, and DFS-served disks. 
The NFS Server distribution also includes a PC-NFS authentication and print server 
(PCNFSD). It allows PCs and compatibles running PC-NFS client sottware to access NFS 
served filesystems as though they are local DOS disk drives. PCNFSD supports printing from 
PC clients to VMS print queues. 
REMOTE PRINTER SERVICES 
An LPD client and server allow MultiNet users to access printers on remote UNlX computers, 
and allow the UNIX users to access printers connected to the MultlNet computer. The LPD 
server transparently makes VMS printer queues appear to remote UNlX users as local printers. 
The VMS system manager can use the Server Configuration Utility to grant or deny access to 
the VMS machine's printers. 
The LPD client runs as a VMS Print Symbiont. VMS users use the native VMS PRINT com- 
mand to print files transparently to remote UNlX machines. The system manager uses the 
Printer Configuration Utility to automatically configure, initialize, and start these special VMS 
printer queues. 
UNlX "R" SERVICES 
MultlNet includes the popular UNIX "R" services RSHELL, REXEC, RCP, RLOGIN, and RMT 
The RSHELL utility allows VMS users to remotely execute commands from the VMS command 
line, either by specifying a password, or by using access based on previously provided cre- 
dentials. Likewise, the RSHELL and REXEC servers allow remote users to execute DCL 
commands directly from their command interpreters, a shell for UNlX users and DCL for VMS 
users. 
MultiNet's RCP client and server allow users to copy files between systems on the network. 
MultlNet's RCP supports the recursive copying of directory trees between systems, and the 
transparent transfer of all VMS file types (e.g., ISAM-indexed files) between VMS systems 
running BAultlNeI. 
MultlNst's RLOGIN provides an alternative to the standard TELNET for remote virtual terminal 
access. RLOGIN is an ideal protocol for communication with UNlX machines. RLOGIN includes 
support for dynamic window sizing and dynamic flow control negotiation and will pass the 
terminal type and speed to the remote server. Like the MultlNet TELNET Server, the RLOGIN 
Server directly connects the VMS terminal driver to the network. 
Mu/t/Net's Remote Magtape Server (RMT) allows UNIX users to access your VMS tape drives 
via the network. The UNlX system manager can use the "rdump" and "rrestore" utilities to 
backup a UNlX system via the network to a VMS tape drive. 
BALK 
The MultlNet TALK utility is a VMS PHONE-like utility that allows users to communicate with 
users of other systems that support the TALK protocol. Like VMS PHONE, TALK provides a 
split-window screen, with one window displaying what one user types, and the second 
displaying what the respondent types. For maximum interoperability, both the 4.2850 "Old 
Talk" and 4.36SD "New Talk" protocols are provided. 
Nehrvork Time Protocol (RFC1059) 
IMultiNet supports the Network Time Protocol (NTP). NTP provides a mechanism to synchro- 
nize and coordinate time distribution in large, diverse LAN or WAN environments. Once 
configured, NTP automatically polls other NTP clock servers and uses complex estinations of 
the network delay to determine the local time to accuracies approaching ten millisec;onds. As 
clocks drift apart, NTP initiates a clock skew, running the VMS clock 10% faster or slower until 
the time drifts back into synchronization. 
With a few WWVB-synchronized NTP servers on your network (such as the servers on the 
DARPA Internet), NTP can synchronize all of your VAX clocks. 
FINGER (RFC742) 
MultlNet's FINGER utility provides a status report about the users of a system. Because 
FINGER is supported in both client and server form, it can also supply status reports about the 
users of remote systems. 
MultiNet's WHOlS client is provided to access the Internet's network-wide user directory 
service, which is maintained by the DDN Network Information Center (NIC) at SRI International, 
on behalf of the Defense Communications Agency (DCA). WHOlS can deliver the full name, 
U S ,  mailing address, telephone number, and network mailbox for any DDN user registered in 
the NIC database. 
NETSTAT 
The MulflNst NETSTAT utility displays detailed information from a remote machine, including 
the current configuration and operation of the network. 
SYSTAT (RFC866) 
The MultlNet SYSTAT Server allows remote users to display the output of a VMS "SHOW 
SYSTEM" command. 
BOOTP (RFC951, RFCI 084) 
MultlNet supports the BOOTP protocol, using V2.1 of BOOTP. BOOTP runs internal to the 
Master Server and quickly responds to booting diskless nodes requesting their boot pararn- 
eters. BOOTP supplies the booting node with its lnternet Address, Gateway, and other 
information it needs to configure and load. 
RAAP (RFC903) 
MultlFlst supports the Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) to provide booting 
diskless workstations their Internet (IP) addresses. 
TFTP (RFC783) 
MultlNet's Trivial File Transfer Protocol is provided in both client and server form. The TFeQ 
server generally is used only for booting diskless workstations (because FTP provides a 
superior and more sophisticated file transfer protocol). TFTP's lack of authentication has 
traditionally posed a security problem for system managers needing to run TFTP. Since, 
however, the Mull/N@l Server Configuration Utility can be used to limit the machines which can 
access the TFTP server, and the MulllNst Network Configuration Utility can be used la limit 
access to a particular directory tree on the server, the MultlNet TFTP server can be I J S ~ ~  to 
provide boot services without threatening system security. The MultlN@t TFTP clisrrl is an 
invaluable tool for debugging TFTP server problems. 
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SNMP (RFCI 066, RFCI 098) 
MultiNet has support for a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agent, which 
answers queries for information such as interface status, protocol statistics, and routing 
information. SNMP runs internal to the Master Server and quickly responds to queries for 
information from SNMP management stations. 
GATEWAY ROUVNG PROTOCOLS 
MultiNet provides support for the EGP (RFC91 I ) ,  RIP (RFC1058), and HELLO routing proto- 
cols using GATED Version 1.9. GATED runs internal to the Master Server process, and there- 
fore does not occupy a separate VMS process slot. Through a configuration file, the system 
manager can configure GATED to dynamically discover all routing information, and subject to 
any administrative restrictions, choose the best route to each network. GATED is always watch. 
ing for changing network conditions (such as a failing gateway), and when IP traffic must be 
rerouted, GATED directly manipulates the MultlNet routing tables to effect the change. 
NETCONTROL 
The NETCONTROL server runs internal to the Master Server and allows the VMS system 
manager to control other services that run internal to the Master Server. Normally NETCON- 
TROL can be accessed only from the local node, but if the default restrictions in the Server 
Configuration Utility for this service are eased, access can be allowed from any machine on 
your network. The NETCONTROL client includes a DCL command interface that offers the 
system manager direct and simple control of the various services. For example, to reload the 
Domain Name Server database: 
$ MULTlNEF NETCONTROL WMAlNNAME RELOAD 
DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS 
The MultiNet PlNG utility allows MuItINet users or the system manager to diagnose network 
problems by measuring the packet loss rate and delay to any node on your network. PlNG 
uses an ICMP ECHO request to bounce packets off of the target node. 
The Mullmet TCPDUMP utility allows MuHiNet to function as an Ethernet protocol analyzer 
to assist in debugging of network or protocol problems. TCPDUMP is only supported on DEC 
Ethernet controllers. 
The MultiNet TRACEROUTE utility allows the MultlNet system manager to dynamically 
determine the current topology of the network to which he is connected. TRACEROUTE 
sends UDP packets with increasing Time-To-Live values, and examines the resulting ICMP 
TlME EXCEEDED returns to discover each intermediate gateway to the target node. 
MultiNet includes TCP and UDP variants of the important diagnostic services CHARGEN, 
DAYTIME, DISCARD, ECHO, and TlME for debugging potential network problems. 
MultiNet includes QFlLE and RTAPE servers that give Lisp Machines access to the VMS file 
system and the VMS tape drives. A CHAOSnet TELNET client and server allow remote logins 
to Lisp machines that are not also running TCPIIP. NAME, TIME, and UPTIME servers are also 
provided. 
PUP W l c s s  
In addition to PUP TELNET client and server for remote login, MultlNet provides the LEAF 
protocol remote file access and Gateway and Name lookup services. 
Supporl for Mon-DEC Terminals 
All MultiNet utilities use the standard VMS SMG$ routines to access display terminals. Any non-DEC 
terminal the system manager adds to the VMS TERMTABLE definitions file is fully suppooed by all 
MulfiMet utilities, including the TELNET and RLOGIN TERMINAL TYPE negotiations. 
DECNET lNTEWOPEWABDLlTV SERVICES 
In addition to sharing a DEC Ethernet controller side-by-side with DECnet, MultiNelallows iayering of 
the IP and DECnet protocol stacks. 
DECnet-over-IP allows the system manager to use the DECnet Circuit Configuration Utility to 
configure a point-to-point DECnet circuit between any two lGIultiNet machines across an arbitrary iP 
network. This feature is ideal for providing DECnet connectivity across an IP-based LAN or WAN, 
especiaily when the alternative is to build the entire network with dual-protocol routers or duplicate 
communications hardware. Once the DECnet circuit between two MultlNet machines is 'established, 
any DECnet machine can use it. 
IP-over-DECnet allows the system manager to use the Network Configuration Utility to configure a 
point-to-point IP connection between any two MultiNet machines across an arbitrary DECnet 
network. Like DECnet-over-IP, this feature can provide IP connectivity where DECnet connectivity 
already exists. 
PROGRAMMING LIBRARIES 
MuIHNel includes a $010 interface that offers the VMS programmer full access to the asynchronous 
110 features of VAXIVMS. For compatibility with applications developed for 4.3BSD UNIX, MulllNel 
also provides a shareable 4.3BSD-compatible socket library and an RPC library based on Sun's public 
domain RPC. These libraries are also used by programmers who do not require all of the asynchro- 
nous I10 features of $010. 
Extensive online help (under HELP MULTINET PROGRAMMING) is available documerting the 
features and calling sequences of the $QIO interface and the 4.3BSD-compatible socket calls. For 
compatibility with applications developed for Excelan's EXOS product line, an EXOS-compatible $QIO 
interface is provided. For compatibility with applications developed to run over DEC's VVISIULTRIX 
Connection (UCX) package, a UCX-compatible $QIO interface is provided. 
DOCUMENTATION 
NIultlNet documentation includes: 
* Release Notes 
Introduction to MultiNet 
MultiNef installation Guide 
* MultrNet Users' Guide 
* MultrNet System Administrators' Guide 
- MultrNet Programmers' Reference Manual 
* MuWNet NFS Sewer System Administrators' Guide 
MulfrNer NFS Client System Administrators' Guide 
SUPPORT 
MultlNel support services include hotline service, updates, and remote diagnosis. The first 90 days 
of support are included in the product warranty. An annual maintenance agreement may be 
purchased to extend the support period. 
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PREREQUISITE SO 
VAWMS V4.5 or later 
NFSIPCNFSD Server for MultiNet 
NFS Client for MultiNet 
LICENSING 
MultlNet is available under license from TGV, Incorporated, or a TGV-licensed OEM or distributor. For 
pricing and licensing information, contact your authorized MultiNet distr~butv or TGV, Inc. at 603 
Mission Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95060; call TGV at (408) 427-4366 or (800) TGV-3440; or by FAX at 
(408) 427-4365. 
MEDIA 
MultiNet is distributed on 1600 BPI magnetic tape or TK50 cartridge. 
MuItfN.1 Is a trademark of SRI Intmallonal and of TGV. Inc. 
VAX. VMS. MlcmVAX. DEC, DECM, and DECwlndows are tredomarkll 01 Dipltal Equipment Corpcfat(on. 
UNlX Is a trademark of ATLT. 
Symbollca and CHAOSnet are hdOn7Ehs of Symbotlcl. Inc. 
Xerox and PUP are trademuks ol Xerox Corporation. 
ACC Is a replstered trademark 01 AdvMud Computw Communicatlona. 
ENP Is o tradomar(c of Communicatlono Machinery Corpontbn. 
Exfelen and EXOS era rqlstared Irademuks of Nowll. Inc. 
4.2BSD and 4.3BSD are tmdsmarkl 01 mo R q m t r  of th. Unlverslfy 01 Cahlwnia. 
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TGV prem ient sohare  
MS systems 
By Steven Kovsky 
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. - 
The first software that per- 
mits VAX machines running 
VMS to connect as clients to 
Unix servers running NFS 
will become available next 
month from TCV. 
NFS Client for VMS r e p  
resents a breakthrough for 
VMS users who have been 
shut out from sharing files 
with Unix-based file servers 
that run NFS (Network File 
System), Sun Microsystems' 
file directory system, which 
has become a de facto stan- 
dard in the industry, accord- 
ing to David Kashm, inven- 
tor of NFS Client for VMS. 
The NFS client software 
for VMS will give VAX users 
access to both Unix servers 
and VMS servers for the first 
time. 
Kashtan and  Kenneth 
Adelman, formerly software 
developers at  SRI Interna- 
tional of Menlo Park. Calif., 
founded TGV (Two Guys 
and a VAX) in 1988. 
While still at SIU, Kashtan 
developed Eunice, "the first 
t rue  Unix emulation for 
VbIS," Kashtan said. 
The Eunice project was 
followed by Kashwn's devel- 
opment of what TGV offi- 
cials claim is the first TCP/ 
IF-compatible nekworking 
software for VMS. This latter 
SRI product, called Multi- 
Net ,  became TCV's first 
offering shortly after the 
company was formed. Kash- 
tan said. 
The initial release of the 
NFS Client for VMS offering 
will require that MultiNet. 
which puts TCP/IP net-  
working protocols on VMS, 
reside on the VAX . 
According to TGV's Lash- 
tan, NFS Client for VMS is 
based on a carefully crafted 
"pseudodriver" chat emu- 
lates VMS' extended 
queued I/O, ancillary con- 
trol process (XQP/ACP). 
which allows files on the 
NFS server to appear to the 
VAX user like the contents 
o f  a locally installed DEC 
disk drive. 
The NFS clicrlt software 
transparently converts the 
semantics of the VMS file 
system directly to NFScom- 
patible calls, Kashtan said. 
The process of matching 
VMS clients with NFS hosts 
has proved so complex that 
Kashtan doesn't believe any 
competitor is close to pro- 
viding a similar software 
product. 
"It 's not  a si tuation 
where we have a two- or  
three-month lead before 
someone  else releases a 
competitive product," Kash- 
tan said. "The degree of dif- 
ficulty is such that others 
who have tried [to develop 
it] have given up." 
NFS Client for VMS will 
be priced at about 8500 for 
VAXstations, and could be 
higher for other VMS com- 
puters, officials said. Multi- 
Net for VAXstations or VAX- 
servers is priced at $1.200. 
Kashtan said the initial 
version of NFS Client for 
VMS will support tile and 
record locking only to the 
extent that RMS does. The 
software will not  allow a 
VMS client to connect to a 
VMS host via NFS, he Mad. 
Full rea:ord loeking to come 
Full record locking and 
access to W S  hosts via NFS 
are expected in ihe next 
release, Kashm said. 
As an optional adjunct to 
Mu1t;Met. T G J  markets NFS 
Serve,:, which lets IdFS 
clienw access V%S-baed file 
XTVCrB. 
TGV has also announced 
a trade-in program ror 
MultiNet. Customers can 
receive a credit of as much 
as 50 percent toward :he 
purchase of MultiNer. in 
exchange for any o the r  
board-based or host%based 
TCP/IP implementation for 
VMS, said Paul Rxmussen, 
TGV's general manager. 
Prices for M~altiNei range 
from $1,200 for VAXstaLions 
to $24,1100 for the VAX 9000 
Model 210. 
For additional information, 
TGV Imc. can be contacted at 
605 Mission St.. Sanra Cmz. 
CA 951)650, (408) 427-4366. 
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MdWet - Destined 
To Be 'Fhe New Srandard. 
After your 30-day free trial of TGV's 
Mi~itiNet"'Soft\\~;tre~ you'll be con\,erted - 
just likt: the other V.LY'%managers [vlio are Superior Support and Maintenance. TGV provides 
enjoying R/lultiNet's unchallenjied perfornx~nce, lower support beyond that of the typical softn~ase company. 
mainte11;lnce costs, and sirilplificcl network m;lnagement. Our support staff provicles assistance in configuring misecl 
environments and diagnosing prohlenis in loclll and \vide 
Efiodess Insaatioion. Installation is simple. \Ve lltilize ;ire2 networks. Superior'support that is unparalleletl in tllc 
Vh,lSINSTAL. And our documentation follows the DEC" industry - ns 3 resirlt. many of our customers have offered 
format. Our e\.ali~;~tion kit contains an installation tape to :~ct as references. 
;incl reference guicle thar leads yoir tllrough 7 easy steps 
to complete instailation and confipiraiion of tllc inciustry's 
f:ls[es[ -r(:!'; I!', 
 qua&^. No-Pdsk Nemsrk Soiution. \li~lti\'cl L.oriies 
\\.it11 :i 5ixcial kind of g:larmtee - [tic giiasanrcc o fa  
p r ! ~ < l ~ i c ' i  implementecl 1)); the s:i~ne espcrrs n.110 ciciive~.ecl 
the First TCI)/II) For Vh1S"thc first L'hISiNFS 
Server, and the world's fira and only 
NFS Client for VILIS. klulrii\lct's 
guaranteed qualiry mans  lower 
maintenance requirements. That 
means lower maintenance fees - 
as much as iO?h loner maintcn:~nce 
tli;~n \vllat you're paying now - 
:I \\.in- in situ;ltion. 
Trade-.iln Offer. Apply up to 100'!,i1 of the \.alue8 of your 
ciirrent hoarrl or host-baed TCP IP to\~:ircl your purck~se 
of b1uIt:Net soft\\.are. So you can enjoy up to 6 months 
of free :;tipport \\.it11 your stanclartl blulril'ict softtvare 
1nainrc11:lnce agreement!' 
Sound increclible? Call 11s for references and your FREE, 
NO-RISK 30-day MultiNet evaluation kit. 
Desthed To Be The New Sbndard. 
MultiNet 
The Multi-protocol Networking Environment 
-
Overview 
MultiNet is a high-performance VAXlVMS multi-protocol networking 
environment. This environment enables the interconnection of VAXI 
VMS computers to other systems operating the TCPlIP, CHAOSnet, 
or Xerox PUP protocol suites. MultiNet supports the entire family of 
TCPIIP (Transmission Control Protocolllnternet Protocol) services. 
MultiNet utilizes state-of-the-art network technology--4.3BSD 
networking software running in the VAXNMS kernel environment, 
communicating directly with the user process via a $010 interface, 
and directly with VMS device drivers at the kernel level. MultiNet 
delivers maximum application-to-application performance through its 
implementation of light-weight process threads in the network kernel. 
Installation and configuration of MultiNet has been designed to be 
simple and straightforward for both the experienced and the novice 
system manager: 
MultiNet contains all the tools for any configuration from an 
end-node system to a fully functional gateway with multiple 
interfaces and routing protocols. 
MultiNet installs quickly with the VAXNMS VMSINSTAL utility. 
MultiNet configures easily to your network environment and 
generates ali configuration files and the startup command 
procedure. 
MultiNet allows the system manager to examine the state of 
the network, and examine and modify the configuration without 
rebooting. 
MultiNet includes VMS-style interfaces with DCL commands, 
VMS HELP library entries, and clear, logical prompts for all 
applications and configuration management utilities. 
Services 
MultiNet's Master Server process is responsible for performing or 
invoking services for inbound connections. Many services normally 
performed in separate processes (e.g., BIND, GATED, SNMP) under 
other implementations are performed quickly and efficiently by the 
Master Server itself. Using the MultiNet Server Configuration Utility, 
the system manager can enable, disable, and add new services. The 
Master Server can also restrict IP host and network access; keep an 
audit tra~l of all connections; and log times, name and addresses, and 
services requested-all on a per-service basis. MultiNet services 
include the following and are all standard to the product: 
Domain Name System 
MultiNet includes version 4.8.1 of the Berkeley Internet Name 
Daemon (BIND) to provide Domain Name System (DNS) support. 
The MultiNet NSLOOKUP utility facilitates system tracking and 
debugging configuration problems. 
TELNET 
The TELNET network virtual terminal utility provides transparent 
access between your machine and any other node on the IP 
network. MultiNet has no architectural limit on the number of 
incoming TELNET sessions, and only requires approximately 500 
bytes of memory per connection, making MultiNet ideally 
suited for terminal-server applications with hundreds- of incoming 
sessions per machine. MultiNet's TELNET client supports the 
TN3270 protocol, allowing VMS users to access IBM mainframes 
as a 3270 block mode terminal. 
DECwindows 
MultiNet's DECwindows support provides users the ability to 
run DECwindows applications over TCPIIP in addition to DECnet. 
FTP 
The File Transfer Protocol utility transfers files between computers 
on an IP network. MultiNet supports two noteworthy exten- 
sions to the standard File Transfer Protocol specification: automatic 
negotiation of a mode providing efficient transparent transfer of 
any FILES-1 1 file (e.g., ISAM-indexed files) between VMS sys- 
tems: and the use of Lempel-Ziv data compression, which can 
reduce network traffic and effectively increase the speed of slow 
lines by 30-100% (typically 60%). The MultiNetFTP Server uses 
the standard VMS LOGINOUT utility for account validation and 
setup, thus fully supporting all related VMS security features. 
SMTP 
The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol allows users to send and 
receive electronic mail over an IP network. Access to the 
MultiNet mail system is provided by both the standard VMS 
MAlL utility and the MM mail user interface. 
MM 
The MM utility provides an alternative to VMS MAlL for electronic 
mail users. MM offers several useful features not available under 
VMS MAlL including: the ability to save and restore messages 
before sending them; the ability to create user-defined headers; 
and a sophisticated message filing and manipulation scheme. MM 
can be used to send both SMTP and DECnet mail. Additionally, the 
MM utility can be used to send mail via the PMDF electronic mail 
gateway system available from lnnosoft International, Inc. 
LPRILPD 
The LPD protocol client and server allows MultiNet users to 
access printers on remote UNlX computers and vice versa. The 
LPD server makes VMS printer queues appear to remote UNlX 
users as local printers. The LPD client runs as a VMS print sym- 
biont using the native VMS PRINT command to print files. 
BSD "r" Services 
MultiNet includes the popular UNlX 'r' services RSHELL. 
REXEC, RCP, RLOGIN, and RMT. 
TALK 
The MultiNet TALK utility is a VMS PHONE-like utility which 
allows users to conduct on-line, interactive conversations with 
other users. Like VMS PHONE, TALK provides a split-window 
screen, with one window displaying text one user types, and the 
second displaying text the respondent types. For maximum 
interoperability, both the 4.2BSD 'Old Talk' and 4.3BSD 'New Talk' 
protocols are supported. 
GATED 
MultiNet provides support for the EGP (RFC91 I ) ,  RIP (RFC- 
1058), and HELLO routing protocols, using GATED Version 1.9. 
* SNMP 
A Simple Network Management Protocol agent is included In 
MultiNet, allowing network managers to query such information 
as interface status, protocol statistics, and routing information. 
DECnet Protocol Layering 
In addlt~on to sharlng a DEC Ethernet controller s~de-by-s~de 
wlth DECnet, MultiNetallows Eayerlng of the IP and DECnet 
protocol stacks DECnet-over-IP allows the system manager 
to conf~gure a polnt-to-po~nt DECnet clrcult between any two 
MultiNet machlnes across an arbltrary.lP network. IP- 
over-DECnet allows the system manager to configure a 
polnt-to-polnl IP connectlon between any two MultiNet 
mach~nes across an arbitrary DECnet network These 
features are ldeal for expanding connectlvlty to include both 
protocol famllles across a connectlon whlch only supports 
one protocol famlly 
Diagnostic Tools 
The MultiNet PING, TRACEROUTE, and TCPDUMP utillt~es turn 
every VAX on your network into a network analyzer. PING mea- 
sures the qual~ty of a network connection. TRACEROUTE is used 
to trace the path of an IP datagram through your network to a 
specified destlnatron. TCPDUMP is used to debug LAN problems 
by capturrng, formatt~ng, and display~ng Ethernet datagram. 
Custom Applications 
MultiNet includes a 4 3BSD-compatible socket library as well as a 
$010 Interface whlch allows users to develop custom applicat~ons. 
Software Requirements 
VAXNMS V4.5 or greater. Uses spinlock synchron~zat~on to sup- 
port Symmetrical Multi-Processing (SMP) under VMS verslon V5. 
Supported Configurations 
Dlgdal Equ~pment Corporation's VAX and MicroVAX computers in 
any val~d VMS conf~gurat~on. 
Supported Network lnterfaces 
Ethernet lnterfaces 
All DEC Ethernet controllers currently supported by DEC; 
multiplex~ng features enable sharrng wlth other protocols- 
DECnet, LAT, and Local Area VAXcluster~ng. 
CMC's ENP farn~ly of Ethernet controllers 
Excelan's EXOS UNIBUS and Q-bus controllers 
Interlan's NllOlO Ethernet controller 
3-Com's Ethernet controller 
Xerox's 3-Megabit Ethernet controller 
DDNIARPAnet lnterfaces 
ACC's LH-DH ARPAnet controller 
ACC's ACP-5250 and ACP-6250 X 25 controllers, may be 
used to connect systems to the Defense Data Network PSNs 
IMP1 1-A ARPAnel controller 
WAN Interfaces 
ACC's ACP-5100 and ACP-6100 HDLC TI controllers 
DEC's DMR-11, DMC-11, and DMV-11 DDCMP 
SLIP (Serlal Llne IP) uslng any VMS-supported terrnlnal 
multiplexer 
Other LAN lnterfaces 
Proteon's proNET-10 and proNET-80 Token-R~ng controller 
NSC's Pi13114 Hyperchannel controller 
Symbolics' CHAOSnet 4-Megab~t controller 
Optional Software 
NFS Client for MuItiNet 
NFS Server for MultiNet (includes support for PC-NFS) 
Product Packaging 
MultiNet IS distributed on a 1600 BPI magnetic tape or TK50 
streaming cassette tape. Included w~th MultiNet software are 
the manuals: Introduction to Mult~Net, MultiNet Installation Gulde, 
MultiNet System Admin~strators' Guide, MultiNet Users' Guide, 
MultiNet Programmers' Reference Manual, and optionally the 
MultiNet NFS Server System Admmlstrators' Guide and MultiNet 
NFS Client System Administrators' Guide. 
Product Support 
Product support is provided for ninety (90) days wlth MultiNet 
which includes new releases, documentation, telephone consulta- 
tion, and remote diagnosis. Support can be extended to an annual 
basls w~th a software maintenance agreement Contact TGV, Inc. 
for further ~nformat~on. 
TCV, Incorporated 
(800) TCV-3440 
603 Mission Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
(408) 427- 4366 
FAX (408) 427-4365 
Mulr~Ner!s a !redemat& ol SRI Inte~nal!nnal JIM nl 1GV Inc VAX VMS. MuoVAX. DEC DECnel. ana DECw~ndars are lrademrls of Dfg~lal Eau~pmnnl CorDoratm UNlX cs a Iraaemarr of 
AThr SVI~~~OIICS r l r > r l  Ct4AO!i?>(.I ,111- Ilild~'ln.(fk~ 01 Sylnm)I~~s InC Xefos and PUP aro Irademarks ol Xerox CorDorallon ACC .s a rcgnslerea lfaoemafk 01 Aavancea Cornpuler CnnmunocatlOns 
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MuItiNet NFS Client & NFS Sewer 
for VMS 
Overview 
MultiNet is the first VAXNMS networking environment to offer both NFS Client and NFS Server for VMS. These features enable the 
complete interconnection of VAXNMS systems to any other system which supports NFS. 
NFS Client 
The MultiNet NFS Client allows VMS applications to transpar- 
ently access files stored on NFS servers. The NFS Client can 
remote mount file systems on ANY system having an NFS server. 
The NFS Client device driver prov~des a standard file system 
interface and IS called automatically by the normal VMS Record 
Management Serv~ces (RMS). 
Remote NFS servers supporting full UNlX (NFS) file system semantics 
appear to VAXNMS systems as fully-functional Files-1 1 ODs-2 file 
systems. This includes support for multiple file versrons and arbitrary 
VMS (RMS) file attributes. Files created on the server system appear 
as Stream-LF files to the local VAXNMS system. Text files created by 
the local VAXNMS system appear as normal 'Stream" files on the 
server and can, therefore, be shared with applications running on 
the NFS server and other (including NON-VMS) NFS clients. Other 
VAXNMS file types are stored on the NFS server as 'raw' VMS data 
blocks (as produced on the VMS system) plus information about the 
VMS (RMS) file attributes. This permits other VAXNMS clients to 
share these files on the NFS server and non-VMS systems to 
access the data, prov~ded the non-VMS systems are capable of 
i n te r~ re t i n~  the 'raw" VMS data blocks. 
The NFS Server can export all Files-1 1 CDS-2 VMS volumes, 
rncluding shadow sets, bound volumes, and DFS-served disks. 
The NFS Server distribution also includes a PC-NFS authentrca- 
tion and print server (PCNFSD). It allows IBM PCs and compatibles 
running NFS client software to access NFS served filesystems as 
though they are local DOS disk drives. PCNFSD supporls printing 
from PC clients to VMS print queues. 
Somare Requirements 
MultiNet V2.2 or greater and VAXNMS V4.5 or greater. Uses 
spinlock synchronization to support Symmetrical Muill-Processing 
(SMP) under VMS version V5. 
Supporled Configurations 
Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX and MizroVAX computers in 
any valid VMS and MultiNet configuration. 
, - 
On systems not supporting full UNlX (NFS) file system semantics, the Product Packaging 
local VAXiVMS system sees a restricted file system, whrch does not MuifiNetNFS Client and lhe MuifiMtMFssmerare dis- 
support multiple file versions or arbitrary VMS (RMS) file attributes. All Iributed On a 1600 BPI magnetic tape Or TK5fl streaming cassette 
remote files appear as VAXNMS Stream-LF files, whrch permits [he tape as part of the normal MulFimtdistribution. No separate 
sharing of text files between systems. installation is required. 
NFS Sewer 
The MultiNet NFS Server is a high-performance kernel imple- 
mentation of NFS for VMS. The NFS Server maps the complete 
UNlX file system semantics onto the VMS file system, including 
symbolic and hard links and device files, making a VMS file system 
look exactly like a UNlX file system. When accessed from an NFS 
Client, all VMS text files are type-converted to look like UNlX 
stream files for maximum interoperability. The MFS Server uses a 
file and directory cache between the file system and the network, lo 
mask VMS bottlenecks from the requesting UNlX machine. The 
NFS Server uses a proprietary XDR serializer to move data 
directly between the file system cache and the network buffers. By 
default, the cache funct~ons as a write-through cache, but can be 
configured as a write-back cache to increase performance 
Included with the software are the MultiNet IVIS Server Adminis 
trators' Guide and the MuItiNet NFS Client Adniin~slrators' Guide. 
Product Supporl 
Product support is provided for ninety (90) days with MultilVet 
which includes new releases, documentation, telephone consul 
tation, and remote diagnosis. Support can be extended to an 
annual basis with a software maintenance agreement Contact 
TGV, Inc. for further information. 
TGV, I~icorpora ted 
(800) TGV-3140 
603 Missio~i Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
(408) 427- 4366 
FAX (408) 427-4365 
Mulf~Nef 8s n trndcmarh of SHI Inlcrn,ltronal 2nd nf TGV lnc VAX VMS and DEC are lraaemarhs ol D!qllal Eautprnent CorDwallon 
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IVSI Operations Center 
Sancy L. Zanley, Network Operanons Analyht 
Sterling Federai Systems. Iric. 
The NASA Science Internet (NSI) Yetwork Operations Staff is responsible for p r o v ~ d n g  
reliabie comrnunicat~on connectivity for the NASA sclence community. As the iVSI user 
community expands, so does the demand for greater interoperability with users and 
resources on other networks (e.g., NSFnet, ESnet), both nationally and internationally. 
Coupled with the science community's demand for greater access to other resources is the 
demand for more reliable communication connectivity. Recognizing this, the NASA 
Science Internet Project Office (NSIPO) expanded its Operations activities. By January 
1990, Network Operations was equipped with a telephone hotline, and its staff was 
expanded to six Network Operations Analysts. These six analysts provide 7-4-hour-a-day, 
7-day-a-week coverage to assist site managers with problem determination and resolution. 
The NSI Operations staff monitors network circuits and their associated routers. In most 
instances, NSI Operations diagnoses and repons problems before users realize a problem 
exists. 
Monitoring of the NSI TCP/IP Network is currently being done with Proteon's Overview 
monitoring system (see photo). The Overview monitoring system displays a map of the 
NSI network utilizing various colors to indcate the conditions of the components being 
monitored. Each node or site is polled via the Simple Network Monitoring Protocol 
(ShW). Lf a circuit goes down. Overview alerts the Network Operations staff with an 
audible alarm and changes the color of the component. When an alert is received. Network 
Operadons personnel immediately: 
a) Verify and diagnose the problem 
b) Coordinate repair with other networking service groups 
C) Track problems, and 
d) Document problem and resolution into a trouble ticket data base. 
NSI Operations offers the NSI science community reliable connectivity by exercising 
prompt assessment and resolution of network problems. 
ARC1 
ARC2 
ASF 
xus 
BBSO 
CGBE 
crw 
CTPO 
DF'RF 
E-1PSP 
EAST 
ESI 
FA 
GGGO 
NSI Site Acronym List 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA (router #1) 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA (router #2) 
Alaska SAR Fa~ili ty~niversi ty of Alaska Geophysical Institute 
Australian Academic Research Network 
Big Bear Solar Observatory, Big Bear City, CX 
Capital Gallery Building, East Wing, Washington, D.C. 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D.C. 
C e m  Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Chile 
Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards AFB, CA 
Exterior-Packet Switching Processor Gateway to NSFNET 
Interoperability Gateway 
Astrophysics Data System, Ellery Systems Inc., Boulder, CO 
Ford Aerospace, ST DADS Program, Seabrook, MD 
Gilmore Creek Geophysical Observatory, Alaska 
GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, NY 
GSFCl Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (router #1) 
GSFC2 Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (router #2) 
GSFC3 Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (router #3) 
GSFC4 Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (router #4) 
HkiYSTK Haystack Observatory, Westford, MA 
H(2 NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 
ICBT Institute for New Generation Computer Technology, Japan 
PS'TS Institute for Space and Terresmal Science, York University, Ontario, Canada 
JPE Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 
JSC Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 
G C  Kennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral, FL 
MSU Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 
LERC Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH 
LP'ARL Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, CA 
MB BBN Mailbridge to MILNET 
MSFC 
MTC 
NCAP24 
NCAP56 
NCAR 
NGS 
NZ 
RICE 
sao 
SRA 
sse 
STIF 
STSCI 
STX 
SWRI 
UAZ 
UNI 
UMD 
UMT 
USF 
USNO 
WFF 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL 
Solar Max Mission, Maryland Trade Center, MD 
Encapsulation for AREA 24, ARC, Moffett Field, CA 
Encapsulation for AREA 56, UARS Project, GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 
National Center for Armospheric Research, Boulder, CO 
National Geodetic Survey, Rockville, MD 
University of Waikato, New Zealand 
Sesquinet, Rice University, Houston,TX 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, MA 
Science Research Associates, Glastonbury, CT 
Stennis Space Center, MS 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, Linthicum, MD 
Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, MD 
ST Systems Corp, Lanharn, MD 
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, TX 
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 
SURAnet, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 
University of South Florida, St. Petersburg, FL 
United States Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C. 
Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, VA 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, World Weather Building, 
Camp Springs, MD 

NSI NOC's most frequently asked questions. 
Q- m a t  does NSI NOC mean? 
A. NASA Science Internets' Nenvork Operations Center. 
Q. m a t  does NSH NO@ do? 
A. The NSI ner~vork operations staf mnitors the NASA Science Internet. 
Q. Does NSI NOC perform other duties besides monitoring the NASA 
Science hternet? 
A. Yes, we are also site contacts for other NOCs. 
NOC Questions, continued 
Q. What hours during the day can NSI NOC be reached? 
A. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
Q. Who do I contact when I'm experiencing networking problems? 
A. If you are unable to solve problem through your local site manager, 
call NSI NOC directly at 415 604-3655. 
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X.500 
Directory Service 
February 1991 
A."'.RamdGnts 
M o @ L  Field, CA 94435 
John Yin 
An international standard for a globally distributed 
directory. 
Provides basic addressing information. 
* Provides detailed information on countries, 
organizations, people, and resources (e.g., where 
printers are). 
Arnes Research Center c3
X.500 defines: 
The interaction between user agents and a 
server. 
a The interaction between servers over a wide 
area network. 
- 
wn Im.  C a n v r v r r r m m a J N m d r  D s P b p a  B d .  W N .  MIS: 233-18 
N A 5 A L;~z&,~ 
Advantages of X500 
e The first standardized inter-organization directory 
service. 
Fast becoming a world-wide standard. Pilot project in 
use in 14 countries. 
The only way to access extensive, distributed, global 
information. Other services presently available offer 
only limited information. 
NASA AM-Gnlrr MoJttt Fdd, U 944.35 
Us nts / In tedaces Available 
Pod Uses the X-windows system. Simple point and click 
interface makes it user friendly. Accessible to novice 
users. 
Sd Screen oriented interface with the same functionality 
(m Directory) aS Pod. 
Dish A powerful tool enabling advanced users to access 
extensive information and cus tornize their queries. 
Fred Uses a command h e .  Specializes in ernail and 
m n t - & d  to Dish) other addressing information. A user friendly 
front-end to dish. 
XWP X-windows interface that supports user friendly 
(White Pages naming. 
interface for 
X500 System) 
Immediate Goa/s 
Provide an operational X.500 backbone for NASA 
Science Network users. 
* Integrate non-Unix based User Agents. 
Macintosh, PC, VAX/VMS, IBM Profs. 
* Establish X.500 access points and provide access 
control lists where appropriate. 
NASA Arne R#sswch Cmln W t F i d A . C A  5x035 
* A GOSIP requirement. 
Future Goals 
N A S  A G ~ ~ % ~ ~  
0 Access more vital and detailed information 
X.500 users will be able to access information on 
application processes, entities, and devices. 
Integrate with non-Science Nehvork X.500 directory 
servers. 
G. NSI Customer Se ce Representatives 
and User Support Office 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
Ames Research Center 
What is the W S A  Science Interne)? 
The NASA Science Internet, NSI, was 
esrablishd in 1987 to provide NASA's 
C;bffice of Spxe SGience and 
AppEea~ons (OSSA) missions with 
tranvarent ~ d e - a r e a  data connectivity 
to NASA's resarehers, compurational 
resources, and databases. 
The NSI mce at NASA/Ames 
Reseuch Cener has the lead 
respnsi6Ery for implementing a total, 
open netwsrkng pro 
OSSA conamunity. NSI is a full- 
service connmunica~ons provider whose 
sefices include science network 
planing, nework engineering, 
a p p ~ c a ~ o n s  development, network 
op ra~ons ,  and network information 
center/user support services. 
Science 
NASA Science Internet 
What is NSI% Mission? 
NSl's mission is to provide reliable high- 
spssd mmrnunicatbns to the 
eornmunity. To this end, the NSI mcs 
manages and operates the M A  Science 
Internet, a multiprotocol network 
currently supporting both DECnet and 
TGPJIP protocols. NSI utilizes state-of- 
the-arl network technology to meet its 
customers' requirements. 
The NASA SGience Internet intermnnects 
with other national networks including the 
National Sence Foundation's NSFNET, the 
Department of Energy's ESnet, and the 
Departmenf of Defense's MI W ET. NSI also 
has international mnnections to Japan, 
Australia, New Zealand, Chile, and several 
Europsan countries. 
NSI moperates with other government 
agencies as well as amdernie and 
commercial organizations to implement 
networking technologies which foster 
interoperability, improve reliability and 
pedorrnance, increase secpsri~ and 
control, and expedite migration lo th~e OSI 
protocols. 
NSI will be a major participant in the 
establishment of a high-speed National 
Research and Education Nemrk  (MREN). 
R'Bacp does NSI support? 
NSI  supports the NASA Science community 
vvhich consists of more than 12,000 Office 
of Space Science 8. Pipplications (OSSA) 
scientists, researchers, engineers, and 
administrators around the world. 
NSl's circuits are provided primarily by 
PSCN. It also utilizes other national or 
international science networking 
providers. 
NSl's personnel is noted worldwide for its 
neborking expertise, and its highly 
modern operation and control center 
facilities assure leading-edge technology in 
neborlc monitoring ,and problem control. 
5VRat are NS%% ;Service Levels ? 
NSBk basic setvice pn,vidss an own, 
secbre, shared netwt~rk to =sure mission 
suwess. This sewks includes mnnedk'w 
fcsr file iransfw, elsstronic mail, and 
remote logon. Basic !;ewice suppans b f h  
TCPIOB and DECnst, and includes o w n  
mnnectivib within the United States 
well as with international NASA 
mllaborators. Basic Sewie  is provided at 
no charge 10 authorked Lasers by OSSA"s 
Communications ancl Information Systems 
Division. 
Custom sewice inciudes high-speed 
dedicated lines in addition lo the basic 
semices. Custom sewice requirernents are 
engineered and eoslod on a case-by-sase 
basis. 
NSI provids an open, secure, shared 
neitwork to %sure the succss of i t s  users" 
missions by: 
supporring geogaptucally disnibu~d users 
accommodating advanced qpbcations 
providing reliable and robust access to remote 
facilities 
* integrating users into the overall network 
environment, and 
supporting high-performance access to the 
science communiry 
How do customers connect with NSI? 
Customers aweact the appropriate NSB 
Office Customer  Sswim Representative 
(sm b a d  p g e  for details) to desribs 
Phelr requirements. The NSl OGce then 
obtains program authorbation and relevant 
accounting information. Whew that 8's 
mmplete, NSI implements the requird 
sewice a& monitors pdormana. 
Customer Service Representatives provide 
continual feedbad on the status of the 
customer's rques8 during this prmess. 
Afier implementation, the Network 
Informatbn Center, located at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center, will provide 
information about all aspscts of the NSI 
program, such as mail, specialized 
applications, data bases, and white and 
yellow pages. 
What does NSX support include? 
Requirements management 
which includes documentation, 
tracking, and repofling from 
initiation through service 
implementation. 
@ Real-time, off- l ine halp 
on nework- and service-related 
questions, and appropriate referral 
to Netvvorlk Owrations Centers 
(NOCs) and News& lnfomalion 
Centers (MICs). 
A 24-hour17-day Network 
Operations Center 
(NOC) which monitors nslwork 
traffic and assures network 
reliability, performance, and speed 
a User servlces 
o Network Information Center 
o Conference support 
o Documentation and tutatrials 
o User groups 
Securlty coordlnetion 
provides an audit-trail of network 
activity and intarma~on an 
security incidents and intrusions. 
For more informaGon 
Customer Service 
NASA Science internet 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mail Stop: 233-8 
Moffett Field. CA 94035-1 000 
U.S.A. 
Tslephonc~: Facs imi le :  E-mail Address: 
1-41 5-604-5859 41 5-604-0063 IP: nsi-nic@nsipo.nasa.gov 
FTS: 464-5859 FTS: 464-0063 DECnet: ames::"nsi-nic@nsipo.nasa.govn 
2481 0::"nsi-nic@nsipo.nasa.go\~" 
NASAMA1L:NSINIC 
01 -41 5-604-5859 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field, California 94035-1 800 
The NASA Science Internet - An Integrated Approach to Networking 
by Fred Rounds, NSI Project Manager 
An intemted approach to building a networking infrastructure is an absolute 
necessiry for meeting the multidisciplinary science networking requirements of the OSSA 
science c These networking requirements include communications connectivity 
bemeen nal resources, databases, and library system, as well as to other 
scientists and researchers around the world. 
A consolidated networking approach allows strategic use of the existing science 
networhg within the federal government. and it provides neworking capability that rakes 
into consideration national and international trends towards multivendor and m 
service. It also offers a practical vehicle for optimizing costs and 
Findally, and perfiaps most important to the development of high- 
titutes a focus for phasing to the National Research and 
e Internet (NSI) pro , established in mid 1988, is structured 
to provide just such an integrated network. NSI coordinates and consolidates science user 
reqkments for non-missioncritical computer networking. It further designs and 
inaplemeints its networks to provide the computer protocols and pe ces needed by the 
scien~scs. In the pmess of consolidating circuits, NSI uses multiprotocol and interprotocol 
networidng rechology and works to facilitate sharing of applications software and 
ser\nces. NSI also coordinates the integration of Code SC information system as well as 
ications, such as remote visualization, wide-band video, etc., into the 
ughout its operations, NSI is responsible for providing efficient management 
unications facilities and for assuring resource control and security. 
The initial step in gaining connectivity to NSI is for potential users to contact NSI's 
Customs Service Representatives. The CSRs gather the user's requirements on Network 
S e ~ c e  Fbequest ; when such requests are validated by NASA Headquarters as 
OSSA-su~pported projects, the requirements are passed on to NSI Engineers who configure 
the nework architecture, acquire and test the circuits, and bring the circuits into full 
connecevity with NSI. 
NSH provides users with full support. NSrs Network Information Center at 
GcrddaPal Space Flight Center plans to provide user support services in the form of White- 
and Yellow-Page Directory Services, a User Help Desk, and periodic NSI User Working 
Gmup m~eetings. The Network Operations Center at Ames Research Center monitors NSI 
network 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The Operations Center monitors and analyses 
network manages problems that arise, and handles equipment installation, 
upgrade aintenance. 
The integrated networking approach provided by NSI significantly increases 
scientsc collab improves access to large-scale scientific computing, data 
pmesslng tools, lities, and other federal and international networks, and it makes 
mohe rapid and efficient exchange of scientific data possible. 
NSP Directed Lo Continue SPAN'S Functions 
Fred Rounds, NSI Project Manager 
g a series of network management retreats in June and July of 19W, 
represenmtives h r n  NASA PiIeadquaaers Codes 8 and S agreed on networbg mles a d  
respnsibdities for thelr respecdve organintions. The represen~atives decidd hat NSI wdll 
assume management of both the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) and the NASA 
Science Network (NSN). SPAN is now known as the NSmECnet, and NSTq is now 
howw as the N S m .  Some agement functions will be distributd betwen ARC and 
GSFC. NSI at AWC has the lead mle for requirernenrs genem~on and nework en@eefing. 
Pat Gary at GSFC will develop Advanced Applications and the Neekrork Enfoma~on 
Center. He will also lead NSI User Services, but NSI at Ames will continue to phovide 
User Services d g the transition. The msition will be made as transparent as pssible 
for the users. 
DECnet service will continue, but is now directly managed by NSI at Ames. NSI 
d1 conhue to work closely with routing center 
formed a msition t to address the change in management. An NSI-DECnet w o r b g  
group has also been formed as a separate engineering group within NSI to plan Bhe 
transition to Phase V, DECnet's approach to Open System Integrahon (0%). Transi~on is 
not expected for a year or more due to delays in product releases. For further info 
and details, contact Warren VanCmp, 415-604-4796 
Plans to upgrade speeds in tail circuits and the backbone are underway. The 
proposed baseline service for new connections is up to 56 Kbps; 9.6 Kbps lines will 
gradually be uppded as requirements dictate. NSI is in the process of consolidahing 
tail circuits, and the backbne. Currently NSI's backbone is flracdond TI; 
NSI will go to full T1 service as soon as it is feasible. 
NSI Sponsors Open Forum 
at  t he  American Geophysical Union Conference, Dec. 1990 
Tom ng i n d u c d  hhe finst NSH Open e AmePncaan Geophysicd 
Ufion last D in San Francisco. Christine Fals the session where users 
vdere encouraged to raise questions about specific issues concerning NSI. Fred Rounds, 
NSI Project Mmager, and W m n  Van Camp, NSI Engineer, were on hand to answer the 
quesuons. Some of those quesrions are highlighted below: 
Question: HOW will 56 Kbps upgrades be handled? 
Answer All NSI circuits d l  be reviewed and a determination will be 
ckcuin appropriate for upgrade. A review wiil then be held with affected users, following 
which upg~ades wiil begin. The proposed schedule for upgrades will be as follows: 15 
circuits in F Y  9 1. 20 circuits in FY 92. and 17 circuits in FY 93. 
Question: '6tTho can users call for networking services? 
Answer: NSI staff is avaulable to answer questions regarding establishing 
copaneceons to NSI. change of service, resource availability, or network problems. 
tion Center: 301-286-725 1 
Requirements Control Desk: 4 15-604-5859 
24 x 7 Operations Desk: 415-604-3655 
Question: How will organizational issues affect science projects such as  
ISTP and UARS? 
Answer: 1) ARC will be the focus of the Network Owrations Center, providing 24- 
how-a..day, 7-day-a-week service. 
2) NSI will design circuits to meet requirements using a wider range of 
tools, such as shared networks (NSF, DOE, DARPA), encapsulahon, multiproc~ol 
routes, and specialized dedicated circuits where needed. 
3) The NSI backbone will be upgradd. 
4) NSI will support DECnet, TCP/IP, and eventually OSI protocols. 
5) NSI will participate in N as the technology emerges. 
Question: What will the newly formed User Services Group be 
respsrisible for, and what is it planning to provide for the user 
communities? 
Answer The Network lnfomation Center (NC) effort will be led from Goddard 
Space Flight Center. The GSFC NIC plans to provide the following services: White/ 
Yellow Pages directory services; user help desk and hotline (in conjunction with the 
Nesvvok Operations Center at ARC); user information fo s; NSI User Working Group 
c m ~ l a t i o n  and logistics support; regional customer support; user security; infomarion on 
seeunry policies and plans; and "kits" and other security material which will be disuibuted 
to all users. 
Question: What is the current status of security on the net? Frdhat is being 
done to upgrade the security toolkit? 
Answer: Nerwork security resides p i  y with the host. This is an essenaead 
element of open neworkng. Other measures include continuous network monitoring and 
use of security-oriented tools. 
NSI is preparing a Security Plan and Risk AnalysisManagemenr Plm &at 
incovmtes both NSI-TCPm and NSI-DECnet network protocol security alpproaches. In 
addtion, existing guidelines, tools, and repons are available to assist users in  s e c ~ r y  
matters. These mareffals are avaulable for users from the NSI Security Group Leader, Ron 
Tencati. at FI'S 888-5223. or 301-286-5223. 
NSINIC: is a menu-driven help facility designed to aid both novice and experienced users of the NASA Science Internet. 
NSIMlC includes user guides for general and inter-operating networking functions (e.g., remote logins and file transfers); 
listings of who to call for help at individual NASA centers; ancf general information about the NSI. Automated utilities within 
NSlNlC provide transparent access to on-line help and other systems. Users are encouraged to access the NSlNlC on-line 
system and leave comments. 
TELNET to DFTNiC.gsfc.nasa.gov (128.183.10.3); username is NSINIC. 
SET HOST to DFTNIC (DECnet address is 6148); username is NSINIC. 
Dial the appropriate access number as shown in the following table (all are area code 301), 
then follow the instructions listed below: 
Em! Ii%ahQm kwfs 
300-2400 ODDINONE 8 dl1 s or 7 dl2 s 286-9000 All these modems automatically set 
300-2400 EVEN 7 data11 stop 286-9500 themselves for the correct speed. 
9600 NONE 8&ls or 7&2s 286-4000 Only 8 are available. 
9608 EVEN 7 data11 stop 286-4500 Only 4 are available. 
CALL, DISPLAY, OR 
DIALING nnnnn 
CALL COMPLETE 
MODIFY? CALL SlSC <CR> [NOTE: If dialing from off-GSFC, you will 
see "ENTER NUMBER" instead! 
cCR> <CR> 
Enler username> (type your name here) <CR> 
(misc. system messages) 
Local> C DFMIC <CR> 
(rnisc. system messages) 
Username: NSlNlC <CR> 
Dial your local SprintNet (formerly Telenet) access number, then hit [RETURN] or 
[ENTER] several times until you see the "@" prompt. (Information on local SprintNet access is available from the NSIUSO.) 
MOTE: If you are dialing in to SprintNet, you will need a NASA Packet Switched System (NPSS) DACS userid; contact the 
NSIUSO lor more information. 
S: 
@ 
"C:ONNECTION ESTABLISHED* 
(misc. system messages) 
ENTER USERID> 
ENTER PASSWORD> 
EINTER SERVICE> 
(nqisc. system messages) 
Username: 
C NASA 
<CR> <CR> 
LOGON <CR> 
(your DACS ID) <CR> 
(your DACS p/w) <CR> 
DFINIC <CR> 
NSlNlC <CR> 
Questions and/or comments about the NSlNlC may be e-mailed to the account name "NSIHELP at any of the following: 
DECnet: DFTNIC (6148) TCPIIP: dftnic.gsfc.nasa.gov (1 28.183.1 0.3) BITNET: dftbit 
NASA Science Internet User Support Office 
Advanced Data Flow Technology Office, Code 930.4 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
301 -286-7251 195'1 4 or FTS 888-7251 I951 4 
National ArronautfLs arld 
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